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FOREWORD

In the name of Allah, the most Beneficent, the most Merciful - All
praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. May the peace and
blessings of Allah be upon His final Prophet Muhammad, his com-
panions and all those who follow his guidance until the Last Day.

In today’s turbo-charged world, in which the pace of life is accelerating
at a dizzying pace, very little time is spent reflecting upon the real pur-
pose of man's existence. Instead, the main goals of life are the fulfil-
ment of carnal desires and the accumulation of material goods of no
real substance for a trifling period of time, at the expense of following
Divine guidance. The overwhelming prevalence of greed and vice is
what destroyed the nations before and is an ominous sign that the Last
Hour is drawing near.

Despite living longer, people spend less and less time attending to their
spiritual needs, choosing instead to focus their attention on the myriad
distractions made possible by fast-evolving technology. Beguiled by
the false allure of this dunya the souls become diseased and ultimately
die. The dead soul is heedless of its real purpose and oblivious of
the inevitable meeting with its Maker; our great King Allah, the Most
High. It is not unreasonable to say that most of those alive today have
dead hearts and souls.

For this reason reviving a dead heart requires much care and attention,
for it is like the earth that has to be tilled and toiled over and cultivated
in order to yield a good healthy harvest. If the ground remains un-
cultivated for too long, it becomes hard and desolate, unable to yield
any crop. Similarly a corrupted soul cannot be remedied except by re-
sponding to Allah, and its feeling of desolation cannot be removed
except by being in solitude with Him.

Those who wish to lead a wholesome and fulfilling lives in the pleasure
of Allah, the Most High, are in the minority. Unfortunately for them,

12



Gardens of Purification

most of the spiritual leaders they look to for guidance falsely lay claim
to being the true flag bears of the religion. These leaders call to other
than the way of the Prophet Muhammad ($H) and lead vast numbers
of people astray.

Thus it is incumbent for the seekers of Allah’s Pleasure to follow the
correct path, lest their efforts are rendered worthless. This book will
Insha'Allah aid the noble reader to awaken one’s soul to its true pur-
pose and follow the straight path of our beloved Prophet Muhammad
($U), the best man to walk this earth, the finest of all examples and the
most beloved to Allah - whose spirituality, character, morals and ethics
are unquestionable.

This work by the great reformer and Shaikh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah
is of great importance. It covers many timely topics regarding spiritu-
ality, worship and cognisance of Allah at all times. And so the text is
reflecting deeply upon a firm understanding of the Nobel Qur’an and
Sunnah without appealing to any mysticism or mystical orders. The
author - may Allah have mercy upon him - goes to great lengths to
explain the questions posed to him on this subject matters. It presents
profound points on self-purification outlining to the readers what they
can appreciate and apply within their daily lives.

The life of our beloved Prophet (|jg) and his conduct is what we should
emulate in letter and spirit. For surety there is no success in any spir-
itual path that deviates away from the path of Al-Mustafa (the Chosen
One). His path is the only path to salvation, his example and Sunnah
is far superior to any supposed saint or pious one who has innovated
his own mystical order.

I ask Allah, the Most High, that He accepts this humble effort from us
and rewards all those who have laboured hard so that this work may
see the light of day, Amin ya Rabb.

Abu Muhammad Tasaddaq
5th Rajab 1437 AH | 12th April 2016

13



I B N T A Y M I Y Y A H

May Allah have mercy upon him

HE I S AHMAD bin Ahdu-l-Hallm bin A.bdu-s-Salam bin
‘Abdullah bin Abu Qasim ibn Taymiyyah al-Harranl TaqI
ad-Dln Abu al-Ahbas bin Shihab ad-Dln. He was bom in

Harran, an old city within the Arabian Peninsula between Syria1 and
Iraq, on the tenth or the twelfth of the month Rab?u-l-Awivalin the
year 661H. He and his family were later forced to flee to Damascus
due to the occupation by the Tartars.

He came from a family of scholars, his father and grandfather
were both scholars as were three of his brothers: ‘Abdu-r-Rahman,
‘Abdullah and his half-brother, Muhammad.

During his early studies of Islam, he never ceased to amaze his
teachers at the strength of his memory, keen intelligence and depth
of understanding. It is said that he was first allowed to give legal
verdicts at the age of nineteen and he began teaching at Daral-Hadith
as-Sukriyyah at the age of twenty-two.

He became famous for his knowledge of hadith, indeed he was a

Ar. Sham, in those days represented the areas of Syria,Jordan and Palestine.
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Haft£ (Hadlth Master), and for his knowledge of the Qur’an and its
related sciences, he impressed all with his circles on tafsir. He also
attained expertise in Usuial-Fiqh and Fiqh,knowledge of the differ-
ences of opinions present amongst the scholars,writing, mathematics,
history, astronomy and medicine. Many of the scholars of his time
testified that he had attained the rank of Mujtahid.

He always showed a great concern for the affairs and welfare of
the Muslims and this manifested itself greatly in his efforts during
the Jihad against the Tartars, Christians and Rawafidah wherein his
displays of bravery, courage and inspiring talks were one of the most
important factors in the Muslims victory against their enemies.These
efforts won the praise and admiration of many scholars and indeed
the ensuing generations of Muslims to this very day.

Aside from the physicalJihad, ibn Taymiyyah launched an intellec-
tual struggle against the various deviant sects and heretical ideas of
his day. He refuted the Shi 0, the People of Theological Rhetoric (Ahl
al-Kalam)—such as the Jahmiyyah, Mutafilah and many of Ashairah,
the philosophers who promoted the school of the early Greeks
JalasiJa), the majority of Sufi sects and paths and the adherents of
other religions. His criticisms were not based on a lack of understand-
ing, rather he first gained an in-depth knowledge of each of these
schools and as such his critique of them was systematic, acute and
valid. For example it is said that his refutation of Greek philosophy
was one of the most devastating attacks ever leveled against them.
His refutation of Christianity was outstanding and his rebuttal of
the Shi(a completely demolished their beliefs and innovations from
root to branch.2

Needless to say, these refutations, and his very direct methods of
2 When this is understood, the critique levelled against him by some that ‘his learn-

ing exceeded his intellect’ can safely be relegated to the trash bin.

15



I B N T A Y M I Y Y A H

refuting, made him many enemies and as a result his life was full of
trials and persecutions. His enemies were careful to look for anything
by which they could attack him and they eventually found what they
were looking for in his works of belief entitled Aqtdah al-Wasitiyyah
and Aqidah al-Hamamyyah. Due to their total misunderstanding of
what he wrote, they accused him of anthropomorphism and had him
imprisoned on more than one occasion. Ibn Kathlr mentions that
some scholars sat with ibn Taymiyyah to debate with him concerning
his Aqidahal-Wasitiyyahand the debate endingwith their agreeing with
him in what he had written.3 Similarly ibn Kathlr mentions that some
scholars debated with him concerning Aqidah al-Hamamyyahand his
replies to their accusations could not be rebutted.4 Ibn Taymiyyah
was again imprisoned because of a legal ruling he gave concerning
divorce, and yet again he was later imprisoned for a legal verdict he
issued prohibiting making journeys for the purpose of visitinggraves.
It was during this imprisonment that he passed away.

With regards his personality and worship, he exerted a huge and last-
ing influence on all who met him and he was known for his worship
and glorification of the Islamic laws, both inwardly and outwardly.
His complete reliance upon Allah can be best summed up in what
his student, ibn al-Qayyim, relates from him when he was told that
his enemies had plotted to kill him or imprison him,

If they kill me it will be martyrdom for me. If they ex-
pel me, it will be migration for me; if they expel me to
Cyprus, I will call its people to Allah so that they answer
me. If they imprison me, it will be a place of worship for

3 Ibn Kathlr, Biddyah wa an-Nihdyah [Vol. 14, under the heading (Aqd Majalis ath-
Thalathd\.

4 Ibn Kathlr [14/5 ].

1 6
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me.5

Ibn al-Qayyim himself said,

Allah knows, I have never seen anyone who had a better
life than his. Despite the difficulties and all that expunges
comfort and luxury, nay, things completely opposite to
them; despite imprisonment, intimidation and oppres-
sion, ibn Taymiyyah had a purer life than anyone could.
He was the most generous, the strongest of heart and the
most joyful of souls, with the radiance of bliss in his face.
When we were seized with fear and our thoughts turned
negative, and the earth grew narrow for us, we would go
to him. No sooner did we look at him and hear his words,
all these feelings would leave us to be replaced by relief,
strength, certainty and tranquillity.6

Al-Bazzar said,

I was of those who knew well his habits, he would not
talk to anyone unnecessarily after the prayer of Fajr and
would remain performing the dhikrof Allah in a low voice
which perhaps could just be heard by one sitting next to
him; and frequently would he direct his gaze to the sky.
This he would do until the Sun had risen high and the time
in which it is prohibited to pray was over.7

He also said,

I have not seen him mention any of the pleasures and

s Nahiyah min Hayah Shaykh al-Isldm [p. 30].

6 Ibn al-Qayyim, Al-Wahil as-Sayyib [p. 69],

al-Bazzar, al-A'lam al- Aliyyah [p. 40]

17



I B N T A Y M I Y Y A H

attractions of this world, he did not delve into worldly
conversations and he never asked for any of its livelihood.
Instead he directed his attentions and conversations to
seeking the Hereafter and what could get him closer to
Allah.8

Once, the ruler Muhammad bin Qalawun accused him of wanting
to wrench kingship from him due to his large following to which he
replied,

I would do that! By Allah, your kingship and the king-

ship of Moghul is not even worth two meagre coins in
my eyes! 9

His Teachers10

He studied under a great number of scholars and he himself men-
tioned a number of them as related by adh-Dhahabl directly from
him.11 This particular chronicle of teachers includes forty-one male
scholars and four female scholars. The total number of scholars
whom he took knowledge from exceeds two hundred.12

The following is a selection of some of his teachers:

al-Bazzar [p.52].

9 al-Bazzar [p. 74].

10 Refer to: Majmif Fatawa Shaykh al-Islam [18/76-121]; Dhayl ibn Rajah [2/387];
Ibn Kathlr [14/136-137]; adh-Dhahabl, Tadhkirah al-Huffa£ [3/1496]; Ibn Hajr
aHAsqalanl, ad-Durar al-Kdminah fiAyan al~Miah ath-Thaminah [1/154].

11 Majmu al-Fatawa [18/76-121].

12 Al-(Uqudad-Durriyyah [p. 3]; al-Kawakib ad-Durriyyah [p. 52].

1 8
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Abu al-(Abbas Ahmad ibn ‘Abdu-l-Da’im al-Maqdasi
Abu Nasr ^Abdu-l^AzIz ibn ‘Abdu-l-Munhm
Abu Muhammad Isma(Il ibn Ibrahim at-Tanukhl
Al-Manja ibn ‘Uthman at-Tanukhl ad-Dimashql
Abu al-(Abbas al-Muammil ibn Muhammad al-BalisI
Abu ‘Abdullah Muhammad ibn Abu Bakr ibn Sulayman
al-Amirl
Abu al-Faraj ‘Abdur-Rahman ibn Sulayman al-Baghdadl
Sharaf ad-Dln al-Maqdasi, Ahmad ibn Ahmad ash-Shaffl
Muhammad ibn ‘Abdu-l-QawI al-Maqdasi
TaqI ad-Dln al-Wasitl, Ibrahim ibn (AlI al-Salihl al-
Hanball
His paternal aunt, Sitt ad-Dar bint ABdu-s-Salam ibn
Taymiyyah

His Students

He had many students and those who were affected by him are
many, some of his students were:

Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyyah, Muhammad ibn Abu Bakr.
Adh-DhahabI, Muhammad ibn Ahmad.
Al-MizzI, Yusuf ibn Ahdur-Rahman.
Ibn Kathlr, Ismael ibn (Umar.
Ibn Ahdu-l-HadI, Muhammad ibn Ahmad.
Al-Bazzar, (Umar ibn <AlI.
Ibn Qadl al-Jabal, Ahmad ibn Husain.
Ibn Fadlillah al-Amrl, Ahmad ibn Yahya.
Muhammad ibn al-Manj, ibn ^thman at-Tanukhl.
Yusuf ibn (Abdu-l-Mahmud ibn ABdu-s-Salam al-Battl.
Ibn al-Wardl, Zayn ad-Dln (Umar.
(Umar al-Harranl, Zayn ad-Dln Abu Hafs.
Ibn Muflih, Shams ad-Dln Abu ^Abdullah.

19



I B N T A Y M I Y Y A H

The Praise of the Scholars for him

Many scholars praised ibn Taymiyyah, not only for his scholarly
achievements but also for his active participation in Jihad and the
affairs relating to public welfare, his abundant concern for others
and his worship. Below is a selection of some of these statements:

1. Al-Hafiz al-Dhahabi said,

It was amazing when he mentioned an issue over which
there was a difference of opinion and when he gave
evidence and decided the strongest opinion—he could
perform ijtihad due to his fulfilling its conditions. I have
not seen one who was quicker than he at recalling a verse
which pertained to the issue that he derived from it, nor
a man who was stronger in recalling texts and referring
them to their sources. The Sunnah was in front of his eyes
and upon the tip of his tongue with eloquent phrases and
an open eye.

He was a sign from the signs of Allah in tafsir and ex-

pounding upon it. With regards to the foundation of the
religion and knowledge of the differing opinions [on an
issue], he was unequalled—this alongside his generosity,
courage and lack of attention to the joys of the soul.

Quite possibly his legal rulings in the various sciences
reached three hundred volumes, indeed more and he was
always saying the truth for the sake of Allah, not caring
for the blame that came to him.

Whosoever associates with him and knows him well ac-
cuses me of falling short with regards to him. Whosoever
opposes him and differs with him accuses me of exag-
geration, and I have been wronged by both parties—his

20
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companions and his opponents.

He was white skinned with black hair and a black beard
with a few grey hairs. His hair reached his earlobes and
his eyes were eloquent tongues. He had broad shoulders
and a loud, clear voice with a fast recitation. He was quick
to anger but overcame it with patience and forbearance.

I have not seen his like for supplications [to Allah], his
seeking succour with Him and his abundant concern for
others. However I do not believe him to be infallible,
rather I differ with him on both fundamental and sub-
sidiary matters, for he—despite his vast learning, extreme
courage, fluid mind and regard for the sanctity of the
religion—was a man from amongst men. He could be
overcome with sharpness and anger in discussion, and
attack his opponents [verbally] hence planting enmity in
their souls towards him.

If only he were gentle to his opponents then there would
have been a word of agreement over him—for indeed
their great scholars bowed to his learning, acknowledged
his ability, lack of mistakes and conceded that he was an
ocean having no limits and a treasure having no equiva-
lent...

He used to preserve the prayers and fasts, glorifying the
laws outwardly and inwardly. He did not give legal rul-
ings out of poor understanding for he was extremely
intelligent, nor out of lack of knowledge for he was an
overflowing ocean. Neither did he play with the religion
but derived evidence from the Qur’an, Sunnah and Qiyds
(analogy), he proved [his stances] and argued following
the footsteps of the Imams who preceded him, so he has
a reward if he erred and two rewards if he was correct.

21
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He fell ill in the castle [wherein he was imprisoned] with a
serious disease until he died on the night of Monday 20th

Dhu-l-Qadah, and they prayed over him in the Masjid of
Damascus. Afterwards many talked about the number that
attended his funeral prayer, and the least number given
was fifty thousand.13

2. Ibn Hajr al^Asqalanl said,

The Shaykh of our Shaykhs, al-Hdfi^ Abu al-Yu(marI [ibn
Sayyid an-Nas] said in his biography of ibn Taymiyyah,
‘al-MizzI encouraged me to express my opinion on Shaykh
al-Islam TaqI ad-Din. I found him to be from those who
had acquired a fortune of knowledge in the sciences that
he had. He used to completely memorise and implement
the Sunan and Athar (narrations). Should he speak about
tafsir, he would carry its flag, and should he pass a legal
ruling in fiqh,he knew its limits. Should he speak about a
hadlth, he was the seat of its knowledge and fully cognisant
of its narrations. Should he give a lecture on religions
and sects, none was seen who was more comprehensive
or meticulous than he. He surpassed his contemporaries
in every science, you would not see one like him and his
own eye did not see one like himself...5 14

3. Ibn Hajr also said,

The acclaim of TaqI ad-Din is more renown then that of
the Sun and titling him Shaykh al-Islam of his era remains
until our time upon the virtuous tongues. It will continue
tomorrow just as it was yesterday. No one refutes this
but a person who is ignorant of his prestige or one who

13 Ibn Hajr, [under the biography of ibn Taymiyyah].

14 Ibid.

2 2
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turns away from justice...

...those of his stances that were rejected from him were
not said by him due to mere whims and desires and neither
did he obstinately and deliberately persist in them after
the evidence was established against him. Here are his
works overflowing with refutations of those who held to
tajsim (anthropomorphism), yet despite this he is a man
who makes mistakes and is also correct. So that which he
is correct in—and that is the majority—is to benefited
from and Allah’s Mercy should be sought for him due to
it, and that which he is incorrect in should not be blindly
followed. Indeed he is excused for his mistakes because
he is one of the Imamsof his time and it has been testified
that he fulfilled the conditions of ijtihad...

From the astonishing qualities of this man was that he
was the severest of people against the People of Innova-
tion, the Rawafidah, the Hululiyyah and the Ittihadiyyah.His
works on this are many and famous and his fatawaon them
cannot be counted, so how the eyes of these innovators
must have found joy when they heard those who declared
him to be a kafiA And how delighted they must have been
when they saw those who did not declare him to be a kafir
in turn being labeled kdfiA It is obligatory upon the one
who has donned the robe of knowledge and possesses
intelligence that he consider the words of a man based
upon his well-known books or from the tongues of those
who are trusted to accurately convey his words. Then he
should isolate from all of this what is rejected and warn
against it with the intention of giving sincere advice and
to praise him for his excellent qualities and for what he
was correct in, as is the way of the scholars.

If there were no virtues of ShaykhTaqi ad-Din except for
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his famous student Shaykh Shams ad-Dln ibn al-Qayyim
al-Jawziyyah, writer of many works, from which both
his opponents and supporters benefited, then this would
be a sufficient indication of his [ibn Taymiyyah’s] great
position. And how could it be otherwise when the Shaffl
Imamsand others, not to speak of the Hanballs, of his time
testified to his prominence in the [Islamic] sciences...15

4. Ibn Kathir said,

The least he would do when he heard something was to
memorise it and then busy himself with learning it. He
was intelligent and had much committed to memory, he
became an Imam in tafsir and everything linked to it and
knowledgeable in fiqh. Indeed it was said that he was more
knowledgeable of the fiqh of the madhhahs than the fol-
lowers of those very same madhhahs in his time and other
than his time. He was a scholar in Usuiand the branches
of the religion, in grammar, the language and other textual
and intellectual sciences.... no scholar of a science would
speak to him except that he thought that that science was
the specialty of ibn Taymiyyah. As for hadlth then he was
the carrier of its flag, a Haftable to distinguish the weak
from the strong, fully acquainted with the narrators....16

He also said,

He was, may Allah have mercy upon him, from thegreatest
of scholars but also from those who err and are correct.
However his errors with respect to his correct rulings were

15 From Ibn Hajr’s endorsement of Raddal-Waftrcontained at the end of the book.

16 Ibn Kathir, [14/118-119].
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like a drop in a huge ocean and they are forgiven him as
is authentically reported by Bukhari,

When a ruler makes a ruling, and he is correct then he has two
rewards, and if he has erred then he has one reward.

5. Al-Hafi£ al-MizzI said,

I have not seen the likes of him and his own eye had
not seen the likes of himself. I have not seen one who
was more knowledgeable than he of the Book and the
Sunnah of His Messenger, nor one who followed them
more closely.17

6. Al-Hafi£
(Abdur-Rahman ibn Rajab al-Hanball said,

He is the Imam, the legal Jurist, the Mujtahid,, the Scholar
of Hadlth, the Hafithe Explainer of the Qur’an, the
Ascetic, Taqi ad-Dln Abu al-‘Abbas Shaykh al-Isldm, the
most knowledgeable of the knowledgeable. It is not pos-
sible to exaggerate his renown when he is mentioned and
his fame does not require us to write a lengthy tract on
him. He, may Allah have mercy upon him, was unique in
his time with respect to understanding the Qur’an and
knowledge of the realities of faith....18

17 Bahjatul Baitar, Hayat Shaykh al-Islam ibn Taymiyyah [p. 21].
, K ibn Rajab, [2/387-392].
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His Sayings

Shaykh al-Islam was famous for stating profound statements, below
is a selection of some of them.

Every punishment from Him is pure justice and every blessing
from Him is pure grace.19

Whoever desires everlasting bliss, let him adhere firmly to the
threshold of servitude20

The Lord loves to be loved.21

Guidance is not attained except with knowledge and correct
direction is not attained except with patience.22

In this world there is a paradise, whoever does not enter it will
not enter the Paradise of the Hereafter.23

The one who is [truly] imprisoned is the one whose heart is
imprisoned from Allah and the captivated one is the one whose
desires have enslaved him.24

19 Majmuf Fatawa [10/85]

20 ibn al-Qayyim, Madarij [1/531]

21 Majmuf Fatawa [1/54]

22 Majmu Fatawa [10/40]

23 ibn al-Qayyim, al-Wabil [p. 69]

24 Ibn al-Qayyim, al-Wabil [p. 69].
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This whole religion revolves around knowing the truth and
acting by it, and action must be accompanied by patience.25

Worship is founded upon the Legal Law and following it, not
upon ones base desires and innovation.26

If you do not taste the sweetness of an action in your heart,
suspect it, for the Lord, Exalted is He, is the Appreciative.27

The more the servant loves his Master, the less will he love
other objects and they will decrease in number. The less the
servant loves his Master, the more will he love other objects
and they will increase in number.28

Perpetually is the servant either the recipient of a blessing
from Allah, in which case he is need of gratitude; or he is the
perpetrator of a sin, in which case he is in need of repentance;
he is always moving from one blessing to another and is always
in need of repentance.29

Sins cause harm and repentance removes the cause.30

Bearing witness to tawhid opens the door of good and repent-

25 Majmuf Fatawa [10/38]

26 Majmu Fatawa [1/80]

27 ibn al-Qayyim, al-Madarij [2/68]

28 Majmu Fatawa [1/94]

29 Majmu Fatawa [10/88]

Majmu Fatawa [10/255]
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ance from sins closes the door of evil.31

TheJihadagainst the soul is the foundation for theJihadagainst
the disbelievers and hypocrites.32

A man will never fear something besides Allah unless it be due
to a disease in his heart.33

Trials and tribulation are like feeling the heat and cold, when
one knows that they cannot be avoided, he will not feel anger
at their onset, nor will he be distressed or disheartened.34

The perfection of tawhidis found when there remains nothing
in the heart except Allah, the servant is left loving those He
loves and what He loves, hating those He hates and what He
hates, showing allegiance to those He has allegiance to, show-
ing enmity to those He shows enmity towards, ordering what
He orders and prohibiting what He prohibits.35

In this world, man finds in the remembrance of Allah, praising
Him and worshipping Him, a delight that is incomparable to
anything else.36

31 Majmu' Fataiva [10/256]

32 ibn al-Qayyim, ar-Rawdah [p. 478]

33 al-Bazzar\p.74]

34 ibn al-Qayyim, al-Madarij [3/289]

35 ibn al-Qayyim, al-Madarij [3/485]

36 Minhaj as-Sunnah [5/389]
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The objective of asceticism is to leave all that harms the serv-
ants Hereafter and the objective of worship is to do all that
will benefit his Hereafter.37

Sins are like chains and locks preventing their perpetrator from
roaming the vast garden of tawhid and reaping the fruits of
righteous actions.38

What can my enemies do to me? I have in my breast both
my heaven and my garden. If I travel they are with me, never
leaving me. Imprisonment for me is a chance to be alone with
my Lord. To be killed is martyrdom and to be exiled from my
land is a spiritual journey.39

His Death

Ibn Taymiyyah died while imprisoned on the twentieth of Dhu-l-
Qadah of the year 728H, after ultimately being banned from reading
or writing. He fell sick for the few days preceding his death.

His funeral was attended by a huge congregation despite the many
lies and slanders being spread about him by certain innovators of
his time. Al-Bazzar says,

Once the people had heard of his death, not a single
person in Damascus who was able to attend the prayer
and wanted to remained except that he appeared and was
present for it. As a result, the markets in Damascus were
closed and all transactions of livelihood were stopped...

37 Majmu Fatawa [14/458]

38 Majmu' Fatawa [14/49]

39 ibn al-Qayyim, Wabil [p. 69]
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Governors, heads, scholars, jurists all came out. They say
that none of the majority of the people failed to turn
up—according to my knowledge—except three indi-
viduals; they were well known for their enmity for ibn
Taymiyyah and thus, hid away from the people out of
fear for their lives.40

Ibn Kathir said,

There were so many people in front of his funeral, be-
hind it, to its right and to its left. None but Allah could
enumerate them, and then someone shouted, ‘this is how
the funerals of the Imams of the Sunnah are to be!’At that
the people started to cry...when the call to prayer for Zuhr
was proclaimed they prayed after it straight away against
the usual norm. Once they finished prayer, the deputy
khatib came out—as the main khatib was absent and in
Egypt—and he led the prayer over ibn Taymiyyah... then
the people poured out from everywhere and all the doors
of the Masjid...and they assembled at al-Khajil market. 41

His Works

Ibn Taymiyyah was a prolific writer and authored many works
spanning a broad range of topics. The sum of his writings were
thought to consist of hundreds of volumes and even though a large
number of them have been lost, many are still available and in print.
A number of his works have also been translated and below is a list

40 al-Bazzar [pp. 82-83].

41 Ibn Kathir, [14/138].

42 None of the lists detailed below are meant to be exhaustive.
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of these works followed by some of his works in Arabic. 42

The books of, or about, Ibn Taymiyyah available in the English
language:

1. Ibn Taymiyyah on Public and Private Taw in Islam or Public Policy
in IslamicJurisprudence [tr. Omar A. Farrukh, Khayats, 1966]

2. A Seventh Century Sunni Creed: The Aqida al-Wastiya of ibn
Taymiya [tr. Merlin Swartz, the Hague: Mouton, 1973]

3. Public Duties in Islam [tr. Muhtar Holland,The Islamic Foun-

dation, 1402/1982]
4. Ibn Taymiyyah's Essay on theJinn [tr. Abu Ameenah Bilal Philips,

1409/1989]
5. The ConciseTegacy [tr. Farhat Abbaas,Jam(iyyah Ihyaa Minhaaj

as-Sunnah, 1415/1994]
6. Introduction to the Principles of Tafseer [tr. Muhammad Abdul

Haqq Ansari, al-Hidaayah, 1414/1993]
7. The Friends of Allah and the Friends of Shaytdn [trans. Abu Ru-

maysah, Dar as-Sunnah, 1421-1433/2000-2012].
8. Ibn Taymiyyah Against the Greek Logicians [tr. Wal B. Hallaq,

Oxford University Press, 1993]
9. A Textbook on Orthodox Sunni Creed\ the Creed of al-Wasitiyyah

—being a translation of al- Aqidah al-Wasitiyyah [trans. Abu
Rumaysah, Dar as-Sunnah, 1430/2009].

10. Fundamentals of Enjoining Good & Forbidding Evil [tr. Abu
Khalil & Muhammad al-Jibali, al-QuPan & Sunnah Society
of North America, 1997]

11. Mukhatasar Iqtidaa as-Siraat al-Mustaqeem [Dar-us-Salam Pub-
lications, 1416/1996]

12. The Book of Eemaan [compiled from the works of ibn Taymi-
yyah by Dr.Muhammad Nasim Yasim, al-Firdous Ltd., 1997]

13. Diseases of the Hearts and their Cures [tr. Abu Rumaysah, Dar
as-Sunnah, 1418-1433/1998-2012]
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14. Ibn Taymiyyah's Letters from Prison [tr. Abu Ammar, Message
of Islam, 1419/1998]

15. The Waasitah Between Allaah <& The Creation [tr. Abu Iyaad
Amjad Rafiq, Invitation to Islaam, 1998]

16. Al-Ubudiyyah [tr. Nasir ud-Deen Khattaab, ]; also translated
as Ibn Taymiyyah's Essay on Servitude [tr. Abu Safwan Fareed
ibn Haibatan, al-Hidaayah, 1420/1999]

17. Kitab al-Iman: Book of Faith [tr. Salman Hasan al-Ani, Iman
Publishing House, 1999]

18. Ibn Taimiya's Struggle Against Popular Religion: with an annotated
translation of his Kitab Iqtida as-Sirat al-Mustaqim Mukhalafat
Ashabal-Jahim [Muhammad Umar Memon, the Hague:Mou-
ton, 1976]

19. Ibn Taymiyyah and his Projects of Reform[Serajul Haque, Islamic
Foundation of Bangladesh, 1982]

20. Ibn Taymiyyah's Ethics[Victor E. Makari, Scholars Press,1983]
21. A Muslim Theologian's Response to Christianity: Ibn Taymiyyah's

al-Jawab as-Sahih [ed.Thomas F. Michel, Caravan Books,1985]
22. Economic Concepts of Ibn Taymiyyah [Abdul Azim Islahi, The

Islamic Foundation, 1408/1988]
23. The Political Thought of ibn Taymiyyah [prof. Qamaruddin Khan,

Adam Publishers & Distributers, 1992]
24. Ibn Taymiyyah <& The Islami^ation of Knowledge [Taha Jabir al-

Alwani, HIT, 1994]
25. The Relief from Distress—An explanation to the dua of

Yunus[trans. Abu Rumaysah, Daar us-Sunnah, 1425/2005].

The available Arabic works of ibn Taymiyyah are many, from
amongst them:

Majmu Fatawa ibn Taymiyyah [compiled by (Abdur-Rahman
ibn Qasim and his son,Muhammad in thirty-seven volumes]
containing many monographs and treatise that he wrote.

1.
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2. Fatawa al-Kubra, in five volumes
3. Fatawa al-Misrijjah
4. Al-Jawdb as-Sahih li man Baddala Din al-Masih, in six volumes
5. Minhaj as-Sunnah an-Nabawijjah, in six volumes
6. Darr Ta'arudal-'Aqlwa-n-Naql' in twelve volumes
7. As-Sarim al-Maslul 'ala Shatim ar-Rasul\ in three volumes
8. Naqd at-Ta'sis
9. Iqtida as-Sirat al-Mustaqim li Mukhalafah Ashab al-Jahim, in two

volumes
10. Al-Istiqamah
11. Naqd Maratib al-Ijma
12. ar-Radd 'ala al-Mantiqiyyin
13. ar-Radd 'ala al-Akhnal
14. ar-Radd 'ala al-Bakri
15. an-Nubuwwat
16. Qa'idah 'Adhimah fi-l-Farq bayn 'Ibadah Ahl al-Islam wa-l-Iman

wa 'Ibadah Ahl ash-Shirk wa-n-Nifaq
17. Al-Qawa'id an-Nuraniyyah al-Fiqhiyyah
18. Tafstribn Taymijyah, compiled by (Abdu-r-Rahman ‘UmayrI,

in seven volumes.
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The Straight Path of Asceticism, Worship
and Piety

[1.1: The Importance of Adhering to the Sunnah]

A I 1H E RIGHT COURSE OF ASCETICISM ( zuhd),worship
I ( Hbada) and piety {wara ) is to abstain from the unlawful acts

(;muharamat) and desires {shahawat) and to be moderate {iqtisadaf)
in worship. It is [to know that] adherence to the Sunnah preserves
[its adherents] from the evil of the [desirous vile] self (sharr al-nafs)
and Shaytan without the need for embarking upon the paths of
innovators. This is because those who follow the paths of innova-
tion cannot escape falling into the holes of sins and cannot but be
chained with its shackles, even if their error is due to following an
[alternative] interpretation, because it is inevitable for them to follow
desires (hawai). It is for this reason; innovators are called the people
of desires (<ashab al-ahwa ). Indeed, the path of the Sunnah is paved
with knowledge { (ilm), justice (W/), and guidance (,huda), whereas the
path of innovation {bid'ah) is paved with ignorance (jahl),oppression
{gultri), and pursuit of speculation {%ann) and all that which the [desir-
ous vile] self is apt to desire.
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[1.2 The Meaning of Misguidance (dalal ),Deviation
ighayj) and Right Guidance (rushdj\

Allah, the Most High, said:

“Your companion [Muhammad] has not strayed (dalla),
nor has he deviated (ghawa).”

[til-Najm (53): 2]

Indeed, the Messenger did not go astray {dalla) or deviate {ghawa).
The attribute of misguidance {dalal) is coupled with deviation (ghayy)
because every deviated {ghawi) is going astray {dal). Further to the
point, rightguidance {rushd) is used to mean the opposite of deviation
(ghayy) while guidance (huda) is the opposite of misguidance {dalal).
The meaning of ‘Huda’ is to avoid the path of the immoral (fujjar) and
people of innovation {ahlal-bid(ah),which the righteous predecessors
{salaf) used to prohibit—that is to say, immorality and innovation.

Allah, the Exalted, said:

“So they were followed by successors who neglected the
prayer and followed desires. Thus they will be thrown
into ghayyan.”

[Maryam (19): 59]

The a word (ghayyan* is a verbal noun that means the opposite of
right guidance {rushd) , just as explained by in the ayah wherein the
two words were used as opposed to each other:
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<uf ^“And if they see the path of right guidance (irushd), they
do not take it; and if they see the path of deviation (ghayy),
they take it as a path.”

[al-A'raf (7):146]

As for the term 'al-rushd’ (right guidance), it refers to the deeds
that benefit its doer while the term ‘ghayy’ (deviation) refers to all
the deeds that harm its doer. It is for this reason, performing good
deeds is considered right guidance (rushd), and performing acts of
evil ( sharr) is considered deviation {ghayy). This meaning is clear in
the ayah wherein the Jinn used the two terms to mean the opposite
of each other:

' j

“And indeed we do not know whether evil is intended
for those who are on earth or their Lord intends right
guidance for them.”

[al-Jinn (72):10]

and at the end of the surah, the word ‘darran’ (harm) was used as
opposed to the word 'rashadan* (right guidance)—:

“Say: ‘Indeed I have no control to harm {dart) you or over
right guidance ( rushd)”

{al-Jinn (72): 21].

The word‘al-Rashid* was derived from the root word ‘al-rushd’ and it
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means the one who can be entrusted to handle their wealth for they
spend it only on what is beneficial. To elaborate further, Allah, the
Most High, mentioned in the Qur’an that the Shaytan said:

£»*£ili
“And truly I will cause all of them to stray except Your
slaves among them, those who are sincere.”

[al-Hijr (15): 39-40],

which is to mean that he wants to command humans to do evil
that brings forth harm to them and then they obey him, just as Allah,
the Most High, said:

csa .

“And I did not have authority over you, except that I
invited you, then you responded to me.”

[Ibrahim (14): 22],

and he said:

“And the Hell-Fire appeared to those who strayed.”
[al-Shu(ra (26):91]

up to

“Then they will be thrown against one another in it,
them and those who strayed, and the armies of Shaytan
altogether.”

[al-ShuWa (26): 94-95];

and
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K"S*>'*' 9'\

“Those against whom the statement proves true will say:
‘Our Lord, these are those who led us astray, and we led
them astray just as they did to us”’

\al-Qasas (28):63]

and

“Your companion [Muhammad] has not strayed (dalla),
nor has he deviated {gharva).”

\al-Najm (53): 2]

Therefore when ‘ghayy’ is used as a noun for an act of evil that
harms its doer, then the result of the act is called 'deviation’ (ghayyari),
just as the result of a good deed (khayr ) is called ‘rightguidance’ (rush-
dan).The result of wickedness (sharr) is called 4evil’ (sharran), the result
of a benefit {khayr) is called‘good’ {khayran), the result of a good deed,
‘virtues’ {hasanat), and the result of evil deeds,‘sins’ {sayyi’at).

Thus ‘good deeds’ (hasanat) and ‘sins’ (sayyi’dt) in the Book of Allah
are intended to mean ‘acts of good’ {khayr) and ‘acts of evil’ {sharr) , just
as‘blessing’ (;ni‘ma),‘calamities’ {masa’ib) and 4recompense’ (ja^a*) are a type
of act.That said, whoever performs good and good deeds will obtain
good and good deeds, and whoever performs evil and sins will obtain
evil and sins. As such, whoever errs, will obtain sin. Abandonment
of the prayer and following desires are errors that will make oneself
subject to sins. Due to this, al-Zamakhshari said: 'Every evil according
to the Arabs is a deviation (ghayy), and every good is right guidance.’
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Al-Zajjaj said: 'His recompense is punishment for sins, due to the
ayah\

“...will obtain sins.”
\al-Furqan (25): 68],

in other words punishment for sins. It was also narrated that the
Prophet (?H) said: “Indeed, ghayyan is a valley in Hell that its own
valleys seek refuge from”,1

and this is to refer to meeting evil. On the other hand, Allah, the
Exalted, said:

“...they neglect the prayer and follow desires.”
[Maryam (19): 59],

and the prayer is about seeking the Face of Allah, as He, the Ex-
alted, said:

1
h*

“And do not drive away those who call their Lord day and
night desiring His Face.”

\al-Andm (6): 52],

referring to the Fajr and *Asr prayers. Those who call their Lord
are seeking the pleasure of His Lord and desiring to obey Him, thus
the hearts when obeying Him are desirous to please their Lord and
loving Him.

Tabari transmited it in his Tafsir., vol.9, p.100.
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[1.3 Following Desires]

‘Following desires' {ittiba al-shahawat) is to follow what the (self ( nafs)
desires, Allah, the Most High, said:

^ ••

“And those who follow desires wish that you deviate
greatly.”

\al-Nisd’ (4): 27]

wherein He made repentance (tawbah) the opposite to following
desires, meaning He wants to forgive us. In other words, Allah pre-
fers repentance for us, is pleased with it, and commands it.The ones
referred to in this part of the ayah are the deviated

“...for you to deviate greatly”,

meaning they want to deviate us from the Straight Path and take us
to the path of following desires. Indeed, deviation is inevitable for
those who follow desires, just as the Prophet QH) said: “Be on the
straight path, although you won’t be able to, and know that the best
of your actions is the prayer, one will not persevere in maintaining
ritual ablution except the Believer.”2 Narrated by Ahmad and Ibn
Majah transmitted it on authority of Thawban (radijAllahu (anhu).

Thus the Prophet (;|g) informed us that it is very difficult to up-
hold to the Straight Path or imagine its reward. Allah, the Most
High, said:

2 I b n Majah #277; declared authentic by al-Albani.
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'< ĵ =>

*2^&jS53
“And you will never be able to be equal between wives
even if you desire to. So do not incline completely towards
one thus leaving the other suspended.”

\al-Nisd’ (4): 129]

His statement

“...incline completely”

means ‘the utmost of inclination^ ‘swerving from the path\and ‘deviation
from the evenness of the path to the utmost of evil*. Therefore if you ever
experience that, then take a middle course and return to the path
through repentance.

This is just like the statement of the Prophet ($jg) wherein he said:
The example of a believer is like a horse in his corral—he wanders

then returns to his corral. As such a believer wanders then returns
to his Lord.

CC >-

”3

Allah, the Exalted, said:

CJJ$\JfPl
“And hasten to the forgiveness of your Lord and a Para-
dise as wide as the Heavens and the Earth prepared for

Musnad Ahmad #11335; declared weak by al-Albam and al-Arna’ut.
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those who fear Allah/’
\Al-‘Imran (3): 133],

to where He said:

<-$ (M g J

“And how excellent a reward for those who work.”
\Al-‘Imran (3): 136].

In these verses, He does not say:‘those who do not transgress’ or ‘those
who do not commit sins\ rather He said:

“When they commit lewdness or transgress against
themselves.”

\Al-(Imran (3): 135].

In other words, He mentioned that there is a sin other than lewd-
ness ( fahisha) as He linked the general term with the specific. It is just
as Prophet Musa ( (alayhis-salam) said:

“My Lord, indeed I have wronged myself.”
\al-Qasas (28): 16],

and Balqls said:

“My Lord, indeed I have wronged myself.”
[al-Naml (21): 44],

'and He, the Exalted, said in general about the people of the de-
stroyed towns:

f»T~“
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“And We wronged them not, rather they wronged
themselves.”

\Hud (11): 101],

meaning that they wronged themselves by their commission of
what they were prohibited from, their disobedience of their Prophets,
and their neglect of repentance.

Allah, the Exalted, said:

“They remember Allah then seek forgiveness for their
sins.”

\Al Imran (3): 135],

and due to this He said:

\ ** •*

“And Allah wishes to turn to you in forgiveness.”
\al-Nisa (4): 27],

then He said:

“Allah wishes to lighten for you as man was created weak.”
\al-Nisd’ (4): 28].

Mujahid and others said: "They followed the desires of fornication’.

Ibn Zayd said: "They are the people of falsehood {ahl al-batiJf .

Al-SuddI said: "They are the Jews, Christians and all other inter-
pretations are correct, for indeed they could follow desires along
with disbelief (/kufr), or do so while recognizing that it was a sin
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(ma'siydf .
Then He mentioned that He has created man weak, and the con-

text of the ayah indicates that he is weak to abandon desire, thus it is
inevitable for him to have permissible desires to suffice in keeping
away from what is prohibited.

Tawus and Muqatil said: ‘Weak in the sense of being unable to
overcome his desire for women’.

Al-Zajjaj and Ibn Kaysan said: "Weak in resolve (da(tf al-(a%m) re-
garding subduing own whims (qahr al-hawa)\And it is said: 'Weak in
the root of his creation because he was created from a contempt-
ible liquid’; that is transmitted on authority of al-Hasan, however
undoubtedly along with that it is deemed that he is weak in terms
of patience (sabr) in order to conform with what is mentioned in
the ayah:

“Allah wishes to lighten for you.”
[al-Nisd* (4): 28]

It is the lightening of a commandment in that He permits you what
you have a need for and are not able to be patient about. Like He
permitted marriage to slave girls, and before that He said:

“For whoever fears hardship among you, and to be patient
is better for you. And Allah is forgiving, merciful”

[al-Nisa* (4): 25]

Thus alongwith His permitting marriage to slave girls upon lacking
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the strength and fearing hardship, He, glorified is He, said:

“And to be patient is better for you.”
\al-Nisd’ (4): 25]

Thus that demonstrates that one is capable of patience despite
fearing hardship and that this marriage is not like the permissibility
of carcasses at the point of starvation, for indeed one is not able to
be patience at that point.

[1.4: The Ruling on Masturbation]

Likewise, whoever permitted masturbation (istimna ) based on ne-
cessity, holds that patience is superior to it. For it has been transmitted
on authority of Ibn (Abbas ( radijAllah *anhuma): ‘To marry slave girls
is better than masturbation, and it is better than fornication, and since
patience is better than marriage to slave girls, then it is also better
than masturbation all the more so. In particular, a great number of
scholars, or a majority of them were absolutely resolved in prohibit-
ing it, and it is one of the views in the school of Imam Ahmad. Ibn
(Aqil preferred that view in al-Mufradat, and the famous view from
him—meaning from Imam Ahmad—is that it is prohibited unless
one fears hardship. The third view is that it is disliked unless one fears
hardship. If Allah said about marriage to slave girls:

“And to be patient is better for you.”
\al-Nisd' (4): 25]

then there is an element of what is more appropriate in it, and it
proves that patience with regards to both [marriage to slave girls and
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masturbation] is possible. So since He has made permissible what
is possible to be patience with, then that is in order to lighten the
commandment just as He said:

a C ,
^ / "Os >

“Allah wishes to lighten for you as man was created weak.”
[al-Nisa (4): 28].

Masturbation is not permissible according to the majority of schol-
ars past and present regardless of whether one fears hardship. The
words of Ibn‘Abbas (radijAllah (anhumct) and what is transmitted on
the authority of Imam Ahmad about it is only for those who fear
hardship i^anat) ^ which is in this case fornication (%ina) and sodomy
(liwai). One must be in utter fear for himself that he will fall into
that, and then in that case it will be permissible for him in order to
shatter the strength of his hardship and desire.

As for who masturbates for enjoyment, or from memory or out
of habit: in that he recalls an image while masturbating as if he is
being intimate with a woman, then all of that is prohibited and is
not the view of Imam Ahmad or anyone else. Some of the scholars
have obligated restraint and patience from that as being from among
the acts which are obligated (ivajibat) and not the recommended acts
(mustahabat).

[1.5: The Obligation of Refraining from Prohibited
Acts]

As for patience from prohibited acts (muharamat), then it is an
obligation (jvajib), even if the ‘self desires and inclines toward them.
Allah, exalted is He, said:
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“And let those who cannot find marriage abstain from
prohibited acts until Allah enriches them from His favour.”

[al-Nur (2A): 33].

*Abstain’ (istiafaf) means to abandon what is prohibited. It is similar
to what is transmitted in the authentic narration on authority of Abu
Sa(Id al-Khudrf (radiyAllah'anhu), that the Prophet (H) said:“He who
abstains from prohibited acts, Allah will protect him from them,
and he who is content with what little Allah has bestowed on him,
Allah will enrich him, and he who is patient, Allah will help him be
patient. And no one has been given a gift better and more generous
than patience.”4

The person who is content with the little Allah has bestowed on
him does not seek to be exalted with his heart, and the person who
abstains from prohibited acts does not ask of people with his tongue.
And the person who is being patient is the one who does not feign
patience because it is reported that he who is patient, Allah will help
him be patient. However, this is as if it is in the context of patience
with poverty {faqr), so as endure the bitterness of need and worry
not about his state of poverty i.e. He is patient in hardship ([bd’sd )
and distress (darrafi as Allah, exalted is He, said:

“And those who are patient with poverty and hardship
and the moment when battle is fierce.”

[al-Baqarah (2): 177].

4 Bukhari, vol.ll , p.303 and Muslim, vol.2, p.295.
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[1.6: Patience upon Afflictions]

Al-Darra is *sickness\and the above ayah refers to being patient with
what a person is afflicted with need (hajah), sickness (marad) and fear
(kawf), and patience with what one is afflicted with by choice, like
Jihad. In fact, being patience with Jihad is better than patience with
sickness that a person is afflicted by without a choice in it. Due to
this, when one is afflicted by hardship inJihad and is patience upon
it, it would be better than patience upon it in his own town since this
level of patience is from the epitome of Jihad. And as such, if one is
afflicted with poverty (faqa) or sickness in Jihad, patience upon it is
more superior as a result, as this has been explained in different places.

[1.7 Patience in Acts of Obedience]

As such, anything that a person be harmed by in performing acts
of worship such as prayer, commanding good and preventing evil,
and seeking knowledge, then being patient with them is better than
being patient upon that which is not related to them. Likewise when
the ‘self invites its owner to do prohibited acts such as power, taking
wealth unjustly, and committing lewdness, being patient upon it is
better than being patient with what is below that in priority. For in-
deed the greater a good deed is, being patient upon it is greater than
what is without either [a high level of good or patience].

Indeed, knowledge i^ilm),power (imam*),Jihad,commanding good
and preventing evil Jamr bil-ma‘ruf iva nahyi <an-munkar), prayer, Hajj,
fasting, and Zakah have tribulations in respect to one’s desires that
other matters do not have. In those issues, a person is exposed to the
inclinations of the self in terms of power, wealth, and appearances.
When the‘self is incapable of attaining any of that, it is not tempted
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to achieve them in the case where they are attainable. Being capable to
attain them makes it asking for the prohibited matters as opposed to
its condition without the ability. It is for this reason, patience while
having the ability to obtain something is a form of Jihad, rather it
is among the greater forms of Jihad and perfect from three angles:

1) Patience from prohibited acts is superior to patience upon
calamities.

2) Abandoning prohibited acts while having the ability to commit
them and while subjected to the invitation of the self [to attain
them] is superior to abandoning them without experiencing
that.

3) Being subjected to the invitation of the self when it is a result
of a religious matter—like going out in order to pray, seeking
knowledge, or Jihad -therefore one is tempted to attain that
which his 'self is inclined to, then being patient with that
includes doing what is commanded and abandoning what is
prohibited—is in contrast to what one’s self inclines towards
when not dealing with a righteous act. Yunus Ibn (Ubayd5 used
to recommend three things:

1) Do not visit the ruler, even if you say T want to order
him to be obedient to Allah’;

2) Do not visit a woman, even if you say £I will teach her
the Book of Allah’; and

3) Do not pay attention to a person who started an innova-
tion, even if you say T want to refute him’.

It shows that he commanded people to safeguard themselves from

5 Yunus Ibn ‘Ubayd Ibn Dinar al-(AbadI, their freed slave, Abu ‘Ubayd al-Basrl.
Ibn Sa‘d said:‘He was trustworthy and related a great number of narrations. Imam
Ahmad, Ibn Ma‘in and al-Nasa’I said: ‘Trustworthy’. He was from among the people
of Basrah and he sold silk there. He died in the year 140AH.
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the causes of tribulation, for indeed when a person is exposed to
that, they will be put to trail and not be safe.

Therefore, if it was decreed that he be tried by [the causes of tribu-

lation] without a choice or one got involved in it by choice and so
they were tried, then they ought to fear Allah, be patient and sincere,
and strive to resist. Being patient and safe upon tribulations as well
as establishing the obligations are among the most superior deeds,
like one who is entrusted with authority and is just with regards to
it, or a person who is refuting the innovators with the pure Sunnah
while not being subject to or effected by their doubts, or is teaching
women religion in an appropriate manner without being subject to
temptation.

[1.8: The Trials]

However, when Allah afflicts a slave and decrees that for them, He
helps them, but when they expose themselves to trials, Allah entrusts
their affairs to themselves.The Prophet (i|g) said to ‘Abdu’l-Rahman
Ibn Samurah (radijA.llah (anhu)\ “Do not seek out leadership, for if
you are granted it through seeking it, you are responsible for it, and
if you are granted it without seeking it, you will be helped in it.”6

Similarly, he (|§) said regarding plague: ‘When it falls upon a land
and you are there, then do not leave trying to escape it. And if you
hear of it in a land, then do not proceed to it’.7 Thus whoever does
what Allah commands him then a trial befalls him without choice,
then indeed Allah will help him with it as opposed to those who
expose themselves to trials.

6 Bukhari #6622.

7 Bukhari #3473.
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[1.9: Repentance]

Nonetheless, the door of repentance (tawbah) is open, for a man
may have sought an authoritative position and so Allah leaves him
to it, but then he regrets it and repents from seeking it, and so Allah
will forgive him and help him, whether in establishing an obligation
or deliverance from the authority he sought. The same applied to
the rest of the trials. Allah, the Most High, said:

f*6 " r

“Say: ‘Oh slaves of Mine who go to extremes against
themselves, do not despair of the mercy of Allah. Indeed
Allah forgives all sins.”

\al-Zumar (39): 53],

and these matters require an explanation that is not feasible at this
point.

[1.10: Guidance ('al-Hidayah)\
What is intended is that Allah, glorified is He, wishes to clarify

for us and guide us to the traditions of those who came before us,
about whom He said:

» ^ J-f > > ^ * 4* S’ *\

“Those, they are those whom Allah has guided, so follow
their guidance.”

\al-An(am (6):90],

and they are those whom we are commanded to ask for guidance
to their path in the ayah:
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“Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those who
you have favoured.”

[al-Fdtihah (1): 6-7]

He, Exalted be He, prefers for us and commands us to follow their
path, and it is the path those who return to Him. Three matters are
mentioned here: clarification {bayan),guidance (biddyah), and repent-
ance (tawbah).

[1.11: What is intended by‘Traditions’^
It is said that what is intended by ‘traditions’ (sunan) here are the

traditions of the people of truth (ahlal-haqq) and falsehood (batil), in
other words,He wishes to clarify to us the traditions of both groups,
thus he guides His believing slaves to the truth, and misguides others.
For indeed guidance and misguidance come only after clarification,
as He said:

c&jtes

“And We have not sent a Messenger except with the
language of his people in order to make things clear to
them.Thus Allah misguides whoever He wills and guides
whoever He wills. And He is the Almighty, the Wise.”

[Ibrahim (14):4]

He also said:
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“And Allah does not misguide people after guiding them
until He has made clear to them what they should fear.”

[al-Tawbah (9):115].

Thus ‘traditions' are connected with making the traditions of the
people of falsehood clear, not those who were guided. While the
people of truth are connected with His statement:

“...and guide you.”
[al-Nisd9 (4):26].

Az-Zajjaj said: ‘The traditions (sunan) means paths, thus the mean-
ing in the ayah:

“Allah wants to make clear to you [the lawful from the
unlawful] and guide you to the [good] practices of those
before you and to accept your repentance. And Allah is
Knowing and Wise.”

[al-Nisd’ (4):26]

is ‘He directs you to the way of His obedience, just as He has
directed Prophets and their followers’. This understanding is more
appropriate since the two verbs in the sentence [clarify and guide]
are advanced in the statement and the first one is not designed to be
the lone governing word, rather it is either the second alone or both
of the two, as in His statement:
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“Bring me molten copper to pour on it.”
[al-Kahf (18):96]

Or if the following meaning is intended: To make clear to you the
traditions of those who were before you and guide you to those
traditions’, then it shows that He guides us to their traditions—that
is to say, the traditions of the people of truth, in contrast to His
statement:

“Traditions have passed away before you.”
\Al- Imran (3): 137],

for indeed after that He said:

“So travel the world and see what was the end of those
who denied.”

[Al- (Imran (3): 137].

Truly it means identifying the end of the oppressors by witness-
ing, and here He revealed for us from the Qur’an what will guide us
of the traditions of those before us, and they are those whom Allah
has favoured.

In this context, He mentioned three elements: clarification ('tibyiri),
guidance (huda) and repentance (tawbah) because people first need to
know what is good and evil,what commanded and what is prohibited.
After that, they need to be guided so they seek the truth and act by
it as opposed to falsehood. This is the traditions of the Prophets
and righteous. After that, it is inevitable for them to sin, so they will
want to be purified from their sins with repentance; therefore, they
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need knowledge and to act according to it, and repentance along
with that. It is inevitable for them to fall short or be heedless (ghafia)
in adhering to these traditions which Allah guided them to, so they
repent from it in whatever has happened of negligence in each of
these traditions. Keeping in mind that these traditions include acts
which are obligated and those which are recommended, so it is evi-
table for the one taking the path to fall short and be heedless, thus
they must seek forgiveness (istighfar) from Allah and repent to Him.
And indeed the slave, no matter how much worship and obedience
they show, cannot establish for Allah in truth that which He has
obligated upon him, thus it is not possible to do so without seeking
forgiveness and repenting after every act of obedience.

[1.12: The Explanation of ‘Guidance]

It is said that guidance' {biddyah) here means‘clarification’ {bayan) and
‘identification’ {ta(rzf), in other words, ‘to inform you of the traditions
of those before you of the people of happiness {sa'ada) and misery
{shaqawa) in order for you to follow one group and keep away from
the other, just as He, exalted is He, said:

“And We guided him to the two high paths/’
\al-Balad (90):10].

All Ibn AblTalib (radiyAllah {anhu) and Ibn Mas(ud {radiyAllah {anhu)
said: 4[It refers to] the paths of good and evil’. Ibn Abbas {radiyAllah
‘anhuma) said: ‘[It refers to] the path of guidance and misguidance’
while Mujahid said: ‘[It refers to] the path of happiness and misery;
meaning, [Allah] has created mankind upon that, and informed man-
kind of that; it is all the same. The two high paths refer to the clear
paths because a ‘highpath’ is whatever is raised from the earth. So the
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meaning is: ‘Have We not informed mankind of the path of good
and evil and made it as clear to them as two high paths’, however
the children of Adam have a share in the ‘guidance’, ‘clarification’,and
‘identification’ in this ayah,and they know it by their intellects.

As for the path of the Prophets, then it is essential that Allah com-
municates it, just as He said:

“This is from the news of the Unseen that We reveal to
you that neither you nor your people knew before this.”

[Hud (11):49]

However this requires that if this meaning is intended then He
would have said: ‘Allah intends to clarify for you the traditions of
those who were before you’, and He would not need to mention
‘guidance’ since the meaning was implied. So considering that he
mentioned that He wished to clarify and guide, it is known that this
is not the same. So ‘to clarify’ is ‘identify’ and‘teach’ and guidance is ‘the
commands and prohibitions’ and the invitation to goodness.Just as He,
exalted is He, said:

“And for each people is a guidance.”
\al-Ra‘d (13):7],

in other words, an invitation, inviting them to goodness. Just as
He, exalted is He, said:

“And indeed you are guiding to a Straight Path.”
[al-Shura (42):52],
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in other words, you are inviting them to it with a call of instruc-
tion.

[1.13: The Legal and Universal Will]

His guidance in this context extends beyond to reach others be-
cause the estimated meaning is: ‘[He wishes] to obligate upon you
the traditions of those before you; so do not deviate from it5 and
the intended meaning here is not ‘the revealed guidance’ just as stated
in His statement:

“Guide us to the Straight Path.”
[al-Fatihah (1):6]

This is because if He intended that, indeed it would have happened,
and there will not be a misguided person among us. Rather that is
not the case, and this is a legally commanded will signifying prefer-
ence and being pleased with something. Due to this, al-Zajjaj said:
‘He wishes to show you what will be a means for your repentance,
thus He connected the will to an act of His self . For indeed al-Zajjaj
believed that‘mil’ in the Qur’an is not anything except that, and it is
not as he believed, rather‘mil’ connected with His act are whatever
is intended by it. As such, then indeed whatever He wills comes to
pass, and whatever He does not will, will not come to pass. As for
‘obtainable will’ regarding His command and law, then it is as He stated:

“Allah does not wish to place you in difficulty, rather He
wishes to purify you.”

[al-Mafidah (5): 6],
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and His statement:

a\

“Allah only wishes to remove impurity from you, people
of the [Prophet’s] household.”

\al-Ah%db (33): 33],

and similar to that.

That said, this is His will for what He commanded with the meaning
that He prefers it and is pleased with it and will reward the one who
does it. It does not mean that He wishes to create and so it comes
to pass, like in His statement:

“Thus whoever Allah wills to guide, He expands his chest
to Islam. And whoever He wills to misguide, He makes
his chest narrow, tight.”

\al-Anam (6):125]

And as Nuh ('alayhis-salam) said:

“And my advice will not benefit you if I wanted to advise
you, if Allah wills to lead you astray. He is your Lord and
to Him you will return”

[Hud (11):34]
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And this is a will such that whatever He creates of it will come to
pass.Just like the Muslims say: "Whatever Allah wills, is, and whatever
He did not will, will not be’. And this will is connected with every
event while the legally commanded will is not connected except with
acts of obedience. Just as people say to whoever does something
obscene: "He does somethingAllah does not wish him to’, along with
their saying: "Whatever Allah wills, is, and whatever He did not will,
will not be. For indeed this ‘mil’ is of two types, just as was explained
in another place in this book.

With the word ‘guidance’ He means 'revelation’ and the address is to
the believers that are obedient whom Allah has guided to obeying
Him. For indeed Allah, exalted is He, wishes to forgive them and
guide them, and thus they are guided, and if He does not wish that
for them, they are not guided, just as they said:

\ JJb jjl A

“All praise is due to Allah who guided us to this; and we
would not have been guided if Allah had not guided us.
Messengers from our Lord did come with the truth.”

\al-Ar(df {7):43].

However those who are addressed by the ayah are all the Muslims,
like those who are addressed with the ayah of ritual ablution. And
those who are addressed by His statement in the following ayah are
the people of the Prophet’s ($H) household:

“Allah only wishes to remove impurity from you.”
[al-Ahsfb (33):33].

And due to this whoever does not obey Him is destroyed. And like
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what is found regarding fasting:

JllSh (l£====u+u\

“Allah wishes ease for you and He does not wish difficulty
for you.”

\al-Baqarah (2):185].

Thus this is a‘legally commanded’ will meaning preference and being
pleased with something, not the will of The creation of what is ne-
cessitated according to what is intended’. If it was like that, the ayah
would not be addressed except to whoever adopted the ease and did
what was commanded; and whoever failed to do that would not be
included in the commands and prohibitions which are in the ayah,
and it is not like that. Rather legal rulings are a requirement for all
Muslims.Whoever obeys will be rewarded and whoever disobeys will
be punished.Those who obey Him are only doing so by His guiding
them—the guidance of revelation and help in that He makes them
among those who are guided. It is the same in that He is the one
who makes those who pray, pray, and those who submit, Muslims.

If the ‘mil’ here was required from people in order to fall under
what was intended, He would not say:

“And those who follow desires wish that you incline
greatly.”

[al-Nisa* (4):27],

for indeed at the time their will had no effect rather it was same
whether it existed or not. Like in the statement of Nuh ( (alayhis-
salam):
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“And my advice will not benefit you if I wanted to advise
you, if Allah wills to lead you astray. He is your Lord and
to Him you will return.”

[Hud (11):34].

For indeed whatever Allah wills, it is [as He wills], even if people
do not want it; and whatever He does not will, will not be, even if
people desire it.

[1.14: Following Desires and Whims]

What is intended by the ayah is to warn them from following those
who follow their desires. In other words, it means: CI wish for you
good which will benefit you and they wish evil for you which will
harm you, like Shaytan who wishes to lead you astray and the people
of desire follow him; so do not take him and his children as friends
and protectors beside Me, rather adhere to the paths of the guid-
ance and right guidance, and beware of the paths of straying and
corruption’. As He, exalted is He, said:

f -y&yk til
“So whoever follows guidance, then he will not be mis-
guided or be unhappy.”

[7aha (20): 123].

And His statement:

“...follow desires.”
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[al-Nisa* (4): 27]
is in two places. To follow desires is a type of following whims, as

He, exalted is He, said:

“They only follow their whims, and who is more mis-
guided than he who follows his whims without guidance
from Allah.”

[al-Qasas (28): 50]

And He, exalted is He, said:

“And if the truth was according to their whims truly
the Heavens, the Earth and all that is in them would be
corrupted.”

\al-Mu’minun (23): 71]

Allah also said:

“And do not follow the whims of a people that strayed
before you.”

\al-Mayidah (5): 77],

He, exalted is He, said:

“Is he who is upon a proof from his Lord like those
whose evil deeds are made to appear good to them and
they follow their whims?”
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[Muhammad (47): 14]
And Allah said:

“And do not follow the whims of those who do not have
knowledge.”

[al-Jathiyyah (45): 18]

This is mentioned in the Qur’an a great deal.

‘Whim9 (fawa) is a verbal noun from the verb‘to fancy\The present
tense form of the verb is fahwi9 and the past tense form is ‘haiva’
as well. For a person who is desirous (mahivij) whatever he fancies
is called *hawa\ thus he follows it like he follows a path. As Allah,
exalted is He, said:

“And do not follow the whims of a people that strayed
before you.”

[al-Ma’idah (5): 77],

and as in the term ishahn>ah\ then what is intended by following
whims is a term itself based on the verbal noun, in other words,
following his desires and fancies which are his whims. Following
desires is acting upon whatever the‘self desires. It is as Allah, exalted
is He, said:

“And follow the path of he who turns in repentance to
Me.”

[Luqman (31): 15]

and
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“And this, My path, is straight, so follow it and do not
follow the [other] paths for they will separate you from
His path.”

[al-Andm (6): 153]

and further, He said:

“And do not follow protectors or friends beside Him.”
[al-A(rdf (7): 3]

So the term ‘follow* means to follow the authoritative prohibition,
the command and the prohibition, and it is directed at the one com-
manded and the one prohibited. It is the straight path.

Likewise for whims there is a command and a prohibition- a com-
mand of the self and a prohibition.Just as Allah, exalted is He, said:

o^k

“Indeed the self constantly urges evil except for when my
Lord grants mercy. Indeed my Lord is forgiving, merciful.”

[Yusuf (12): 53]

However what [the self] commands of objectionable acts, then
one of them requires another. Thus the following of a command is
an act of one who is commanded and following a command of the
self is an act of what [the self ) desires. So based on this, it is known
that the following of desires and the following of whims is following
the desire of the self and its whims and that is by acting upon what
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it desires and fancies.

Rather it has been said: this is what is specified in the wording
following desires and whims’ since that which one desires and fancies
only comes into being after desiring and fancying and a person is
disparaged only when he does what he desires and fancies upon
its coming into being. So at the time he acts [upon his desires and
whims], he is not prohibited from it after its coming into being, and
it is not said to its companion (do notfollowyour whims’.

Also, the act that is desirable and wished for which a person fancies
is to follow his desires and whims, thus desires and whims do not

follow him. So to follow desires is to follow the desires of the self.
And when [the self] produces a desire, in the sense of something that
it find desirable, in spite of contradicting the source [to be internal], it
calls for producing externally what is desired and the person follows
it like a desired woman or food. And if the woman is designated as
a desire and food as well, like what the Prophet ($jg) said: “Every act

of the son of Adam is for him except fasting. For indeed it is for
Me and I will reward him for leaving his food, drink and desire for
My sake”8 in other words, he abandons his desire. He only neglects
what he desires like he neglects food, not that he leaves his food
through abandoning the desire existing in his self. For indeed that is
a characteristic in him that he is naturally disposed to and he is only
rewarded if he abandons what that desire demands of him.

‘The reality of the matter’ consists of two inseparable things- whoever
follows a desire existing in himself, he follows what he desires; and
similarly whoever follows a whim existing in himself, he follows
what he fancies. That is among the effects of desire and following
desires- obedience to its command and acting upon what it demands

Bukhari, vol.13, p.464 and Muslim vol.2, p.807.
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of him like a follower of orders who follows the command of his
commander. It is inevitable that he will imagine the objective that
he fancies and desires in his self and he will envision it before acting
upon it. That image persists, like the Imam with the one following
him in prayer- he follows him wherever he is, and his external ac-
tions follow the lead of what is internal. Thus the image of what is
desired and sought after, which is in the self, is the motivation and
commander of the individual.

Due to this, it is said: the final cause is the effective cause, so
the person, due to the final cause—through this imagining and
wishing—becomes a doer because of the act and this image in the
self that is fancied and sought after makes the doer act.Thus the per-
son is a follower of it and Shaytan helps him in straying, and [Shayfan]
strengthens this image and its effects and makes following it seem
attractive to the person. This image reaches for the form of the very
thing wished for such as what is desirable among images, food and
drink. It reaches for the essence of the act which is the pursuit of
that wished for desirable thing, and which Shaytan and the self fancy,
and whenever he imagines that desirable thing in his self, he wishes
for it to exist externally. Then indeed the first thought is the last acted
upon and the first wished for is the last obtained.

Because of this, a person remains a prisoner to his desires and
whims; because of that he is subdued under the authority of a whim
greater than any conqueror. For indeed this capricious conqueror,
the conqueror of the slave is a characteristic existing in his self. And
the mental image that the self seeks after is impossible for him to
definitively separate from. So the beloved thing the self seeks to
obtain and represent in his self, is a follower of the wish, even if
the mental image and adornment of the matter are from the beauty
and desired fantasy in his self. What is desired existing externally
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holds two motivations for him- the fantasy and the desired thing.
This provokes in him a movement of seeking and command, and it
commands him to follow its demands and commands. Thus follow-
ing the desires and whims deals with all of this in contrast to every
conqueror a person can break away from. For indeed it is possible for
him to break away from him while his self remains upon the same
state, and in this case [of desires and whims] he can only break away
from it by altering the condition of his self.

Thus the Prophet (ijjg) said: “There are three things which lead to
destruction: stinginess (shuhti) obeyed, a whim (hawa) followed, and
the admiration (ajab) of a man for himself. And three things lead to
salvation: Fearing Allah in private and in public, moderation (qasd)
in poverty and richness, and a word of truth (kalima al-haqq) while
angry (ghadab) or pleased ( rida).”9

In the narration, his statement ‘a whim followed } is proof that what
is followed is something that lies in the self, like what is said about
the statement ‘stinginess obeyed’.He made stinginess somethingobeyed
because it commands while he made the whim something to be fol-
lowed.That is because something followed is a leader to be imitated
and it is not a commander.

In both Bukhari and Muslim it is related that the Prophet (^) said:
“Beware of stinginess (shuhh) for indeed it destroyed those before
you. It commanded them to be miserly (bukhl), so they were miserly.
It commanded them to be oppressive (%ulm),so they oppressed. And
it commanded them to cut ties of kinship (<qati'ah), so they cut the
ties of kinship.”10 Thus he clarified that stinginess commands miserli-

9 Shu'ab al-Iman #731; declared hasan by al-Albanl.

10 Abu Dawud #1698 with a slighdy different wording; declared sahlh by al-Albani.
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ness, oppression, and the severing of ties. Miserliness is an obstacle
to that which benefits people through their selves and wealth while
oppression is an aggression against them.

The first is negligence in what is obligated, so he will be negligent
in what he is obligated to do and aggressive against them in acting
upon what is prohibited. And he singled out the severing of ties
by mentioning it out of respect for it since it is involved in the two
matters that came before it.

[1.15: The Explanation of ‘Miserliness’ (bukhl) ,
‘Stinginess’ (shuhti) and ‘Envy’ (hasad)\

The exegetes said regarding the ayah:

(A?

“And whoever is saved from the stinginess of his self...”
[al-Hashr (59): 9],

it is to not take something that Allah has prohibited and to not
refuse something that Allah has commanded to be paid. Stinginess
commands the opposite of what Allah and His Messenger command.
Allah prohibits oppression and orders good deeds, and stinginess
orders oppression and prohibits good deeds.

(Abdu’l-Rahman Ibn (Awf ( radiyAllah (anhu) used to circumam-
bulate the Kabah often and during the stay on (Arafah would say:
'Oh Allah, save me from the stinginess of my ‘self *. He was asked
about that, so he said: 'When I am saved from the stinginess of my
‘self , I am saved from oppression, miserliness, and severing ties of
kinship’. It was also transmitted from him11: 'Indeed I fear that I will

11 This is actually transmitted on authority of Ibn Mas(ud ( radiyAllah (anhu)
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be destroyed’.Someone said: 'By what?’ He said:‘1heard Allah saying:

“And whoever is saved from the stinginess of his self...”
\al-Hashr (59): 9],

while I am a stingy man. I can barely let anything go from my
hands.’ So he said: 'That is not the stinginess that Allah mentions
in the Qur’an. Stinginess is only that you consume the wealth of
your brother oppressively and miserliness. And what an evil thing
is miserliness.’

Allah, exalted is He, has mentioned ‘stinginess’ in the context of
envy and selflessness in the ayah.

“And [al-Ansar] do not find in their chests a need for
what [at- Muhajirun\were given and they prefer them over
themselves even though they are in poverty”

[al-Hashr (59): 9],

then He said:

“And whoever is saved from the stinginess of his self,
then those, they are the successful.”

So whoever is saved from the stinginess of his self is not envious
and hateful towards the one he envies. The basis of envy is the hatred
towards the one envied.

Stinginess can be in a man along with greed ( fiirs), a strong desire
(raghba) for wealth, hatred ( bughd) for another, and oppression (gulni)
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of him, as Allah, exalted is He, stated:

“And Allah knows those who stay behind among you and
say to their brothers ‘Come to us’. And they do not come
to the fiercest part of the battle except a few in indigna-

tion towards you...”,

up to:

“...stingy at any good. Those do not believe. Thus Allah
has frustrated their efforts”

[al-Ahzab (33): 18-19]

So their stinginess with the Believers and anything good includes
disliking and hating them. Hating any good demands evil, and hat-
ing people demands oppressing and severing ties with them, as with
envy. For indeed envy demands that a person envy the other through
oppressing the one envied and severing ties with him as with the sons
of Adam and the brothers of Yusuf.

So envy and stinginess include hatred and dislike and they both
pose as an obstacle to the obligatory and an oppression of that per-
son. Indeed the act originates in him from hatred in contrast with
whims,which originate from fancy. A person fancies something then
follows it and does it, and his aim in that is a non-existent order, and
the non-existent has no benefit. However that objective [envy] is a
matter with an existent order, so its command is obeyed. Ibn Mas(ud
( radijAllah 'anhu) made miserliness outside of stinginess and the
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Prophet QH) made stinginess demand miserliness.

There are those who say that stinginess and miserliness are the
same as Ibn Jarir said: 'Stinginess in the Arabic language is miserli-
ness and an obstacle to blessings from wealth.’ And it is not as he
said, rather what the Prophet ($jj|) and Ibn Mas(ud ('radiyAllah (anhu)
said has more of a right to be followed for indeed the miserly are
miserly with wealth out of love for what they are able to obtain of
enjoyment and comfort in it. He cannot be truly delighted with it
or comfortable, rather his self becomes tight from spending and it
dislikes that to the point that he dislikes to spend on himself from
it despite having a large amount of wealth. And this is despite his
enjoyment in gathering wealth and his love of seeing it. There is
no real enjoyment here as a basis, rather he dislikes to do any good
for anyone to the point that even if someone else wished to give
something, he dislikes that. It is out of hatred for any good, not for
the one giving and not for the one being given, rather out of hatred
for any good whatsoever. To hate and envy the one giving and the
one given is stinginess and this is that which absolutely demands
miserliness, although every instance of stinginess is miserly, though
not every instance of miserliness is stinginess.

Al-KhattabI said: 'Stinginess is more serious in posing as an obstacle
than miserliness. Miserliness is only one out of the various issues
and characteristics of things. Stinginess is general, so it is like the
description required for a person with respect to natural disposition
and innate character.’

Al-KhattabI related about some of them: 'Miserliness is to begrudge
people with wealth, and stinginess is to begrudge with wealth and
goodness.’ And it is said stinginess is to be stingy about someone
else doing good for others and miserliness is to be miserly about
doing good for others. Those who follow desires and follow their
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whims love that and wish for it so they follow their fancies and wishes
without knowledge. They do not look to see whether that benefits
or harms them in the end.

[1.16: The Levels of Following Whims]

Due to this, He said:

“Thus know that they only follow their whims”,

and then said:

^ -Til^ > -Y'.i
t- i' ^ * S >

“And who is more misguided than one who follows his
whims without guidance from Allah?”

\al-Qasas (28): 50]

‘Following whims' has various levels (darajat). Among them are the
polytheists and those who worship beside Allah what they deem as
good without knowledge or proof, as He said:

>" c-r - -—/.i

“Have you seen the one who take his whims as a god?”
\al-Jathiyyah (45): 23]

In other words, he takes as his god who he worships, and it is who
he fancies among gods. It is not said that his whims themselves are
his god for not everyone who fancies something, worships it. For
indeed whims have divisions, rather what is intended is that he made
what he fancies a thing to be worshiped. Thus his worship was to
follow the whims of his self in acts of worship. Indeed he does not
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worship what he fancies to worship and does not perform the wor
ship which he was commanded to do.

This is the condition of the people of innovation, for indeed they
worship something other than Allah and they innovate acts of wor-
ship alleging that they are worshiping Allah through it. Thus they
are only following their whims for indeed one of them follows the
fancy of his self, its tastes, passions and whims without knowledge,
guidance or an illuminating book. For if they followed knowledge
and the Illuminating Book, they would not worship but Allah through
what He wills and not through fabrications and innovations.

What is intended is that there are large number of gods and the
ways of worshipping them vary. In general all of what a person wishes
for and fancies is inevitable for him to imagine it in his self. So that
cognitive image is a motivation for him towards what he fancies
and the dictates of that fancy. Thus whoever worships it, worships
something other than Allah and demons appear to him in the form
of who he worships. This continues a great deal and has not ended.
Due to this, everyone who worships something other than Allah is
only worshiping Shaytan.Due to this, Shaytan unites with the sun when
it is rising and setting and becomes level with it so that the prostra-
tions of whoever worships it are for him as well. Demons appear in
the form of whoever is worshiped just like they speak to them from
the idols which they worship. Similarly, in our time a great number of
people from those who attribute themselves to Islam, the Christians
and polytheists, they commit Shirk with some of those who they ag-
grandize from the living and the dead mashayikh and others—they
call upon [the beloved figure], seek his help in his lifetime and after
his death and see him. He comes and speaks to them and fulfills their
needs while it is only a Shaytdn appearing in his form in order to lead
astray this polytheist.
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Shaytan does not cease appearing to those afflicted with passion
fishq) for something in the form of what they are passionate about,
or he mimics its form. Thus [the polytheist] does not cease seeing
[the beloved’s] form despite his absence from him after his death.
Shaytan only reveals himself to his heart and due to this when the slave
mentions the remembrance of Allah which the retreating whisperer
{waswas al-khannas) withdraws from, this Satanic image and the image
of the beloved withdraws.

At times it overpowers the lover (mahhub) to the point that he does
not see anything else, he does not hear any other words, and thus
his self remains exploited by it. A form of that happens to some of
those taking the path of loving Allah as a deficient path. It is called
‘istilam’ and Jana .

A form of that happens to some of those taking the path of loving
Allah as a deficient path. It is called ‘istilam’ and Jana? He disappears
with his beloved from his love, with his grace from his awareness
and with his remembered from his remembrance until he does not
sense anything of the Names, Attributes, Speech, commands and
prohibitions of Allah.

Among them are those who have moved on from this to divine
‘Union’ (ittihad). They say: CI am Him, and He is me, and I am Allah’.
The majority of those who follow this path believe this person is
the highest degree of those who follow this path and that this is true

‘faith in the Oneness of Allah’ (taivhid) which is the final stage of every
follower. They are in error in this, rather this is among the types of
views of the Christians although they strayed because they did not
follow the legal path inwardly regarding the reports of Allah and
His commands. The discussion of this has been expanded upon at
another point.
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What is intended is that what those who follow their desires crave
for of images, food, drink and clothing overwhelms their heart to
the point that is subdues it, reigns over it, and leaves it a slave. What-
ever he fancies diverts him in whatever way that sought after thing
behaves, and due to this some of the predecessors said: ‘What I fear
more for the ascetic youth than a predatory animal leaping on him
is a young boy sitting with him.5

It is that the unadulterated self (nafs al-safyya) which has the deli-
cateness of training ( riyada) and is not attracted to the love of Allah
and His worship has complete attraction. And what diverts [the self]
from its fancy does not accomplish it out of complete fear of Allah
when it becomes subject to an image among the images; this image
overwhelms [the self] just as the predatory animal overcomes what
he preys upon.Thus the predatory animal takes his prey by force and
the prey is not able to stop it. Similarly what a person portrays in his
heart of beloved images swallows and subdues his heart. So his heart
is not able to refrain from it and it remains engrossed in this image in
a greater way than the prey is immersed in his fear of the lion. This
is because the beloved and sought after thing is the objective of the
self (ghaya al-nafs) and it has a powerful authority over it.

[1.17: The Heart is Between Love (hubb) and
Fear (kanj)\

The heart drowns in whatever overpowers it whether from what
is loved or feared just like what happens with love of wealth, status,
image and fear of others.A person’s heart and mind remain drowning
in it just like the drowning person drowns in water. It is inevitable that
what surrounds bodies and hearts will overcome them; whatever is
portrayed to it of fears, loves and dislikes will overpower [the self],
for what is loved demands it, what is disliked repels it, while hope
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is attached to what is loved and fear is attached to what is disliked.
Only Allah bestows good deeds and removes sins:

jra! <iL* eoij

“And if Allah touches you with harm then there is no one
who can remove it except Him;and if intends some good
for you, then there is no one who can repel His favour.
He afflicts whoever He wills from among His slaves, and
He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful”

[Yunus (10): 107],

and:

“And what you have of blessings, then it is from Allah.
Then when some harm touches you, to Him you
supplicate”

[al-Nahl (27 ): 53]

When the slave calls his Lord to bestow upon him something he
seeks and to repel from him something he fears, He gives it to him
out of his faith in Allah, his love, knowledge, faith in the Oneness
of Allah, hope, and the life in his heart. He illuminates for him with
the light of faith what would be the most beneficial for him from
that which he seeks, whether it was a vanity of this world or if he
asked that He support him with remembering and thanking Him,
to make his worship excellent and whatever pertain to that. Thus
here, what is sought after can be more beneficial than the manner
of seeking, and it is the supplication itself for that which is sought
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after is remembrance, thankfulness, and standing in worship upon
the most excellent of intentions, among other things. And this is for
elaboration at another point in time.

What is intended is that the heart is engulfed, then what the slave
wishes for, loves, fears, and is weary of overpowers it, whoever it is,
and due to this Allah, exalted is He, said:

“Rather their hearts are in distress [literally, a flood] from
this [Qur’an]. And they have deeds beside that which they
are performing”

\al-Mu }minun (23): 63]

What [the self ] is covered from is what it is warned by.So that covers
it from the remembrance of Allah, the Final Abode and whatever is in
it of pleasures and agonizing punishment. Allah, exalted is He, said:

“So leave them in their misguidance [literally, a flood] for
a time”

\al-Mu,minun (23): 54],

in other words, [leave them] in whatever has drowned their hearts
of the love of wealth and children—the obstacle to hastening towards
good and righteous deeds. He, exalted is He, said:

“May the liars be cursed, who are in doubt [literally, a
flood], oblivious”

\al-Dhdriyat (51): 10-11],
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in other words, oblivious about the matter of the Afterlife. So they
are in 'a flood' with regards to [the Afterlife], meaning, their hearts
are drowning from love for the worldly life and its wares, oblivious
to the matter of the Afterlife and what they were created for. This
is similar to what Allah said:

“And do not obey the one whose heart We have made
heedless from Our Remembrance, who follows his whims,
and whose affair is destroyed”

[al-Kabf (18): 28]

Thus the flood* (gamra) is from following whims (haiva) and
‘obliviousness5 (sahri) is a type of heedlessness (ghafla). Due to this,
some said that‘obliviousness’ is heedlessness about something and the
departing of the heart from it. This is the combination of the evil of
heedlessness and desires. So heedlessness from Allah and the Final
Abode blocks the gate of good which is remembrance and vigilance.

And desires (shahwa) open the gate of evil (sharr), obliviousness
( sahiv) and fear (kanf) so the heart remains drowning in what it fancies
and fears, heedless of Allah, seeking something other than Allah, and
oblivious to His remembrance. He has toiled for something other
than Allah; his affair has been dissolved; and love for the worldly life
has overwhelmed his heart.This is just as was transmitted in Bukhari
and other collections on authority of Abu Hurayrah (radiyAllah Kanhu)
that the Prophet ($jg) said: “May the slave of the dinar be destroyed;
may the slave of the dirham be destroyed; may the slave of plush
clothing be destroyed; may the slave of the shirt be destroyed; may
he be destroyed and fall backwards. If he is afflicted with a thorn,
let him not be able to remove it. If given something, he is pleased,
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>12and if refused, he becomes resentful.

He appointed him as worshiper of that which its existence was
pleasing to him and whose loss made him resentful to the point that
he was a slave of the dinarand.a slave of all that was described in this
narration. ‘Plush clothing’ refers to that which is sat upon, thus he
is its servant just as some of the predecessors said: ‘Wear garments
that serve you and do not wear ones that you serve.’ And they are
like a carpet which you sit on.‘Shirt’ is that which worn out of having
very little wealth. The Prophet only pointed out what is superior
to the person, thus he is a slave to that: in it are disunited lords and
quarreling partners.

Due to this the Prophet ($jg) said:‘If given something, he is pleased,
and if refused, he becomes resentful.’ So that which its occurrence
is pleasing to a person and its loss makes him resentful, then he is
its slave since the slave is pleased with being connected to them
both and is resentful due to losing them both. ‘The one deserving
of worship’ is He who there is no god worthy of worship except
Him, since the Believer worships and loves Him. Belief, faith in the
Oneness of Allah, love, remembrance and worship take place for the
Believer in his heart through that. So he is pleased with that, and if
he is prevented from that, he gets angry.

Similarly, whoever loves something, then it is inevitable that he
imagine it in his heart, and he will wish to be connected with it to
the extent that he is able.

Al-Junayd said: ‘The slave is not really a slave until he is free from
everything except Allah.’

12 Bukhari, vol.6, p81 and Ibn Majah vol.2, pi386.
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That is in harmony with the aforementioned narration, for indeed
one is not a pure, sincere slave to Allah whose entire religion is for
Allah alone until he is not a slave to anything except Him and does
not have in him any branch and does not draw near to even a fraction
of worship for anything except Allah. Thus, if he is pleased with or
resentful about something besides Allah, then he is a slave to that
‘other*,and has in him polytheism in proportion to his love for it and
his worship for that‘other* is in addition to that.

Al-Fudayl Ibn (Iyad said: ‘By Allah, Allah has not approved of di-
vinity for anything in creation.’ And Zayd Ibn (Amr Ibn Nufayl said:

Is there a single Lord or a thousand?
Is it a religion since the affairs are scattered?

Imam Ahmad, TirmidhI and TabaranI transmitted a narration
from (Asma’ Ibn ‘Umays ( radiyAllah ‘anha), that the Messenger of

(s|g) said: “How evil is the servant who shows off, struts,
and forgets the Most Exalted. How evil is the slave who acts tyran-
nically, transgresses, and forgets the All-powerful, Most High. How
evil is the slave who is oblivious, distracted, and forgets the grave
and decomposition. How evil is the slave who rebels, transgresses,
and forgets the Beginning and the End. How evil is the slave who
cheats the worldly life with the religion. How evil is the slave who
cheats the religion with doubts. How evil is the slave who is greedy,
and it lowers him and makes him slip from the truth. How evil is the
slave whose covetousness directs him. How evil is the slave whose
whims misguide him.” TirmidhI said the narration is ‘unique’\gharib] ,
however there is a previously mentioned narration which strengthens
it, and Allah knows best.

Allah

Likewise there are a number of narrations and reports transmitted
that have that meaning, just as Allah, exalted is He, said:
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“And among the people are those who take equals beside
Allah, loving them as they should love Allah. And those
who believe have a greater love for Allah”

\al-Baqarah (2): 165]

Speech which has in it aggrandizement, even if false, pleases those
who seek leadership, even if through falsehood. And speech which
has in it dispraise of him, even if true, angers him. While words of
truth, whether for or against him, please the believer, and words of
falsehood, whether for or against him, anger him. This is because
Allah, exalted is He, loves the truth, honesty and justice and He gets
angry at lies and oppression.

If it is said: 'Truth (Jpaqqj , honesty (sidq) and justice fadl) which
Allah loves are more beloved to him even if in that is something that
opposes his whims’, it is because his whims have become subjected
to what the Messenger came with. Therefore it is said: 'Oppression
and lies anger Allah and they anger the Believer even if they agree
with his whims.’

Similarly is the seeker of wealth, even if through falsehood, as
Allah, exalted is He, said:

1 ajopolj ^ ^
“And among them are those who find fault with you
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regarding the voluntary charity- for if given from it,
they are pleased; and if not given from it, then they are
resentful”

\al-Tawbah (9): 58]

These are the ones about whom it is said:“May the slave of the dinar be
destroyed..” in the narration.So how, when what is greater overpowers
the heart, in subjugation to the dirham and dinar [money], to desires,
whims, and beloved things which draw the heart away from complet-
ing his love and worship for Allah, due to what is in it of rivalry and
ascribing partners with Allah to created thing—how can the heart
repel this while it diverts him from completing his love, worship and
fear for his Lord? This is because all beloved things attract the heart
to what is beloved to it and divert him away from loving what is not
beloved to it. Likewise what is disliked repels him, causes him to slip
and distracts him from worshiping Allah, exalted is He.

And because of this, Imam Ahmad transmitted in his Musnad and
other collections that the Prophet (!|g) said to his Companions: “You
fear poverty. I do not fear poverty for you. I only fear the worldly
life for you so that when any of your hearts deviate, it will not be
diverted except by [the worldly life].’>13

Similarly are those who love the slave, like his friends, and those
who anger him like his enemies. Those he loves are loving towards
him and when their love for him is not for the sake of Allah, that is
something that will cut him off from Allah. And those who anger,
harm, and are hostile towards him, through their harm they distract
him from Allah. Even if his friends, who love him for the sake of
something other than Allah, are good towards him, his love for them

13 This narration is transmitted with a different wording than this in the Musnad
vol.6, p21 and also by Ibn Majah vol.l , p4 with a different wording.
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necessitates their goodness towards him and the gravitation of his
heart towards them. Even if he was on a non-righteous path and it
necessitated his reciprocation of their [goodness], they would cut
him off from Allah and worshiping Him.

[1.18: Rescuing the Heart from Trials]

Trials (fitna) do not cease coming over the heart unless the slave’s
entire way of life is for the sake of Allah, lofty and sublime is He.
Thus his love would be for Allah and for anything Allah loves and
his anger would be for Allah and anything that angers Allah, and
likewise his alliances and hostilities. Otherwise love for the creation
will draw him in. Love of the creation is a means for him to attract
them towards him, the none makes the other stronger. Thus when
he defeats his whims, neither something defeated nor its being be-

loved will attract him towards it despite his whims. On account of
the defeat of his whims, there is a prohibitive factor from whims for
his self, due to what is in his heart of fear and love for Allah which
prevents him from gravitating toward beloved things.

As for people’s love for him, then indeed it necessitates that they
draw him in, and they with their strength, towards them. So if he
does not possess the strength to repel them from his self out of love
and fear of Allah, then they will draw him in and take him towards
them, like the love of the wife of al-(Aziz for Yusuf. For indeed
the strength of Yusuf and his love, sincerity and fear for Allah was
stronger than the beauty and charm of the wife of al-(Aziz and his
fondness for her. This is since one of them loved his appearance,
and in addition to that, the motives were strong than him and them.
In this case the one who is protected is he who Allah protects. Oth-
erwise, in most cases some evil happens between people regarding
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love from both angles.

Due to this, the Messenger of Allah (<|g) said: “A man is not alone
with a woman except Shaytan is the third of them.”14

[1.19: The Condition of Those Who Support
Something Other Than Allah]

Loving him due to his knowledge, way of life and goodness or
other qualities, makes the trial in this greater unless there is a strong
belief {quwa imanijyd), fear (khashiya) and complete faith in the One-

ness of Allah (tawhid). For indeed the trial of knowledge, status and
appearances is a trial for all who are captivated. And despite that they
seek from him their objectives—if he does not do it, otherwise the
love decreases or a form of anger takes place. Perhaps it increases or
leads to the disengagement from love for him- so he becomes one
who causes anger after being one who was loved. So the friends of a
person love for him to be subjugated to and employed in their aims
to the point that he is like a slave for them. And his enemies strive
to hurt and harm him. And they seek their own advantage from him
even if it is harmful to him and corruptive for his way of life; they
do not give any thought to that. And few of them are thankful.

So in reality, the above two groups [friends for other than Allah and
enemies] do not intend on benefitting him nor do they defend him
from harm, rather they only seek their own objectives through him.
For if the person is not a slave of Allah, one who relies completely
on Flim, a supporter for Him, and hostile for His sake, then the two
groups will consume him and that will lead to his destruction in the

1 4 Ahmad vol.l , p26 and Tirmidhi vol.2, p319 transmitted it; declared sahih by
al-Albanl.
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worldly life and the Afterlife.

This is well-known as among the conditions of the children of
Adam and what happens between them of battles, disputes, differ-
ences and trials.

[1.20: The Straight Path]

A people support Zayd and are hostile towards (Amr, and others
the reverse, on account of their objectives, therefore their objectives
are reached with whom they support. And if they do not obtain what
they seek from Zayd, they change to the side of (Amr, and likewise
with the companions of (Amr. This is just like what the reality is
between the different types of people.

Similarly is the ‘leaded from two sides who inclines towards one side
who support him. If their support is not for the sake of Allah, they
are more harmful to him than the other side. For indeed the other
side only intend on corrupting his worldly life whether by killing
him, taking his wealth or removing him from his position and all of
this is a worldly harm. It is trivial when the slave accepts it. It is the
reverse of the situation for people concerned with the worldly life
and their love for it and those who, as long as their worldly life is
secure, they are not concerned if their religion is corrupted. Thus
they are not worried by that. As for the religion of the slave which
is between him and Allah, then they have no power over him in that.
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[1.21: The Harm of Support for the Sake of
Worldly Interest]

With regards to his supporters who support him for certain ob-
jectives, then they only intended to corrupt his religion through his
assistance with their objectives and other matters. If he does not
assist them, they change into enemies. By that harm is introduced
against him from two angles:

1) from the angle of their departure
2) from the angle of their enmity.

The enmity [of former supporters] is worse for a person than that
of his enemies since [former supporters] have observed him and
they know what his enemies do not. So with that they can enlist the
enmity of others, thus the enmity [against who they formerly sup-
ported] doubles.

And if he does not prefer for them to depart, he takes their flattery
and assistance for what they want of him, even if that includes cor-
ruption of his religion. If he helps them to obtain a worldly position,
whatever work they do he obtains an abundant and complete share
of their oppression and injustice. And they still demand that he sup-
port them in their objectives, even if his worldly objectives are not
achieved. So how about religious objectives, if even considered at
all, for indeed the human being is an oppressor, ignorant, and does
not seek but his own whims.

Thus, if this does not exist on the inside, he will be nice towards
them and be patient with their harm. He will fulfill their needs for
the sake of Allah and seek help from Him against them and rely on
Allah completely. Otherwise, they will corrupt his religion and worldly
life just as is the reality witnessed from the people who seek worldly
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leadership. For indeed what he achieves through this leadership calls
for oppression and disobedience from him and this idea becomes
fair seeming to him. It antagonizes him if it is not situated with him
just as that has happened with many people.

It happens with someone who loves a person for his appearance.
He serves him, honours him and gives him whatever he is able to.
He also seeks from him something prohibited that will corrupt his
religion.

It also happens with someone who loves a companion of innova-
tion due to him being a caller to this innovation. [The caller] needs
him to support the falsehood that he knows is falsehood, otherwise
[if he does not support the caller] he treats him as an enemy. Due to
this the scholars of the disbelievers and the people of innovation,
despite their knowledge that they are following falsehood, become
supporters of that falsehood because their followers and those who
love them treat the people of truth as enemies and disparage their
path.

So whoever loves and relies on someone other than Allah will dis-
like those who love and rely on Allah. And whoever loves another
person for the sake of something other than Allah, his friendship
is more harmful for that person than the harm of his enemies. For
indeed the objective of his enemies to intervene between him and
some worldly love and to pose as a hindrance between him and [the
worldly love] is in fact a mercy for him. And his friends help him to
deny this mercy and its departing from him. So what kind of friend-
ship is this? They prefer to perpetuate that [worldly] love to use it
for their own objectives and for what they desire of it, and each of
those two things is harmful to him.

Allah, exalted is He, said:
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“When those who were followed disavow those who fol-
lowed them, they see the punishment and sever all ties
with them”

[al-Baqarah (2): 166].

Al-Fudayl bin Tyaa said, on authority of Layth, on authority of
Mujahid: ‘[The 'ties ) are the friendships which were for the sake
of something other than Allah, and the connections which existed
between them in the worldly life:

>'''

“And those who followed them will say:‘If we had another
chance, then we would disavow them just as they have
disavowed us’. Like that Allah will cause them to see their
actions as regrets, and they will not exit from the Fire”

[al-Baqarah (2): 167]

Thus the 'actions' which Allah will cause them to see as regrets are
those which some of them committed with others in the worldly
life that were for the sake of something other than Allah. Loyalty,
friendship and love are among those actions which were for the sake
of something other than Allah.So the best thing regarding all of that
is to worship Allah alone, without partner, and there is no strength
or might except through Allah.
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[1.22: The Cause of Love]

Among the things which bring about these matters is that the one
who loves something is attracted and the thing which is loved at-
tracts. So whoever loves something is drawn to it in proportion to
its strength. And for the one who loves an image, this image draws
him in towards what is available of the loved thing exterior to him in
proportion to its strength. For indeed the cause of the lover is action-
based, and the cause of the beloved is purpose-based, and each of
them has an influence on the occurrence of the effect. The lover is
only attracted to the beloved through the image he has of the beloved
in his heart which he has imagined. So this image attracts him in the
sense that it draws him towards it, not that it, in itself, is an end or
act. For indeed in the beloved, in conformity with its connotation,
is what demands the attraction of the lover to it, just as a person is
attracted to food in order to eat it, to a woman in order to make love
to her, and to his friend in order to keep his company. This is just like
the hearts of those who love Allah and His Messenger are attracted
to Allah, His Messenger and the righteous among His slaves due to
the Attributes He, glorified is He, possesses and because of which,
He deserves to be loved and worshiped.

Rather, it is not permitted to love anything among the existing
things for the sake of itself except Him,glorified is He, and through
His praise. Thus every beloved thing in the world is only permitted
to be loved for the sake of something other than it—not for the sake
of itself. And the Lord, exalted is He, is He wTho loves to be loved for
His own sake. This is among the meaning of His Oneness in Divinity:

“If there had been in them gods except Allah, truly they
would both be corrupted”
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\al-Anbiya* (21): 22].

Loving something for its own sake is polytheism, thus nothing
should be loved for its own sake except Allah. Since that is among
the things which are specific to His Oneness in Divinity \IlahiyaK\ ,
then no one deserves that except Allah alone. And every beloved
thing except Him, if it is not loved for His sake or for what is loved
for His sake, then its love is a matter of corruption.

Allah, exalted is He, created in the Selves love for nutrients and
women due to what they entail of preserving the body and the
perpetuation of the individual. For indeed if there were no love of
nutrients, what people ate would corrupt their bodies, and if there
were no love of women, they would not marry and having children
would come to an end. The purpose of the existence of all that is
to perpetuate each of them in order to worship Allah alone and for
Him to be the one who is loved and worshipped for His own sake;
He who is alone in deserving that.

The Prophets and righteous only love in accordance with His love.
So to have complete love is to love what He loves, and it is to love
the Prophets and righteous and righteous deeds. Thus loving them
for the sake of Allah is from the completeness of loving Him. As
for the love which one has along with Him, then it is the love of
the polytheists who love their partners as they love Allah. When the
creation loves something for the sake of Allah, its love pulls towards
love of Allah. And when two men love each other for the sake of
Allah, they unite and separate over that. Each of them pulled the
other towards love for Allah, just as Allah, exalted is He, said in a
narration: “Those who love each other for My sake, truly love Me.
Those who sit together for My sake, truly love Me. Those who give
generously for My sake, Truly love Me. Allah has servants who are
not Prophets or martyrs, they the Prophets and martyrs will envy
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them for their nearness to Allah. They are the people who love each
other through the mercy of Allah, without the exchange of any
wealth between them or sharing any ties of kinship. Their faces will
have a light and they will be on thrones of light. They will not fear
when everyone else is afraid nor will they grieve when they grieve.”15

Thus, when you love an individual for the sake of Allah, it is Allah
who is beloved for His own sake. So whenever you think of him in
your heart, you are thinking of the truly Beloved, thus your loving
Him increases your love for the sake of Allah. Just like when you
mention the Prophet (2|g) the Prophets before him, the Messengers,
and their righteous companions, and you imagine them in your heart,
so that draws your heart towards love for Allah, the one who bestows
blessings upon them and through them. When you love them for the
sake of Allah, then the beloved for the sake of Allah attracts towards
love for Allah, and the lover for the sake of Allah, when he loves an
individual for the sake of Allah, then indeed Allah is his beloved.
Thus He loves that it attracts him towards Allah, exalted is He, and
all of those who love for the sake of Allah and who are loved for
the sake of Allah, attract towards Allah.

Likewise when love is for the sake of something other than Allah,
for instance, when each of two individuals love the other for their
appearance: like a woman with a man, then indeed the lover seeks
out the beloved and the beloved seeks out the lover through the at-
traction of the beloved. When both love each other, each of them
becomes attracted and attracting from both angles. So it necessitates
the connection. Even if the love was from one of the two sides, truly
the lover would attract the beloved and the beloved attracts him,
however the beloved does not intend to attract him and the lover
intends to attract the other and drawn them in.
13 Different wording are reported for this narration. See Abu Dawud #3527;
declared sahlh by al-AlbanL
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This is ‘the way of influence regarding the beloved\ whether an image
takes shape in his heart, then it draws him in, or he is drawn in with-
out love, like when a man eats food, wears certain clothes, lives in a
home, and similar things related to beloved matters for which there
is no desire for them.

As for animals, then some love others because they are a means for
good towards them. The souls have been molded to love whoever is
good towards them however this is only a love for the good done to
them in reality, not the love for the self of whoever did some good
towards it. And if that [good] was cut off due to that love dwindling,
and perhaps it results in anger, then indeed it was not for the sake of
Allah, lofty and sublime is He.

Truly whoever loves a person because of something he gave him,
then he does not love but what was given. And he who says that he
loves the one gave him something for the sake of Allah is lying; it is
inconceivable and false in saying. Likewise is whoever loves a person
because of his helping him- he only loves the help and not the helper.
And all of this is from following what the Selves desire, for in reality
he does not love anything but what leads to obtaining a benefit or
repelling a harm. Thus he only loves that benefit or the elimination
of the harm. And he only loves that because it is a means to that
which he loves and this is not love for the sake of Allah and not for
the sake of the beloved itself.

In general, the love of the creation with one another takes this
course, and they will not be rewarded for this in the Afterlife nor will
it benefit them, rather maybe that will lead to hypocrisy and flattery.
For in the Afterlife, they could be among the friends who are enemies
to one another except for those who feared Allah. Only love in Allah
and for the sake of Allah alone will benefit them in the Afterlife. As
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for the one who hopes for some benefit or help from a person, then
alleges that he loves him for the sake of Allah, then this is from the
schemes of the souls and hypocrisy of words.

Only loving for the sake of Allah what Allah loves among His
creation, like the Prophets and righteous will benefit the slave. This
is because loving them draws one nearer to Allah and love for Him
and them, they are those who deserve the love of Allah.

Our Prophet (j|g) gave in order to reconcile the hearts of some
and others claim they are more beloved to him than whoever he
gave something to. He measured them according to what was in
their hearts of faith and he only gave to reconcile their hearts due to
what was in their hearts of anxiety and worry. He did it so that what
he gave them could be a means to draw their hearts towards loving
Islam, and then they could love Allah. So his intention in that was to
invite the hearts towards loving Allah, lofty and sublime is He, and
to divert them away from the opposite. Due to this, he would give
to people fearing that Allah would flip them around on their faces
in the Hell-Fire.Thus through that gift he withheld them from what
He disliked from them, thus he would give for the sake of Allah and
withhold for the sake of Allah. The Prophet ($H) said: “Whoever
loves, gets angry, gives, and withholds for the sake of Allah, then he
has complete faith.»16

And also in Bukhari, on authority of the Prophet ($H): “Indeed I,
by Allah, am only a distributor-1do not give to anyone or withhold
from anyone, rather I put things wherever I am commanded.»17

16 Abu Dawud #4681; declared sahih by al-Albanl.

Bukhari, vol.6, p217
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[1.23: The Control of That Which is Loved Over
the One Who Loves]

The one who loves is moved by the image of the beloved imagined
in the self, he desires it, loves,gets angry, rejoices and becomes pleased
upon remembering it in any way So it remains like a prohibitive com-
mander for him. And due to this he finds in his self that it is as if it
speaks to him, commanding and prohibiting him, just as happens to
the majority of people that see in their dreams someone they love
and venerate. He commands, prohibits, and informs them of matters.

[1.24: The Deception of Shaytan With Those Who
Love Something]

Demons appear to polytheists in the images of those they worship,
commanding and prohibiting them.

One of those who says he is a‘witness’ and is associated with the Sufi
paths said: 'Indeed [the one who is loved] addresses him internally
in the voice of the ‘witness’. So among them is the one who prays
at night and that [beloved Shaykh] comes face-to-face with him in
order that he see him in the light. And among them is he who sees
[the beloved Shaykh] in the ‘state of audience’ (same?) and outside of it,
they think that they are being addressed and through that they come
across a kind of increase in their hearts/ That is because they are
imagining [their beloved figures] in their souls, and perhaps Shaytan
is appearing in their image, and so they encounter in their souls an
address from this image. Then they say: 'We were addressed by so-
and-so.’ Even if this speaker exists, who is actually speaking to him?
So the criterion is here—that speech is only from the whispers of
Shaytan and the self.
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They are addressed with good things as a bribe from [Shaytan] to
them, and he will not address them with what they know is falsehood
so that maybe they might flee from him. Rather Shaytan addresses one
of them with what he thinks is true. When a monk is pleased with
himself, at times he sees in his self an image of the Trinity. Perhaps
he may be addressed by them since he had imagined them before
that. So when his self becomes polished with being pleased, they
appear to him. The believer who loves Allah and His Messenger see
the Messenger in his dreams in proportion to his faith, just as was
expanded upon at another point in this text.

A great number of ascetics and worshipers aid the disbelievers
and they allege that they are 'commanded'9 to do that and spoken to
about it. They think that Allah is the one who commanded them to
do that, while in fact Allah is far removed from that. The only ones
who would command them with that are the self, Shaytan and what-
ever is in their souls of polytheism. Therefore if he was one whose
religion was sincerely for the sake of Allah, then truly nothing of
that would appear to him. For indeed this could not happen except
to someone who has polytheism in his worship or commits some
innovation. This definitely does not befall someone who is sincerely
adhering to the Sunnah.

Therefore ‘visions' have three categories:
1. A vision from Allah;
2. A vision from related by the self;
3. A vision from Shaytan.

As such, if anything occurs to the self of a person, in that case
the three categories should alert him. And due to this there are three

divine (Rahmani), self-induced (nafsdni) and Satanic (Shaytani).cases
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And what takes place of the types of ‘divine disclosure’ (mukashafa)
and ‘supernatural disposalof affairs’ (tasarruf are three categories as well-
angelic, self-induced and Satanic. For indeed the angels, self, Shaytan
and the heart (paid) of the believer have strength. So whatever is from
an angel or the heart of a believer, then it is true; and whatever is
from Shaytan and the whispers of the self, then it is falsehood.

This has caused a large number of groups to be in doubt about these
matters, for they did not distinguish between the saints of Allah and
the enemies of Allah. Rather they began thinking about those who
were types of polytheists and disbelievers—in most cases people of
the Book—that they were pious, saints of Allah.

Rather they began thinking about those who were types of poly-
theists and disbelievers—in most cases people of the Book—that
they were pious, saints of Allah. The discussion of this has been
elaborated upon elsewhere.

Due to the above, there were those among them who saw it as
permissible to fight the Prophets, those who thought that they were
better than the Prophets, and other types. That is because they ex-
perienced what they thought were miracles of saints when in fact
what took place were Satanic and self-induced visions, disclosures,
and supernatural affairs. So they thought that they were from among
the saints, when the matter was actually the reverse. The root of this
is that they devoted themselves to worshiping what their Selves loved
and with regards to the acts of worship which Allah loves and is
pleased with, they did not love or want to perform them only. They
thought that when they worshiped Allah in the manner He and His
Messenger commanded it lowered them from a position of authority.
So they produced strong love, devotion,worship, longing and asceti-
cism, however it contained polytheism and innovation.
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Love (mahabba) for the Oneness of Allah only takes place for the
sake of Allah alone and those who follow His Messenger, as Allah
said:

*}
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“Say: If you love Allah then follow me. Allah will love you
and forgive your sins”

\Al-'Imran (3): 31]

That is why the people of imitation haveJihadand good intentions
(niyjja) in their love—they love for the sake of Allah and get angry for
the sake of Allah. And they are firm upon the religion of Ibrahim
({alayhis-salam):

“And those who were with him when they said to their
people: ‘Indeed we are free from you and what you wor-
ship besides Allah. We reject you and enmity and anger
has appeared between us and you forever until you believe
in Allah alone5”

\al-Mumtatanah (60): 4].

Their love had polytheism in it and they did not imitate the Mes-
senger or those who fight in the path of Allah. Thus it was not a
sincere love and it was coupled with faith in the Oneness of Allah.
Due to this Abu Talib al-Makkl named his book‘The Nourishment of
the Hearts in Dealing with the Beloved and a Description of the Path of the
Adherent towards the Station of Faith in the Oneness of Allah9.And Allah,
glorified is He, knows best.
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[1:25: Asceticism (\uhd ) and Piety (wara )\
Shaykh al-Islam, may Allah have mercy on him, said: I have writ-

ten a section in the booklet of facts regarding the ‘Combination of
Asceticism and Piety’\

\Asceticism’ (%uhd) is [to abstain] from what has no benefit whether
due to the absence of its benefit or its being preferred over, since
it is passed over for what has more benefit than it, or as a result of
its harm exceeding its benefit. As for the true or preferable benefit,
then asceticism from it is foolishness.

‘Piety’ (warn ) is to abstain from what is harmful so it involves what
is prohibited (muharamat) and doubtful (shubahdt) since they definitely
cause harm. For he who seeks refuge from doubts seeks to exonerate
his honour and religion (din),while he who falls into doubts, also falls
into that which is prohibited. He is like the one who herds his animals
around a protected area on the verge of falling into it.

With regards to piety and abstaining from that which is not harmful
or which has some harm that is outweighed by its good—whether due
to being coupled with achieving a prevailing benefit or warding off
another prevailing harm—then it is ignorance and oppression. And
that includes three areas where one should not be pious or abstain
from: the ‘sufficiently’ beneficial, the ‘prevailingly’ beneficial and the
‘absolutely’ beneficial.They are like those things which are categorized
as absolutely ‘permissible’,‘recommended’ or ‘obligatory’, such that piety
and abstention from them is deviation.

Here I will mention some details regarding that:

Asceticism is contrast of desire (raghba). It is said: ‘So-and-so is an
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ascetic regarding such-and-such,’and ‘so-and-so is desirous regarding
it’. ‘Desire’ is a type of wish and asceticism regarding something is the
lack of wishing for it,whether accompanied by the presence of dislike
for it or a lack of wish or dislike for it so that one is not wishful or
disinclined towards it. Anyone who is not desirous regarding some-
thing and at the same he wishes for it, he is an ascetic regarding it.

Just as asceticism is praiseworthy in the path of Allah in regards
to what Allah induces one to abstain from of the comforts of the
worldly life, thus desiring and wishing are praiseworthy when Allah
holds as praiseworthy his wishes and desires. Due to this, the founda-
tion for the path is ‘wishing\ just as Allah, exalted is He, said:
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“And do not drive out those who call upon their Lord
morning and evening, wishing for His Face”

\al-j\ridm (6): 52]

And He, exalted is He, said:
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“And whoever wishes for the Afterlife and strives for it
with its due effort, while he is a Believer, then these, their
effort will be appreciated”

\al-Isra (17): 19]

There are numerous similar ayahs.
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[1.26: Asceticism—Between Objection (dhamm) and
Praise (madh)\

This is like His asking for asceticism and censuring its opposite
in the ayah:

J

‘Those who wish for the worldly life and its adornments,
We will repay them for their deeds in the worldly life,while
they are in it without being short-changed.They are those
who do not have but Hell-Fire in the Afterlife”

[Hud (11): 15-16].

And Allah, exalted is He, said:

“Competing for worldly goods diverts you”
\al-Takdthur (102): 1],

Also, Allah, exalted is He, said:

i34iJs&
“And you consume the inheritance whole. And you love
wealth completely”

\al-Fajr (89): 19-20].

And He said:
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oiasysLt
“Verily! Mankind is ungrateful towards his Lord. And to
this, he [himself] is a witness over that. And indeed he
[mankind] is madly [intensely] in love with the best of
this world”

\al- (Adiyat (100): 6-8].

He also said:

at
“Know that the worldly life is play, vanity, an adornment
and competition in worldly goods between you”

[al-Hadid (57): 20],

the ayah.This topic is extensive.

Here the intention is only to distinguish legal, or praiseworthy
asceticism from what is not; and also to distinguish the legal, or
praiseworthy desire from what is not- for indeed there is a great
deal that resembles asceticism in laziness, failure fajf) and idleness
(batala) from legal commands, and a great deal that resembles legal
desire in covetousness {hirs),greed (tama ) and acts which misguide
the efforts of its companion.

As for piety, then it is to avoid the act, to have caution towards it,
abstention, refraining and vigilance from it. It is to revert to distaste
for a matter, disinclination from it and hatred (bughd) for it. It is an
existential matter as well- wen if it has differed regarding what is
required by the prohibition. Is it the lack of the prohibition or an act
to the contrary? The majority of the people of affirmation hold the
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so there is no doubt that something or someone issecond view-
not called ‘piety\‘pious’ or fearful of Allah’ unless there is discovered
in it abstention and refrainment which is an act of opposition to
what is forbidden.

The confirmation is that along with the lack of prohibition, there
occurs the lack of harm associated with prohibited actions and it
is censure and punishment for it and similar such things; and along
with the presence of abstention, caution and avoidance, there are
found righteous acts, obedience and fear of Allah, thus there is an
advantage for this act in praise, reward and similar things. Thus the
lack of harm is due to the lack of evil actions, and the presence of
benefit is due to the presence of good actions.

[1.27: The Difference Between Asceticism and
Pious Abstention]

To summarize, asceticism is a matter of lack of desire and wish for
that which is abstained from, while pious abstention is a matter of
the presence of aversion and dislike towards that which is refrained
from.The lack of wishing for something is good only regarding that
which has no absolute or prevailing benefit. As for the presence of
dislike, then it is only good regarding that which has an absolute or
prevailing harm. Thus if what has no benefit or harm, or something
whose benefit and harm are the same in every way is made obligatory,
then it is not good to wish for or dislike like it; asceticism is a virtue in
that case not a form of pious abstention. What this makes apparent
is that everything in which pious abstention is a virtue, asceticism in
it is a virtue as well, without the reverse being true, and this is clear.
For indeed whatever is good to dislike and disincline from is also
something which is good to not wish for or desire. For indeed the
lack of wishing for something is more appropriate than the presence
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of dislike, and the presence of dislike is necessitated by the lack of
wishing for something without the reverse being true. And not all
that is good that is not wished for is good to dislike. Rather what is
not good to wish for, dislike, love, hate, command and prohibit has
become apparent from matters.

Through this it is made clear that asceticism and pious abstention
regarding obligations and recommendations are not good. As for
prohibited and disliked things, then asceticism and pious abstention
are good in them. As for permissible things then asceticism and not
pious abstention is good in them. This account is apparent, known
through minimal contemplation.

The concern is only regarding what is contradictory in effect. Is it
something commanded to do, prohibited or permissible? And [the
concern] is regarding when something that is permissible becomes
coupled with somethingelse that makes it commanded or prohibited,
or when coupled with what is commanded that makes it prohibited,
and vice-versa. Thus upon combining advantages, evils, benefits,
harms and their conflicts, it is in need of criterion.

[1.28: Is Reward in Proportion to Hardship?]

The statement of some of the people that‘the reward is in propor-
tion to the hardship’ is not correct at all, just as the sects have con-
cluded upon the types of monasticisms ( rahbanijjdt) and innovated
acts of worship ( ibadat al-mubtad'a) which Allah and His Messenger
did not legislate—from the kind of prohibited things of the poly-
theists and others that Allah exonerated from the pure things—for
example the excessiveness and exaggeration, which the Prophet

18 Muslim #7.
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»18( M) censured when he said: “The excessive ones are destroyed.
And he (<H) said: “If the month was made longer for me, truly

I would perform such an uninterrupted fast that the exaggerators
would abandon their exaggeration.»19

Like the hunger or excessive thirst which harms the mind and body
and prevents the performance of obligations and recommended acts
more beneficial than it. This is like the bare-footedness, nudity and
walking which harms a person without benefit, for example, in the
narration of Abu Isra’il (radiyAllah (anhu) who swore an oath to fast
and stand in prayer continuously and to not sit, take shade, or speak.
Thus the Prophet QH) said: “Command him to sit, take shade, speak
and complete his fast/’20 This is an expansive topic.

As for the reward being in proportion to the amount of obedience,
then obedience to Allah and His Messenger in an easy act is like what
Allah has made easy for the people of Islam in the 'Two Statements’,
i.e.‘there is nogod exceptAlldh\and ‘Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah’*,
and they are the most superior of deeds. Due to that the Prophet
(it) said: “Two light statements upon the tongue are two heavy things
in the Balance, both beloved to the Most Merciful—

‘Glory be to Allah, and by His praise’, and ‘Glory be to

Allah, the Almighty’.”21

And if it is said that the reward is according to the amount of
benefit and good in the act, truly the first description would be
19 Abbreviated from Bukhari #7241 and a slighdy different wording from Muslim
#59.

20 Abu Dawud #3300; declared sahlh by al-Albanl.

21 Bukhari #6682 and Muslim #31.
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correct with respect to its connection with the command; and the
second with respect to the description itself. The benefit and good
of an act can be from the perspective of the command alone at
times, at times from the perspective of the description itself and at
times from both of the two areas. So with respect to the first, it is
divided into obedience and disobedience, and the second is divided
into good and evil; obedience and disobedience are terms based on
the perspective of commands while good and evil are terms based
on the perspective of itself... Even though the majority of people
do not affirm but the first, like the AsEaris and a group of jurists
among our companions and others hold.

Among the people are those who do not affirm but the second,
like the Muhazilah and a group of jurists among our companions
and others. The correct view is to affirm both perspectives just as
is demonstrated by the texts of the Imams, words of the Salaf, the
majority of scholars and others.

As for its being a hardship, then it is not the cause for the virtue
and superiority of an act, rather the virtuous act can be a hardship,
thus its virtue is due not to the significance of the hardship. Patience
in spite of it increases its recompense and reward. So the reward
increases with hardship just as a person’s distance from home in the
course of the major and minor pilgrimage to Makkah increases, and
his reward is greater than the one who lives nearby, as the Prophet
GH) said to ‘A’ishah ( radijAllah (anha) during the minor pilgrimage:
“[Your reward] is according to the amount of your effort,

is because the reward is in proportion to the work in terms of the
distance, and with distance the effort increases, and thus the reward
increases. Jihad is like that as well. The Prophet (H) said: “The one
proficient in the Qur’an is with the noble and dutiful recording angels,

”22 This

22 Muslim #126.
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or Safarah; and he who recites it and falters and it is difficult for him,
has two rewards.”23

Frequendy the recompense increases in proportion to hardship
and difficulty, not because the difficulty and hardship are the goal
of the act, rather because the act entails hardship and difficulty. In
our law, this is through which burdens and shackles are removed
from us, no harm is placed on us and no difficulty is intended. With
regards to the law before our time (i.e. of past nations), then indeed
hardship was intended for them. A majority of slaves see the issue
of hardship, pain and difficulty as a demand to draw near to Allah
due to what it entails of the self fleeing from the delights and reli-
ance on the worldly life and stopping the heart from being solely
connected to the body. This a type of asceticism practiced by the
Sabians, Hindus and others.

Due to this you find these people, along with those who resemble
them from the monastics (rahban), dealing with extremely difficult
and strenuous acts among the various forms of worship and ascetic
practices despite there being no benefit, advantage or good in them
except an insignificant amount that will not stand up to the severe
punishment which they will encounter.

Seeing this corrupt foundation, some of the ignoramuses praise it
by saying:‘So-and-so has not married or slaughtered (meat for food).’
And this is a form of praise of the monastics who do not marry or
slaughter, while as for those who truly turn away from falsehood in
the world, the Prophet ($&) said: “Rather I fast and break the fast, I
marry women and eat meat, therefore whoever disinclines from my
way is not from me.”24

2 3 Muslim #244.

24 Bukhari #5063.
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These things are from a corrupt in the religion and are just as
objectionable as having tranquility and contentedness towards the
worldly life.

[1.29: The Categories of People]

People can be separated into the following categories:

Those who are purely interested in the worldly-life, and opposed
to the Afterlife.

Those who are corrupted in their way of life—disbelievers and
innovators who bring forward forms of worship and asceticism that
Allah did not legislate.

Those who have the correct way of life- the people of Islam who
adhere to the Book, the Sunnah and the main body of Muslims. All
praise is due to Allah who has guided us to that. Truly we would
not have been guided aright without Allah guiding us for indeed the
Messengers of our Lord have come with the Truth.
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Purifying the Self and the
Means to Achieve it

HAYKH UL-ISLAM AHMAD BIN TAYMIYYAH, may
Allah have mercy on him, said:The section on purifying the
self (ta^kiyya al-nafs) and how to purify it through abandoning

prohibited matters while performing that which is commanded of
it. Allah, exalted is He, said:

“He has succeeded who purifies it”
\al-Shams (91): 9]

and

“He has succeeded who purifies himself ’
[al-'A’/a (87): 14]

[2.1: The Meaning of 'Purifying Oneself\
Qatadah, Ibn ‘Uyaynah and others said: £He has succeeded who

purifies himself through obeying Allah and performing righteous
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deeds’. Al-Fara’ and al-Zajjaj said: ‘A soul has succeeded that Allah
has purified and a soul has failed that Allah has corrupted’. Al-WalibI
mentioned the same thing on authority of Ibn ‘Abbas (radijAllah
1anhuma) in a way such that the chain of transmission was not con-
nected. However that is not what was intended by the ayah. Rather
what was intended is the first statement with its authoritative word-
ing and meaning.

As for the wording (he who purifies it\ the ‘he’ part is considered in
the Arabic language to be a relative pronoun and it necessarily refers
back to the self. So when it is said: A person has succeeded who purifies
himself , the pronoun for ‘person’ in the Arabic word‘purifies himself is
referred to by the word ‘who’.This is an aspect of Arabic discourse
about which there is no doubt in its correctness, just as it is said:‘He
has succeeded who fears Allah and he has succeeded who obeys his Lord’.

As for the meaning of ‘he has succeeded who Allahpurifies’, the pronoun
does not continue referring back to the term‘who’ in the phrase. The
pronoun in this case refers back to Allah and not the term for ‘he’,and
the pronoun of the object refers back to the previously mentioned
‘self . Thus neither the pronoun of the subject nor the object refer
back to the term ‘who’.So the connection of the reference is dropped
and this is not allowed [in the language].

Yes, if it is said: ‘He has succeeded who Allah purifies his self without
a pronoun attached to the verb, or ‘who Allah purifies for him’ with
a feminine pronoun attached to the verb, or similar manners of
speaking, the expression is correct. For this to be hidden from those
grammarians who hold this view is strange. He would not say:‘It has
succeeded a soul [that] purifies itself , for indeed here ‘purifies itself is an
attribute for ‘itself , not a connection; rather He said:
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“He has succeeded who purifies it”
[al-Shams (91): 9]

So the phrase is connected due to the term for ‘who’ not an at-
tribute for it.

Also, he would not say: ‘It has succeeded the soul which purifies if , for
indeed if that was said and the pronoun in the term purifies if is
made to refer back to the name of Allah, it would be correct. If they
pretended to say: ‘The assumption about “He succeeds who purifies if’
is that it is the ‘self that purifies if . They say: ‘The pronoun of the
object in the term purifies’ refers back to‘who’ and it [the term‘who ] is
appropriate for the masculine or feminine, and the singular or plural.
So the pronoun refers back to its feminine use and its feminization
is not literal. For this reason it is said: “‘He’ has succeeded” and it is not
said:‘It [feminine] has succeeded’. It is said to them:‘This is also con-
sidering that it is outside the scope of eloquent use of the language
for it is only correct when the discourse indicates that in the same
manner and whoever....1 based upon that the intended meaning for
us and likewise His statement:

“And among them are those who listen to you”
[Yunus (10): 42],

and similar examples.

In this case, then there does not exist in the term ‘who’ or in what
comes after something that indicates that the intended meaning
is the feminine term for ‘self , thus it is not allowed to intend with
speech what does not contain proof of its intention; for indeed the

This part of the text could not be recovered in the original manuscripts.
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Speech of Allah, lofty and sublime is He, is safeguarded from the
likes of this. And if it is assumed to be possible for the pronoun of
'purifies himself [with a feminine pronoun] to refer to 'self and to 'who*

despite that the term 'who* has no proof obligating its reference back
to it, truly its reference to the feminine is more appropriate than its
reference to what could possibly be masculine and feminine; while
its being masculine demonstrates the lack of proof of the feminine
for indeed when discourse has two possible meanings, its conveyance
upon their most apparent is obligated. Whoever pretends that it is
otherwise has exited well-known Arabic speech and the Qur’an is free
from that. Deviating from what the surface of speech demonstrates
and moving towards what is not demonstrated by it without proof is
definitely not allowed, then how so with a text from the perspective
of its meaning? For Allah has conveyed that piety and evil deeds are
inspired. This has been expanded upon at some other point.

[2.2: Purifying Oneself in the Book and
the Sunnah]

The objective here is to command people with purifying {ta^kiyyd)
their 'seifs* and to warn (tadhir) from corrupting them, just like in His
statement:

“He has succeeded who purifies himself ’
[al-'A’la (87): 14]

Thus if it is assumed that the meaning is ‘he has succeeded who
Allah purifies his 'self , there would not be a command {ami) or pro-
hibition {nahy) in it for them, nor exhortation (;targhib) and admonish-
ment (itarhib). And when the Qur’an commands or prohibits it does
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not mention Divine Decree (qadr) alone. It does not say: ‘He who
Allah has made a Believer’. Rather it says:

“The Believers have succeeded”
[ial-Mu’minun (23): 1],

and

“He has succeeded who purifies himself ’
[al-'A’la (87): 14] ,

since the mere mention of ‘Divine Decree’ (qadr) in this defeats the
purpose and this would not be appropriate for even the weakest of
people in intelligence, so how about for the Speech of Allah?! Do
you not see that [purification] is in the position of commands and
prohibitions, exhortation ( ,targhib) and admonishment (;tarhib) to men-
tion what is consistent with promises (wad) and threats (wa'id),praise
(madh) and censure (<dhamm)? And [the Qur’an] only mentions the
Divine Decree when making clear His favour upon them—whether
for something they did not do or for His favours of belief and
righteous deeds, thus [the Qur’an] mentions [purification] in the
context of His might and will; and as for when in connection with
commands, then [the Qur’an] does not mention it except along with
favours, like in His statement:

“And were it not for the favour and mercy of Allah upon
you, not one of you would ever have been purified...”

[al-Nur (24): 21]

Thus this is consistent. And His statement: “He has succeeded who
purifies himself’ is an ayah of the second type, not the first.
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The purpose of mentioning purification is in what He, exalted is
He, said:

? f- ^ .*# f-1
“Tell the Believers: ‘Lower...”

[al-Nur (24): 30],

and

“Then return. It is purer for you”
[al-Nur (24): 28],

and

“Those who do not give %akah”
[Fussilat (41): 7],

and

“And what does it matter to you if he will not be purified”
[ Abasa (80): 7]

The basis of %akah is to increase in goodness. From this mean-
ing it is said:‘The crop grew (%aka)’ and ‘the wealth grew (%akdf when it
increased. Goodness will never increase except through abandoning
evil and crops will not grow until it stops getting dense and twisted.
Likewise the self and deeds will not grow until that which opposes
it stops. And a person cannot be someone pure except along with
abandoning evil, for indeed it contaminates and corrupts the self.

Al-Zajjaj said:‘“...corrupts if\ [means to] make it low, ignoble and
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contemptible’. Ibn Qutaybah said: Tn other words to cover it with
evil deeds and disobedience’. So the person who commits evil cor-
rupts his self, or stifles and tarnishes it; and the person who performs
good deeds allows his self to shine and elevates it. For the most
generous among the Arabs the pregnant ewe would get down in
order to show herself, and the ignoble would go down the outskirts
and small valleys.2

Thus goodness {birr) and piety (taqwa) delight the self {nafs) and
expand the chest {sadr) so that the person finds spaciousness (bast)
and joy (itisd'd ) in himself compared to how he was before that. For
indeed when someone widens through goodness, piety and sincerity,
Allah makes him happy and expands his chest. While the evil and
stingy stifle, degrade and debase the self so that the stingy finds
constriction in his self. The Prophet (!|g) has made that clear in the
authentic narration: “The likeness of the stingy and charitable is two
men who have on a garment of iron and their hands are tied to their
necks. So whenever the charitable gives [the garment] widens and
stretches until it covers the tips of his toes and [the garment] erases
his footsteps. Whenever the stingy gives [the garment] shrinks and
every link constricts in its place. And I saw the Messenger of Allah
(*H) saying so with his finger in his collar, as if trying to widen it and
it would not do so.”3

The concealment and exposure of the abode is pursuant to that,
as Allah, exalted is He, said:

“He hides himself from people out of the evil he has
been informed of’

2 Not sure about this reference.

3 Bukhari, Muslim and Ahmad transmitted it with a slightly different wording.
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[al-Nahl (16): 59]
As such the stingy, evil self has been concealed in parts of its body

by its owner, and due to this, at the time of death, [the soul] is torn
out from its body like thorns from wet wool; and the good, pious,
pure self whose owner has purified it, as a result it was elevated, wid-
ened, was praised and noble, at the time of death [the soul] exits the
body flowing like drops from a water-skin and like hair from dough.

Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllah (anhuma) said: 'Indeed due to good (hasari)
there is a light {nut) in the heart, a brightness {diyaf on the face, a
strength (<quwa) in the body, an abundance (nws'a) in provision and
a love (muhabbah) in the hearts of creation. And indeed due to evil
(sayi’ah) there is a darkness {julma) in the heart, a blackness (suwad)
on the face, a weakness (wahn) in the body, a restriction (diq) in pro-
vision and an anger (bughd) in the hearts of creation’. Allah, exalted
is He, said:

• 9- *

“And the pure land...”
\al-Amf (7): 58],

This is the likeness of the stingy and charitable. He, exalted is He,
said:

>''s’ > '<

“So whoever Allah intends to guide, He expands his
chest...”

[al-An'am (6): 125],

And Allah, exalted is He, said:

“Allah is the guardian of those who believe...”
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\al-Baqarah (2): 257]
He told him in the context of the accusation of sin, the censure

of those who liked for it to appear among the believers and the one
who speaks with what he does not know:

“And were it not for the favour of Allah upon you and
His mercy, not one of you would ever have been purified.”

[al-Nur (24): 21]

Thus He made it clear that purification only takes place with the
abandonment of sin and due to this He said:

> > >“Tell the Believers: ‘Lower your eyes...
[al-Nur (24): 30]

The abandonment of evil is among the actions of the self (amal
al-nafs), for indeed it knows that evil is blameworthy and its perform-
ance disliked. His self struggles when he calls it to [evil] if he accepts
the Book of his Lord believing what His Prophet (^) came with.
Due to this the acceptance (tasdiq), belief {man),dislike (karaha) and
struggle of the self (jihad al-nafs) are actions the purified self per-
forms, and as a result is purified through that as well, in contrast to
what happens when it commits evil. For indeed it becomes impure,
contaminates and becomes constricted like crops when thick, twisted
undergrowth grows with it.

Rewards (thawab) are based on actual deeds as is punishment (jiqah).
As for the lack of purity, then there is no reward or punishment in
it, rather there is a lack of reward and punishment. Allah, glorified
is He, commands good (khayr) and prohibits from evil (sharr) and
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mankind is in agreement that what is sought by commands are actual
deeds while they differ regarding whether prohibitions are actual
matters or non-existent. Some say it is ‘existent',and it is to abandon
something, and this is the view of the majority.While other say what
is sought is a lack of evil, and it is to not do something.

The confirmation is that when the believer is prohibited from
something abominable, there is no doubt that he does not approach
it and is determined to abandon it and he dislikes doing it. This is
an actual matter no doubt, so it unimaginable that the believer who
knows that it is ...4 actual however it would not be desirable to him
like disliking consuming non-ritually slaughtered animals instinctively.
Alongwith that, it is essential for him to believe in the prohibition and
to be determined to abandon out of obedience to the legislator, and
this is an increased amount beyond the instinctive dislike and a real
matter which one is rewarded for. However it is not like the reward
of one who refrains himself. ...however it is not like the reward of
he who refrains his self and struggles against it with respect to desire
for prohibited matters. And he whose dislike for prohibited matters
is a dislike based on faith, and his faith overwhelms the dictates of
his nature, then this is the highest of the three categories [of people],
and this type of person possesses the‘tranquil' soul (nafs mutma'inna).
He is more elevated than the‘owner of the blameful[soul]' (sahib lawwama)
which committed sin, who found blame in its owner over it, and it
lingered and hesitated [saying]: 'Should you do it or not?!’

As for someone that it did not even cross his mind whether Allah
prohibited a matter and he was not desirous of it, rather he simply
did not commit [that which is prohibited], then this type of person
is not punished nor is he rewarded since no actual command was
fulfilled to be rewarded or punished over. So whoever says: 'The

4 Missing from the original manuscript.
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demand is to not commit [prohibited actions]’, if he means that this
demand suffices in terms of the lack of punishment, then he has
said the truth, and if he means that one shall be rewarded on top of
this lack [of punishment], then it is not the case. Since the disbeliever
does not believe in Allah and His Messenger, then it is inevitable for
his self to have actions through which he is distracted from faith and
the abandonment of which is disbelief that he will be punished for.

For this reason, when Allah mentions the punishment of the
disbelievers in Hell-Fire, He mentions actual matters, and [matters]
that corrupted the self. Thus tawhid and faith are the greatest things
by which a self can be purified and polytheism is the greatest thing
that can corrupt it. The Atf/̂ /mentioned all of this and that righteous
deeds (amalal-nafs) and charity purify [the self]. They said about the
ayah:

“He has succeeded who purifies himself’
[al- AVd (87 ): 14]

Tt is to purify oneself from polytheism and disobedience through
repentance’. And on authority of Abu Sa(id, (Ata’ and Qatadah: Tt is
the charity given at the end of Ramadan’. They did not mean to say
that the ayah does not apply to anything except that, rather what they
meant was that whoever gives the charity due at the end of Ramadan
and prays the 7d prayer, then it applies to that and everything after-
wards. For this reason, every time Yazld Ibn Habib would leave for
the prayer, he would bring something to give in charity with him and
give it away before the prayer, even if all he could find was an onion.
Al-Hasan said about the ayah:
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“He has succeeded who purifies himself’
[al-'A’/a (87): 14]

‘It is anyone whose actions increase (%dki)\Abu’l-Ahwas said: The
%akah of all matters’. Al-Zajjaj said: 'He purifies himself through
obeying Allah, lofty and sublime is He’. And the meaning of %aki is
‘a great deal of increase\

They said something similar regarding His statement:

oj&yCZ& Jlyj

“And woe to the polytheists who do not give charity
\gakd/j\”

[Fussilat (41): 6-7]

Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllah (anhuma) said: They do not testify that there
is no god except Allah’. Mujahid said: Their deeds do not increase,
in other words, they are not righteous’. It is also said that they did
not purify [their deeds] with sincerity, as if he intended—and Allah
knows best—people who show off, for indeed it is polytheism. On
authority of al-Hasan: They do not believe in %akah and they do not
establish it’. On authority of al-Dahhak: They do not voluntarily
give charity or spend out of obedience’. And on authority of Ibn
al-Sa’ib: They do not give gakdh from their wealth’. He said: They
would make the major and minor pilgrimages and not give %akah\

In effect, the ayah deals with anything with which people can be
purified whether it is taivhid or righteous acts, as in His saying:
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“...would you purify yourself ’
[al-Ndfi(dt (79): 18]

and“He has succeeded who purifies himself * , and upon the revelation of
the latter, voluntary charity (sadaqa) was no longer obligatory to give.

And if it is said: ‘The term ‘give* is a transitive verb’. It is said: this
is like His statement:

s*'' s^ » v# 1 «. />

“and fitnah [i.e., disbelief] had been demanded of
them,they would have done it done it.”

\al-Ah%db (33): 14].

Before this ayah, the Messenger called to them and it was demanded
from him [to do so]. So this term involves establishing the proof
against them through the Messengers and they only called them to
that by which they could purify themselves.

From what is befitting is that %akah involve purity (taharah) since
its meaning is the concept of purity. His statement:

“Take charity from their wealth to purify them”
[al-Tawbah (9): 103]

from evil “And increase them” in good. The Prophet (s|g) said:

^Jlj ALL j

“Oh Allah purify me with water, cold and snow...”5

5 Muslim.
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He would supplicate with it in the opening of the prayer, upon
standing up from bowing and for major ablution.

These matters necessitate the cooling of the person washing with
them and ‘snow* grants strength and firmness; what is pleasing is
described with ‘coolness* and ‘delight of the eye*. Due to this tears of
joy are cold and tears of grief are hot because whatever offends
the self necessitates its sadness and grief, and whatever gladdens it
necessitates its happiness and joy—and that is from whatever cools
on the inside.

So the Prophet (^) asked to wash the sins from the perspective of
greatly cooling the heart so there could be through what is in it of
happiness farh) and joy (surur) that which eliminates from him what
offends the self of sins.

And his statement:“...with ice, cold and cold water** is a representation
of what is in it of this type, otherwise the self of sins could not
be washed by that, like what is said: 'Make us taste the coolness of
Your pardon and the sweetness of your forgiveness’. And when Abu
Qatadah paid the debt of the debtor, the Prophet (JH) said: “Now
his body has cooled”.6

It is also said that coolness is certainty (yaqiri) and hotness is doubt
( shakk). It is said: 'This matter has ‘cooled* his chest or made him
pleased’ since it is a truth that the heart recognizes and he is glad-
dened by it to the point that it becomes like the coolness of ice. The
ailment of the self (marad al-nafs)—whether it is a doubt (shuhh),
desire (shahwa) or anger {ghadab)—all three necessitate hotness. And
it is said to whoever obtains what he desires: 'His heart has cooled’,
for indeed in the seeker is the heat of desire (hararat al-talab).

6 Ahmad #14536; declared hasan by al-Arna’ut.
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And His statement:
MGV -

“Take from their wealth”
[al-Tawbah (9): 103]

is proof that good deeds cleanse the self and purify it from previ
ous sins, for He said that after saying:

“And others recognize their sins”
[al-Taivbah (9): 102]

Thus cleansing and purification take place with repentance and
righteous deeds and due to this He said in the context of His state-
ment:

“Tell the Believers: 'Lower...”
[al-Nur (24): 30]

the ayahs'.
M'S

“And repent to Allah. ”
[al-Nur (24): 31]

So He commanded them all to repent in the context of what He
mentioned because no one is safe from this type, like what is men-
tioned in the Sahlh: "Indeed Allah has written for the son of Adam
his allotment of fornication”7 , the narration. And also in the Sahlh
that: "His statement:

7 Bukhari.
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“Indeed good deeds wipe out evil ones”
[Hud (11): 114],

was revealed because a man used to do everything except inter-
course with a woman [not his wife], then he repented, so it was
revealed.”8

A Muslim needs to fear Allah in that and prevent the self from
desires. A self of desires and appetites is not punished for them,
rather for following and acting upon them. So when the self desires
something and the person prohibits it, his prohibiting it is an act of
worship for Allah and a righteous act. It is established that he said:
“The Mujahid is the one who fights against himself for the sake of
Allah.”9 Thus one is commanded to fight against it just like one is
commanded to fight against whoever commands disobedience and
calls to it. A person is in greater need of fighting against his self for
indeed it is an individual obligation while the former is a communal
obligation. Patience (sabr) in this matter is among the most meritori-
ous of acts, for indeed the fight against one’s self is the essence of
the fight against [the enemy], for whoever is patient upon the former,
can be patient upon the latter. Likewise, it is like he said: “And the
immigrant is he who flees from evil deeds.”10

Furthermore, the person [in the first type of fighting] is not
praiseworthy unless victorious in contrast with the second11 type [of

Bukhari.

9 Tirmidhi who said hasan sahih Ahmad.

10 Bukhari.

11 The text says first\ however it appears he is referring to the second type of
Jihad here.
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fighting], for indeed he is one who:

“...is killed or attains victory, thus We will grant him a
great reward”

\al-Nisd' (4): 74]

And due to this the Prophet (^) said: “The strong one is not the
one who can throw another down...”12, and that is because Allah
commanded people to prohibit the self from desires and to fear the
position of their Lord, so belief takes hold in them and that aids them
in fighting. So if defeated, it is due to a weakness in his belief, thus
he would have been excessive in neglecting what was commanded;
in contrast with the disbelieving enemy, for indeed his body could
be stronger.

Thus sins only take place when the self does not abide by what it
is commanded with, and along with complying with what is com-
manded, one should not commit what is prohibited, for indeed they
are mutually exclusive. Allah, exalted is He, said:

“As such in order that We divert evil from him”
[Yusuf (12): 24]

And He said:

“Indeed My slaves- you do not have authority over them”
\al-Hijr {15): 42]

Thus Shaytancannot cause the sincere slaves of Allah to stray,and‘to

12 Bukhari.
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stray' is the opposite of ‘correctguidance',and it is to follow desires. So
he whose self inclines towards a prohibited matter, then he performs
an act of worship as Allah commanded—making the din for His sake
alone;then indeed that will divert from him evil and sin....13 fearing,
loving and worshipping for Him alone, and this prevents evil deeds.

So if he is repentant, then falls short in some way and sins take place
from owner [of the repentance], it serves as an erasure [of the sins]
after the fact.So it is like the antidote which eliminates the effects of
poison and removes it after its taking effect; like nutrients from food
and drink; like the enjoyment of permissible matters which prevent
the self from seeking the prohibited—and if [the prohibited] does
occur to him, he seeks to eliminate it; like knowledge which prevents
doubt and removes it after its taking place; like the medicine which
preserves health and removes sickness; and likewise what is in the
heart of faith, safeguarding from anything arising in it in similar
ways.

When a sickness of doubts and desires arises from him, they are
eliminated through this way, and sickness does not take place except
due to a deficiency in the causes of good health. Likewise is the
heart—it does not become sick except due to a deficiency in one’s
faith. And likewise faith and disbelief are two opposites. For all op-
posites, does not one prevent and remove the other at times, like
black and white? ...14 it takes its place and removes it when it occurs.
As such are good deeds and evil deeds. And the thwarting ...15 and
the Mu(tazilah is that major sin is thwarted by good deeds as well as

13 The original manuscript is unreadable or blank here.
14 The original manuscript is unreadable or blank here.

15 The original manuscript is unreadable or blank here.
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16 al-Jubba’i and hisFaith. And indeed whoever dies upon it is not ...
son in the balance. However they said: cHe whose sins weigh more
will be eternally in the Hell-Fire’,while the balance not having eternal
ramifications is the view ...17 the thwarting that is agreed upon is the
thwarting of all good deeds through disbelief, as He said:

iCJ* *'bAri
“And whoever among you apostates from his religion...”

\al-Baqarah (2): 217]

And His statement:

“And whoever rejects Faith, then his deeds amount to
nothing”

[al-Maidah (5): 5]

He also said:

“And if they join partners, truly whatever they used to do
would amount to nothing”

\al-An(am (6): 88].

And He said:

“Indeed if you join partners, surely your deeds will amount
to nothing”

[al-Zumar (39): 65]

The claims of the MuTazilah contradict the views of the Salaf,
16 The original manuscript is unreadable or blank here.

The original manuscript is unreadable or blank here.
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for indeed He, glorified is He, mentioned the legal punishment of
the fornicator and others, and He did not declare them disbelievers
(kuffar) whose deeds had been thwarted or amounted to nothing.
And He did not command for them to be killed, unlike the apostates
(murtadun) and the hypocrites (munafuq) who did not manifest their
disbelief.The Prophet (<H) ordered that the extremist and the one who
committed suicide be prayed over, and if they had been disbelievers
and hypocrites, prayer over them would not be permitted. Thus it is
known that their belief was not completely thwarted. And he said
about the one who drank intoxicants: “Do not curse him for indeed
he loves Allah and His Messenger.”18 And that love is among the
greatest of the branches of faith. So it is known that his addiction did
not remove every ‘branch’ [of faith]. Also established through many
routes is the narration: “Whoever has in his heart an atom’s amount
of faith will be removed from the Hell-Fire”19, and if it amounted
to nothing, there would not exist anything of [faith] in their hearts.
And Allah, exalted is He, said:

“Then We bequeathed the Book...”
[Fatir (35): 32]

So He appoints from among those who are chosen.

So since evil deeds do not thwart all good deeds (hasanat)—then
are they thwarted in proportion to them and are some good deeds
thwarted by sin aside from disbelief (,kufr)? There are two views about
this among those who are attributed to the Sunnah. Among them are
those who reject it and those who affirm it, just as the texts indicate.

18 Bukhari.

19 Bukhari.
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For example, in His statement:

^ -' If f\

“Do not nullify your charity with reminders and harm”
\al-Baqarah (2): 264]

It indicates that this sin invalidates the charity and another example
of this is with the one who shows off. 'A’ishah ( radijAllah <anha) said:
“Inform Zayd that he nullified his fighting....” the narration.20

As for His statement:

“...so that your deeds amount to nothing”
\al-Hujardt (49): 2]

and the narration about the afternoon [*Asr\ prayer, then there is
a dispute about that. Allah, exalted is He, said:

“And do not invalidate your deeds”
[Muhammad (47): 33],

and al-Hasan said: '...through disobedience and major sins’; on
authority of (Ata’: '...through polytheism and Hypocrisy’; on author-
ity of Ibn al-Sa’ib: '...through showing off and [for] reputation’; on
authority of Muqatil: '...through reminding’—and that is for people
to remind others of their Islam. What is mentioned on authority
of al-Hasan demonstrates that disobedience and major sins thwart
one’s deeds.

20 Al-Daraqutnl #3002.
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If it is said: ‘It does not intend but the invalidation [of one’s deeds]
through disbelief . It is said: that is prohibited for him in itself and is
a cause for lasting eternity [in Hell-Fire]. Thus the prohibition of it
is not expressed through this rather he mentions it by way of harsh-
ness, like His statement:

S' rf * S

“He among you who apostates from his religion”
[al-Ma’idah (5): 54],

and similar ayahs. And Allah, glorified is He, in this one and in the
ayah of *reminding others of good one hasdonedesignates [that particular
deed] as tinvalidated’ and does not designate [all deeds] as ‘amounting
to nothing.And for this reason, afterwards He mentions disbelief by
saying:

“Indeed those who disbelieve and turn away from the path
of Allah, then die while disbelievers”

[,Muhammad (47): 34],

If it is said: ‘What is intended is when you enter [the reminding]
into [a matter] and complete it’, and those who said ‘enlistment in
the beginning is required’ relied on this.

It is said: If it is supposed that the ayah demonstrates that it is
disallowed to invalidate some of the deeds, then [a deeds] complete
invalidation is more appropriate through [reminding] entering into it.
So how, while that is before its completion, is [an act] not designated
as prayer or fasting? Then it is said: ‘Invalidation happens before
the completion [of an act] or after it’. And what they mentioned is a
21 Al-Baqarah (2): 264.
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matter of the completion and invalidation, and it is the invalidation
of the reward. We do not accept that one who does not complete an
act of worship invalidates all of its reward, rather it is said: ‘Indeed
one is rewarded for whatever he has done of that [act]’. And in the
Sahlh is the narration of 'the bankrupt\ ‘...who comes with good deeds
the likes of a mountain.’22

22 Muslim #59 with a different wording but the same meaning.
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The Ruling of Travelling while Cutting
Family Ties

SHAYKH UL-ISLAM AHMAD BIN TAYMIYYAH, may
Allah have mercy on him, was asked about a man who under-
stood and was cognizant of what Allah commanded and what

He prohibited, then he became ascetic and left off worldly matters,
money, relatives and children, fearful of earning prohibited and ques-
tionable wealth, and (fearful) of the resurrection in the Hereafter. He
sought Allah’s pleasure and that of His Messenger, and he travelled
through Allah’s earth and lands. So, is it permissible for him to sever
his family ties and travel, as was mentioned, or not?

He answered: All praise is for Allah alone.

[3.1: The Legislated Asceticism]

Asceticism (%uhd) that is legislated is leaving off everything that will
not be of benefit in the life Hereafter, and having heartfelt trust in
what is with Allah, as is mentioned in the hadlth in TirmidhI: “It is
not asceticism in this life to prohibit (oneself) that which is permit-
ted, or to waste money, but asceticism is to be more certain of what
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is in Allah’s Hands than of what is in your hand and for the reward
attained from (bearing) a calamity to be more desirous to you than
whatever the calamity caused you to miss out on.”1

As Allah has said:

P&C.&ipt-
“...so that they wouldn’t grieve what has forsaken them,
nor would they rejoice at what they have been given.”

\al-Hadid (57):23]

This is the description of the heart (sifah al-qalb). So from what
is apparent (%ahir), leaving off excesses that do not help in obeying
Allah, from (excessive) food, clothes, wealth and other than these
things, is like Imam Ahmad said, “Rather, it is food less than food
(of the Hereafter), and clothes less than clothes (of the Hereafter),
and patience for a few short days (of the worldly life).”

[3.2: The Messenger’s (0) Asceticism]

All of this is combined in the character of Allah’s Messenger
($jg), as it has been verified in the Sahlh that he used to say, “The
best speech is Allah’s speech; and the best guidance is the guid-
ance of Muhammad; the worst of things (in religious affairs) are
the newly invented ones; and every innovation is a misguidance.”
It was his habit when it came to food that he didn’t reject what was
available, nor did he demand what was unavailable. In clothing, he
wore whatever was available from cotton, wool or other than that.
He preferred cotton.

Tirmidhi, vol.4, p.3 and Ibn Majah, vol.2, p.1373
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If he found out that some of his companions wanted to be
excessive and increase in asceticism or worship beyond what was
legislated, saying “Which of us is like Allah’s Messenger ($5)?”, he
used to be angry at that and he would say “By Allah, I am the most
fearful of Allah from among you, and the most knowledgeable of
His boundaries.” He found out that some of his companions said
“As for me, I will fast and not break the fast,” and another said “As
for me, I will stand (in prayer) and not sleep,” and another said “As
for me, I will not marry women,” and another said, “As for me, I will
not eat meat.” So he ($£) said, “But I fast and break the fast; and I
stand (in prayer) and I sleep; and I marry women and I eat meat. So
whoever renounces my way, he is not of me.”2

So abandoning one’s family and children are not from what Allah
or His Messenger (s|g) love. Neither is it from the way of the mes-
sengers. In fact, Allah said:

“And indeed We sent Messengers before you, and made
for them wives and offspring.”

[al-Ra(d (13):38]

Spending on one’s dependents and earning for them is sometimes
compulsory and other times it is commendable. So how can leaving
off a compulsory or commendable act be from the religion?

2 Sahih Muslim
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[3.3: The Categories of Travel and their Rulings]

Also, travelling the lands for other than a legislated purpose, like
what some monks undertake, this is a prohibited action. Imam
Ahmad said “Travelling3 is not something from Islam, nor is it from
the actions of the Prophets, or the righteous people.”

As for the travelling mentioned in Qur’an, from His saying:

C3 T T U I G I'
“...those who repent (to Allah), who worship (Him), who
praise (Him), who go out in Allah’s Cause...”

[al-Tawbah (9):112],

and from His saying:
v'-''> V

Vd*ZL
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/*

“Muslim women, believers, obedient (to Allah), turning
(to Allah) in repentance, worshipping (Allah), going out
(in Allah’s Cause), previously married and virgins”

\al-Tahrim (66):5.];

it does not refer to this contrived travelling, as Allah described the
women who married His Messenger with it (i.e. those who go out in
His Cause), and it is not legislated for the married woman to travel
about in the wilderness in this manner.

Rather, what is meant by going out is two things:

One of them is fasting. As (Amr Ibn Dinar narrated from Yahya

3 TN: Travelling for worship and religion.
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Ibn Ju(dah, that the Prophet (;|g) said, “What is permissible is clear,
and what is prohibited is clear, and what is between them are doubt-
ful matters, about which many people don’t know So he who avoids
doubtful matters exonerates himself in regard to his honour and his
religion. But he who falls into doubtful matters (eventually) falls into
what is unlawful, like a shepherd who pastures around a sanctuary,
all but grazing therein. Truly, every king has a sanctuary, and truly
Allah’s sanctuary is his prohibitions. Truly, in the body there is a
morsel of flesh which if it is good, then the entire body is good, and
if it is diseased, the entire body is diseased. Truly, it is the heart.”4

However, if someone leaves off what is prohibited or doubtful by
leaving off what is compulsory or recommended, and the resulting
sin or shortcoming is greater than the sin of doing the prohibited or
doubtful thing, then this is not legislated. This is like what Abu Talib
al-Makkl and Abu Hamid al-Ghazall have mentioned, that Imam
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal was asked about someone who left off something
that was not doubtful (some wealth), and he had an outstanding debt,
so his son asked him, 'Should I leave this money that is doubtful and
not repay it (the debt)?’ So he said to him, 'Deposit it’.

4 Agreed upon (Sahih al-Bukhari and Sahih Muslim)
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The meaning of absolute truth (‘ayn al-
yaqin), truth with certainty {haqq al-yaqin),

and a sure knowledge ( <ilm al-yaqin)

HAYKH UL-ISLAM AHMAD BIN TAYMIYYAH, may
Allah have mercy on him, was asked about Allah’s Speech:

“...absolute truth ( (ayn al-yaqin)T
[al-Waqi ah (56):95]

and

“...truth with certainty (haqq al-yaqin)T
[al-Takathur (102):7]

and

3
“...sure knowledge ( (ilm al-yaqin).”

[al-Takathur (102):5]
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So what is the meaning of each of these positions and which of
them is highest?

He answered: All praise if for Allah, Lord of the worlds. With
respect to these names, the people have well-known statements.
From them, it is said ‘Sure knowledge’ for what is known from listen-
ing, information, analogy and looking.‘Truth with certainty' is what was
witnessed and has been viewed with one’s own sight. 1'Absolute truth’
is what a person has embarked on, and found (for himself) and tried
and known from experiencing it.

So the first (level of knowledge) is like the one who has been in-
formed that there is honey, and he believes the informer or he saw
the effects of the honey, so he inferred its existence.

The second (level of knowledge) is like the one who saw the honey
and witnessed it and observed it; and this level is higher than the
previous, as the Prophet (j|g) said, “The one who is informed is not
like the one who observed.

And the third (level of knowledge) is like the one who tasted the
honey,and experienced its flavour and sweetness. And it is known that
this level is higher than the previous ones, so that is why the people
of knowledge are designated for what they have of experience and
discovery. As the Prophet (j|jg) said in the authentic hadith, “Whoever
possesses the following three qualities will have the sweetness (de-
light) of faith: The one to whom Allah and His Messenger become
dearer than anything else; the one who loves a person and loves him
only for Allah’s sake; and the one who hates to revert to disbelief
after Allah has rescued him from it, as he hates to be thrown into

Ahmad, vol.l , p215 and Ibn Hibban, vol.l , pi53.
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And he ($|g) said, “He has found the taste of faith who is
content with Allah as his Lord, with Islam as his religion and with
Muhammad as his messenger.

”2the fire.

”3

[4.1: The Levels of the People of Faith]

So those who are from the people of faith, those who taste from
the sweetness of faith and its delight, they are of three levels:

• THE FIRST LEVEL: He who knows it, like the one whose
teacher has informed him of it and he believes his teacher. Or
he has been informed what those who are knowledgeable have
conveyed of it about themselves. Or he sees effects of their
conditions that point to it.

• THE SECOND LEVEL: The one who witnesses it and ob-
serves it, like witnessing the situation of the people known
for knowledge (marifa), truthfulness (sidq) and certainty (yaqiri)
what he knows of their experiences and discoveries. Even
though in reality he did not witness what they have discovered
and experienced, but he witnessed what indicates it. He is closer
than the one who was informed or who inferred based on its
effects.

• THE THIRD LEVEL: To experience for himself what he
used to hear of, as some scholars said, “I was in a state I say of
it: If the people of Paradise in Paradise are in a state like this,
truly they are in a good life.” And another one said, “There
are times when joy would make the heart dance.” And another
said, “For the people of the night4 their nights are more pleas-

2 Bukhari, vol.l , p72 and Muslim, vol.l , p.62.

3 Muslim, vol.l , p.66 and Tirmidhi, vol.4, p.126.

4 TN: Those who stand in prayer at night, devoted.
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urable than (the pleasure of) the people of amusement in their
amusements.”

[4.2: The Levels of the People Pertaining to Belief
in the Hereafter]

The people are of three levels (darajat ) concerning what they know
about the affairs of the Hereafter:

• THE FIRST of the levels is the knowledge they have that the
Messengers informed them of, and whatever stands as evidence
of its existence.

• THE SECOND level is when they have witnessed what they
have been promised of reward, punishment, Paradise and Hell.

• THE THIRD level is when they experience it.So the people of
Paradise enter Paradise and taste what they have been promised,
and the people of the Hellfire enter the Hellfire and taste what
they have been promised.

So as it pertains to what is in the heart, and what is outside it, the
people are of these three levels.

[4.3: The Levels of the People Pertaining to the
Affairs of the Worldly Life]

Similarly, concerning the matters of this world. So whoever is in-
formed of passion fishq) and marriage (nikah), and he has not seen
or experienced it, he (only) knows of it. If he witnesses it and doesn’t
experience it, he has certain knowledge of it. If he has undergone it
for himself, then he has experience and expertise in it, and whoever
hasn’t tried something he does not know its reality. So the expres-
sion avails exemplification {tamdhil) and approximation (taqrib). As
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for understanding the reality (marifa al-haqiqa), it cannot be attained
with just an expression, except for the one who has tried the thing
being expressed, and he knows it and has experience of it. This is
why they are called people of knowledge (ahlal-marifa), because they
know based on trial (khibra) and experience (dhawq) what others know
based on being informed (khabr) and observing (na%f ).

In an authentic hadlth, “Hiraql (Caesar), the Roman Emperor,
asked Abu Sufyan ibn Harb about the Prophet’s (|j|) affairs. He said,
“Do any of his followers leave his religion displeased after entering
it?” He (Abu Sufyan) said “No.” He said, “And so is faith, when its
radiance mingles with the heart, it displeases no one.”5

[4.4: The Heart between Faith and Love]

So faith (man), when it embarks on the heart and its radiance
mingles with it, the heart is not displeased with it. In fact, it loves
it and is pleased with it. The beholder of it has from its sweetness
( halawa) in his heart, and pleasure (ladha), and happiness (surur) and
delight (bahja), that which cannot be expressed to one who hasn’t
experienced it. People vary when it comes to experiencing it. And
the pleasure (rida) and happiness (farh) in the heart, he has from its
radiance accordingly. So when it mingles with the heart, it does not
displease him. Allah, the Most High, says:

“Say: cIn the Bounty of Allah, and in His Mercy—therein
let them rejoice.’ That is better than what (the wealth)
they amass.”

[Yunus (10):58]

5 Bukhari, vol.l , p32 and Muslim, vol.3, p.1395.
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And He, the Most High, says:
r" ^ 'vs* * JUJ

f A—i? »
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“Those to whom We have given the Book rejoice at what
has been revealed unto you, but there are among the
Confederates those who reject a part thereof.”

[al-Ra(d (13): 36]

And He, the Most High, says:
'M l - '' * >*'»' * *\ .Iror, ^

“And whenever there comes down a Surah (chapter from
the Qur’an), some of them say: ‘Which of you has had
his Faith increased by it?’As for those who believe, it has
increased their faith, and they rejoice.”

\al-Tawbah (9): 124]

So He informed us, Glorified is He, that they rejoice at what is
revealed from the Qur’an. And this joy is happiness and gladness,
and that is because of what they find in their hearts of sweetness,
pleasure and delight for what Allah has revealed.

And pleasure (ladha) always follows love (mahabba). So whoever
loves something, and he attains what he loves, he finds pleasure
in it. Experiencing something, or getting a taste of it, is having an
appreciation of the desired thing. Apparent delight, for example in
eating, is the person’s state when he craves food and loves it. Then
he tastes it and consumes it, so he discovers its delightfulness and
sweetness. And so it is with marriage and things like that.
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And there is none of the creation’s love greater, more perfect or
more complete than the believers’ love for their Lord. And there
is nothing in existence deserving of being loved intrinsically, from
every angle, except Allah, the Most High. And whatever is loved other
than Him, that love is subordinate to His love. So the Messenger
GH), indeed he is loved for Allah’s sake, and he is obeyed for Allah’s
sake. As Allah, the Most High says:

“Say (O Muhammad): ‘If you love Allah then follow me,
Allah will love you and forgive you of your sins. And Allah
is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.”

\Al- (Imran (3):31]

And in the hadlth: “Love Allah for what He nourishes you with
of His blessings; love me due to love of Allah; and love the people
of my house due to love of me.” And Allah, the Most High, says:

“Say: ‘If your fathers...’”

until His saying:

ti

“....are dearer to you than Allah and His Messenger, and
striving hard and fighting in His Cause, then wait until
Allah brings about His Decision. And Allah guides not
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the people who are rebellious, disobedient (to Him).”
\al-Taivbah (9): 24]6

And the Prophet (5|g) said, “None of you truly has faith until I am
more beloved to him than his son, his father and all of the people.”7

And in a hadlth collected by Imam al-Tirmidhl and other than him,
“Whoever loves for the sake of Allah, hates for the sake of Allah,
gives for the sake of Allah, withholds for the sake of Allah, truly he
has perfected his faith.”

And Allah, the Most High, says,

“And of mankind are some who take others (for worship)
besides Allah as rivals (to Allah). They love them as they
love Allah. But those who believe, love Allah more (than
anything else).”

[al-Baqarab (2):165]

So those who believe they love Allah more than anything else, from
everyone who loves whatever he loves. And we have explained this
in multiple places.

6 Surah al-Tawbah (9): 24. The complete ayah is: “Say: ‘If yourfathers,your sons,your
brothers,your wives,your kindred, the wealth thatyou havegained, the commerce in whichyoufear
a decline, and the dwellings in whichyou delight are dearertoyou thanAllah and HisMessenger,
and striving hard and fighting in His Cause, then wait untilAllah brings about His Decision.
And Allahguides not the people who are rebellious, disobedient (to Him).”

Bukhari, vol.l , p57 and Muslim, vol.l , p.58.
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And the point here is that the people of faith, because of their
love for Allah and His Messenger, they discover the sweetness
and delight of faith that befits that love. And that is why the
Prophet ($|g) associated what they feel (of faith) with love, so he said,
“Whoever possesses the following three qualities will have the sweet-
ness (delight) of faith: The one to whom Allah and His Messenger
are dearer to him than anything else; the one who loves a person and
loves him only for Allah’s sake; and the one who hates to revert to
disbelief, as he hates to be thrown into the fire.5? 8

So from this, what they feel from the fruits of Islamic monotheism
and sincerity (to Allah), trusting (in Him), and supplicating to Allah
only, in this regard the people are of three levels.

[4.4: The Levels of the People regarding what They
Feel of the Fruits of Taivhtd\

From them: he who knows based on what he has heard and seen
evidence of.

And from them: he who witnessed and has seen for himself what
happens.

And from them: he who discovers the reality of sincerity (to Allah)
( haqiqa al-ikhlds) and dependence (tawakkul) on Him, and of taking
protection (iltija*) with Him, and seeking His help (istianah), and
severing devotion (qata al-taallaq) to other than Him, and he has
tried for himself having devotion to some creation and having hope
in them bringing some benefit to him, or averting some harm, and
he finds that they forsake him and his purpose is not attained. In

Reference mentioned already.
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fact, he may exert himself in serving them, or (giving them) money
or other than that, hoping that they will be of benefit to him in his
time of needing them, but they do not benefit him;either due to their
inability to do so, or because their hearts have turned away (insiraf
from him. And if he turns to Allah with true dependence (sidq al-
ifiiqar) on Him, calling for His help (istighath), being faithful (mukhlis)
to the religion, He answers his supplication (du'd), and He removes
what is harmful to him, and He opens for him doors of mercy (abivab
al-rahma).So whoever is like this he has certainly realized the reality
of dependence (on Allah) and supplication to Allah, which others
have not felt. And likewise for the one who relished being faithful to
the religion for the sake of Allah, seeking His Face and none other,
he finds circumstances and results and benefits that are not felt by
those who are not like that.

In fact, whoever follows his desires when it comes to things like
leadership and rank, and being attached to beautiful images, or amass-
ing wealth; he finds that throughout all of this, he has anxiety (humum),
grief {gumum), sadness (ahfiin), distress (alam) and heartache that
cannot be expressed. Perhaps his heart refuses to leave the desires,
and he cannot achieve what makes him happy. Rather, he is always
in a state of fear (>kanf) and sadness (hu^n). If he is seeking what he
desires, then he is depressed and suffering before attaining it, until
he gets it. And when he attains it, he is fearful of it being removed
and being parted from it.

The friends of Allah, they are not fearful nor are they grieved. So
if this one, or other than him, experiences the sweetness of faithful-
ness (halawa al-ikhlas) to Allah, and worshipping Him, and the delight
of remembering (halawa al-dhikr) and praising Him (munajah) and
understanding fiahm) His Book, and he submits his face to Allah and
performs good deeds, such that his actions are righteous and done
for Allah’s Face sincerely, then truly he finds happiness, pleasure
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and joy greater than what is felt by the supplicant who is reliant (on
Allah) and by his supplication and reliance he obtains what benefits
him in the worldly life, or averts from him something harmful. And
there is nothing of greater avail to the heart than tawhidand sincerity
of religion for Allah, nor anything more harmful than associating
partners (with Allah).

So if he discovers the reality of sincerity, the actualization of
which is:

“You alone (Oh Allah) do we worship.”
\al-Fatihah (1):5],

with the reality of reliance, the actualization of which is:

J }£\J

“You alone (Oh Allah) do we ask for help.”
\al-Fdtihah (1):5]

then this is beyond what everyone feels who has not found this.
And Allah knows best.
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The Concise Legacy

N ANSWER TO THE QUESTION OF ABU’L-QASIM
al-Maghribl: This is a request to the Shaykh and Imam, the
remainder of the pious predecessors (salaj), the fine example

(qudiva) for those that came after, and the most knowledgeable man
I have met in all of the East and the West, TaqI al-Dln Ahmad Ibn
Taymiyyah.

I
It is my request that he grant me advice for rectifying my religious

and worldly life, and that he direct me to a book on the science of
hadlth and other Islamic sciences upon which I can rely. I would
like him to tell me about the best deeds of righteousness after the
obligatory actions and to clarify the best ways of earning (the ac-
ceptance of Allah).

I seek a brief reply and a reference to what is right, may Allah,
Most High, grant him protection. Abundant peace and the mercy
and blessings of Allah be upon him.

The answer:

All praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds.
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[5.1: Allah’s Counsel in His Book]

With regard to counsel (wasijya), I know of no counsel as beneficial
as that of Allah and His Messenger (s|g) for those who contemplate
and follow it. Allah, Most High, says:

“And We have instructed those who were given the Scrip
ture before you and yourselves to fear Allah.”

[al-Nisa* (4): 13]

[5.2: The Prophet’s (H) Counsel to Mu'adh
( radiyAllah (anhu)\

When the Prophet (|ig) sent Mu(adh ( radiyAllah (anhu) to Yemen,
he advised him as follows: “Mu(adh, fear Allah where ever you may
be. Follow a bad deed with a good one and it erases it, and treat the
people in a fine manner.> > i

Mu(adh ( radiyAllah (anhu) had a high status with the Prophet (^),
for he once told him: “O Mu(adh! By Allah, I really love you.
(M) used to seat Mu(adh behind him on his riding beast. It has been
narrated about him that: £He is the most knowledgeable person of
this nation regarding the lawful (halal) and the unlawful (hardm)P
and on the Day of Resurrection will be resurrected one step ahead

»2 He

Tirmidhi, vol.3, p240; Ahmad in his Musnad’ vol.5, p228; and others.

2 Abu Dawud, vol.2, pi81; Ahmad, vol.5, p229; and others.

3 Tirmidhi, vol.5, p230; Ibn Majah, vol.l , p55; and others.
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of the scholars.'4

What further signifies his virtue is the fact that the Prophet (3&)
sent him to Yemen to convey his message and to call the people to
Islam, making him the teacher, legal advisor, and ruler of the Yem-
eni people. The Prophet (t§g) would say that he resembled Ibrahim
( (alayhis-salam), the Khalil’ and Ibrahim was the leader of the people.
Likening him to Ibrahim, Ibn Mas(ud (radiyAllah (anhu) would say:
£Mu(adh was a leader, devoudy obedient to Allah, inclining toward
truth, and he was not of the polytheists.’5

[5.3: Explanation of the Prophetic Counsel]

The Prophet (^) gave this advice to Mu(adh (radiyAllah 'anhu),
knowing that it was comprehensive. This becomes clear to whoever
contemplates this advice which is actually a clarification of the mean-
ing of the counsel given in the Qur’an.

The Prophet’s ($ig) words are comprehensive because a person has
two duties: his duty towards Allah and his duty towards the servants
of Allah. One will inevitably fall short in fulfilling these duties at
times, either by not doing what he is commanded to do or by com-
mitting an act of disobedience. Thus, the Prophet ($§) said: “Fear
Allah where everyou may be,” which is a comprehensive statement. His
words:“where everyou may be” affirm man’s need for god-consciousness
( taqwa) in both public and in private.

Then he (^) said: “Follow a bad deed with a good one and it erases it,”
for if a patient has taken something harmful, the doctor prescribes
4 Ibn Hajr in his al-Isabah, vol.3, p407; Ibn Sa(d in his Tabaqdt, vol.2, p347; and others.

3 Abu Na(Im in al-Hilyah, vol.l p.230.
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for him that which will fix him. It is as if sinning is an inevitable part
of a servant’s life, so the truly smart one is he who never seizes to
do good deeds that erase his sins. The hadlth mentions bad deeds
before the good ones because the main emphasis here is on eras-
ing sins, not on doing good. This is similar to the hadlth where the
Bedouin urinated in the Masjid and the Prophet ($j$) said: “Pour a
bucket of water on it.”6

[5.4: Things That Erase Sins]

One’s good deeds should be of the same sort with his bad ones as
this is more effective in erasing sins. The consequences of sins can
be erased by a number of things, among them what follows:

1. Repentance (tawbah)

2. Seeking forgiveness (istighfar) without repentance, for Allah
may still forgive him in response to his invocation. The most
complete way, however, is to combine both repentance and
seeking of forgiveness.

3. Righteous deeds (amal al-salih) that compensate for one’s
sins. This includes pre-measured compensations ( kaffarat al-
muqadira) like those prescribed for having sexual intercourse
in Ramadan, pronouncing the %ihar-divorce7, and violating
the pilgrimage (hajj) by committing the unlawful, leaving the
obligatory, or hunting. There are four types of pre-measured
compensations: slaughtering, freeing slaves, charity, and
fasting.

6 Bukhari, vol.l p.323 and Muslim, vol.l p.236

7 Saying to one’s wife, “you are like a mother to me.”
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Unrestricted compensations (kaffarat al-mutalaqa) are those found
in Hudhayfah’s { radijjAllah (anhu) words to ‘Umar (radijAllah (anhu)\
“A man’s problems with his family, wealth, and children are com-
pensated for by prayer, fasting, charity, and enjoining the good and
rebuking the evil.”

The Qur’an and the sahlh hadlths confirm this as they inform us
that one’s sins are compensated for by the five daily prayers, the Friday
prayer, fasting, the pilgrimage, and other good deeds that are referred
to in the following manner: “If someone says such and such a thing
and then does another thing, he is forgiven” or: “his past sins are
forgiven.” One will find many such actions in the hadlth collections,
especially in the works about virtuous deeds.

[5.5: Having Concern for Sin Erasing Deeds]

You should know that focusing on this is one of the greatest needs
of man because the moment a man reaches maturity and especially
in these times and other similar periods that bear some resemblance
to the pre-Islamic days, he is subject to be stained by a number of
things from the days of ignorance. This is the case of a man who
grows up in an environment of knowledge and religion, so what
about one who does not?

The Two Sahlhs relate the following hadlth from Abu Sahd
{radijjAllah (anhu)\ “You will surely follow closely the ways of those
before you to the extent that that should they enter a lizard’s hole,
you would enter it too.” They asked: “O Messenger of Allah, (are
they) the Jews and the Christians?” so he said: “Who else?”8 The
words of Allah, Most High, affirm this:

Bukhari, vol.13 p.300 and Muslim, vol.4, p.2054
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%
9 y.' * - Y '— -tn^=-

“And you have enjoyed your portion as those before you
enjoyed their portion, and you have engaged [in vanities]
like that in which they engaged.”

\al-Tawbah (9): 69]

This message is further affirmed by the narrations found in the
Sahlh and acceptable hadlth collections.

This is prone to pervade the elite of the religious as stated by a
number of the Salaf, among them Ibn ‘Uyaynah. Men known for
their knowledge have been afflicted by many problems of theJews
and others known for their religious devotion have been afflicted
by many problems of the Christians. This is clear to those who
understand the religion of Islam with which Allah sent Muhammad
(;H) and then view the various states of the people in the light of
this understanding.

Having said this, if Allah expands one’s heart to embrace Islam
and makes him follow a light from his Lord by resurrecting him
from the dead and giving him radiance with which he walks among
the people, it is inevitable that such a person becomes aware of
the problems of the pre-Islamic era and the path of the two nations;
the one under His anger and the one that wanders astray. Once he
knows this, he will notice that he himself has some of these prob-
lematic traits as well.

The most beneficial thing that both the elite and the general public
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can do is to learn how to save themselves from these predicaments
by following bad deeds with good ones. Good deeds are the actions
{a mat) , manners (akhlaq), and characteristics (sifat) that Allah has
encouraged through the tongue of the Seal of the Prophets ( katim
al-nabiyiri).

[5.6: The Afflictions That Compensate for Sins]

Various afflictions can be a compensation for one’s sins. By af-
flictions I mean all the painful things like worry, grief, and damage
inflicted upon one’s wealth, honour, and body. These things, of
course, are not something that the servant himself can do.

After this, having by these two sentences covered the duty towards
Allah, which comprises righteous action and fixing the bad, the
Prophet (sjjig) said:“And treat the people in a fine manner. T h i s is refer-
ring the rights of the people.

[5.7: What Comprises All Good Treatment
of Others]

Good manners with the people are comprised in connecting with
those who have severed their ties with you by greeting and honour-
ing them, praying and seeking forgiveness for them, and praising and
visiting them. They also involve giving to those who have refused to
give their knowledge, help, or money to you, and pardoning those
who have wronged you by harming your person, wealth, or honour.
Some of these are obligatory, others are recommended.

9 Tirmidhi, vol.3, p240; Ahmad in his Musnad’ vol.5, p228; and others.
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[5.8: The Meaning of Great Character]

The great character (khuluq al- a%im) with which Allah described
Muhammad (^) refers to the religion that includes everything that
Allah has commanded. This has been stated by Mujahid and oth-
ers. This character is the interpretation of the Qur’an, for ‘A’ishah
(radiyAllah (anhu) says: “His character was the Qur’an,

means, in its true essence, is taking immediate action in order to do
what Allah, Most High, loves, with a joyful and welcoming heart.

”10 What it

[5.9: The Meaning of God-consciousness (taqn>a)\
The fact that all that has thus far been mentioned is included in

the counsel of Allah becomes clear once we know that God-con-
sciousness, or taqwa, means that one abides by all of Allah’s orders,
which either signifies obligations or recommendations—and all of
His prohibitions that either signify unlawfulness or detestability. This
covers the rights of Allah and the rights of His servants.

However, since the Prophet ($jg) sometimes used the word God-
consciousness in reference to the fear of the punishment that makes
one abstain from the unlawful, the intended meaning was clarified
in the hadlth of Mu'adh ( radiyAllah (anhu). The hadlth of Abu
Hurayrah ( radiyAllah (anhu) related and authenticated by TirmidhI
also says: “It was said: 'O Messenger of Allah, what makes people
enter Paradise the most?’ so he said: 'God-consciousness towards
Allah and fine character.’Then it was said: 'What makes people enter
Hell the most?’ so he said: 'The two hollow things; the mouth and
the private part.

1 0 Ahmad in his Musnad, vol.6, pi88 and Muslim, vol.l , p.513.

11 Tirmidhi, vol.3, p245; Ibn Majah, vol.2, pi 418; and others.
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The hadith of ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar (radiyAllah (anhu) in the Sahlh
says: “The Messenger of Allah said (^): ‘The most complete believer
in faith is the best of them in character.>> >12 In this hadith, the Prophet
( M ) joined completeness of faith (kamil al-imari) with completeness
of character (kamil husn al-khuluq), and it is well-known that faith is
all about having God-consciousness towards Allah.

[5.10: The Comprehensive Nature of
God-consciousness]

A detailed elucidation of the foundations and branches of God-

consciousness is too vast of a topic to be covered here as that covers
the entire religion. The source of all good, however, is a servant’s
sincerity (ikhlas) towards his Lord in his worship fibada) and seeking
of assistance (istfana). Allah says:

j-U-*> JSQ

“It is You we worship and You we ask for help.”
[al-Fatihah (1): 5]

And
OX+P la

“So worship Him and rely upon Him.”
[Hud (11):123]

And

“Upon Him I have relied, and to Him I turn back to.”
[Shura (42): 10]

12 Abu Dawud, vol.5, p60; TirmidhI, vol.2, p315; and others.
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And

“So seek from Allah provision and worship Him and be
grateful to Him.”

\al- Ankabut (29): 17]

In having these traits, the servant stops his heart from connecting
with the creation and consequently seeks no benefit from it nor acts
for its sake. Instead, he directs his concern towards his Lord, Most
High, by constantly invoking Him in every need, whether poverty,
need, fear, or anything else, and by doing all that is beloved (to Him)
for His sake. For those who master this, the results are beyond de-
scription.

[5.11: The Best Deeds after the Obligatory Matters]

Regarding your question about the most virtuous deeds (afdal
al-amat) after the obligations ( fara’id), the answer depends on one’s
ability and schedule and there is no detailed answer that fits eve-
ryone. However, what is basically agreed upon by those who have
been granted knowledge about Allah and His matter is that constant
remembrance of Allah at all times is the best thing one can do in
general.

This is supported by the hadlth of Abu Hurayrah ( radijAllah (anhu)
related by Muslim: “The loners (mufarriduri) have preceded.” The
Companions asked: “O Messenger of Allah, who are the loners?”
so he (j|g) replied: “The men and women who remember Allah
abundantly.”13

Abu Dawud relates from Abu’l-Darda’ (radiyAllah (anhu) that the

Muslim, vol.4, p2062.
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Prophet (*|g) said: “Should I tell you about the best of your deeds,
the purest of them before your True King, and the highest of them
in your ranks? It is better for you than giving out gold and silver or
meeting your enemy and striking their necks while they too strike
yours.” They said: “Do tell us, O Messenger of Allah!” so he said:
“The remembrance of Allah.”14

The Qur’an points to this fact in many ways and its numerous
manifestations in people’s faith can be seen, heard, and contem-
plated.

The least that one can do is stick to the words of remembrance
(adkhar pi. dhikr) narrated from the teacher of goodness and the
leader of the righteous. These include the remembrance performed
at fixed times like the first and last part of the day, prior to sleep
and after waking up, and right after the five daily prayers. There is
also the remembrance prescribed for specific situations like eating
and drinking,getting dressed, sexual intercourse, entering the house,
going and leaving the toilet, and during rain and thunder. There are
books that have been written on these exclusively called the Deeds
of Day and Night i^Amalal-Yawm wa al-Payla).

[5.12: The Best Form of Remembrance]

After this, the best remembrance would be that which is not re-
stricted to a specific time or situation. The most virtuous of such
remembrance is:

VI dj Vi
LM ilaha ilia Allah”

“There is no god worthy of worship except Allah.”

14 This is hadith is not found in Abu Dawud but reported by Malik in his al-Muwatta\
vol.l, p.211 and others
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There might come situations, however, where other words are
better, such as:

Nj J_p- Vj jS\ 4»lj & JuJ-1 j -ait jUw**
«u>L N[

“Subhana Allah, wa al-hamdu li Allah, wa Allahu akbar,
wa la hawla wa la quwwata ilia bi’l Allah.”

“Exalted be Allah, all praise be to Allah, Allah is the great-
est, and there is no might nor power save by Him.”

This said, one should know that all utterances of the tongue and all
thoughts of the heart that bring one closer to Allah—like learning,
teaching, and commanding the right and rebuking the wrong—fall
within the fold of remembering Allah. Therefore, if one fulfills his
duties and then occupies himself with studying beneficial knowledge
or partakes in a gathering to learn or teach that which Allah and
His Messenger have called understanding (fiqh), he is taking part in
one of the best forms of remembering Allah. Once you know this
and contemplate, you will see that the utterances of the forefathers
regarding the most virtuous of actions are not much different from
each other.

If the servant finds that something is unclear to him, he should
perform the Prayer of Guidance (istikhara) prescribed by the Sacred
Law, for there is no regret for those who seek the guidance of Allah,
Most High. He should be constant in doing so and recite numerous
supplications, as this is the key to all good. Once he does this, he
should not hurry the results and say: “I supplicated but there was
no answer!” Finally, he should be eager to carry out all of this in the
most virtuous times like the last part of the night, right after the five
daily prayers, at the time of the adhan, and during rain.
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[5.13: The Best Profession]

The best way to make a living is to trust Allah by having confi-
dence in the fact that He really is enough for the servant and to
think good about Him. Those concerned about their provisions
must turn to Allah, Exalted, and supplicate, for He says (as related
by the Prophet (|§)): “Every one of you is hungry save the one I
feed, so ask me to feed you and I will do so. My servants, every one
of you is naked save the one I clothe, so ask me to clothe you and
I will do so.”15

Al-TirmidhI relates from Anas ( radijAllah (anhu) that the Messen-
ger of Allah (H) said: “Let each of you ask what he needs from His
Lord, even if it be a strap for his sandal (to replace a broken one),
for if He does not facilitate that, then no one will.”16

Allah, Most High, says in His Book:

“And ask Allah of his bounty.”
\al-Nisa' (4): 32]

And

“And when the prayer has been concluded, disperse within
the land and seek from the bounty of Allah.”

\al-Jumm<ah (62): 10]

15 Muslim, vol.4, pi994.

16 Tirmidhi, vol.5, p242.
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While it is true that the previous ayah talks about the Friday Prayer,
the meaning applies to all other prayers equally. It is for this reason,
and Allah knows best, that the Prophet ($jg) ordered those who wish
to enter a masjid to say:

“O Allah, open for me the doors of Your mercy”

and those who exit one to say:

fi*UUai ^ dULf jl

“O Allah, I ask from your bounty.”17

The Khalil ( (alayhis-salam) said:

“So seek from Allah provision and worship Him and be
grateful to Him.”

[al- Ankabut (29): 17]

This is a command, and a command in the Islamic law is binding.
It is thus clear that seeking help from Allah and turning to Him is
an extremely important foundation for seeking provisions and other
matters as well.

When collecting one’s money, a person should do so with a gener-
ous heart in hope that it will be blessed for him. He should not col-
lect it with patronage and anxiety. He should see money like he sees
the toilet; he is in need of it but it has no place in his heart. Seeking
money—if he chooses to seek it—should therefore be like fixing
the toilet. Al-TirmidhI and others relate a hadlth connected to the

17 Muslim, vol.l , p494.
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Prophet (;$jg) which says: “If one starts his morning with the world
as his greatest concern, Allah deranges his affairs and disperses his
means of subsistence and he will only get from this world what has
been written for him. On the other hand, if one starts his morning
with the hereafter as his greatest concern, Allah composes his state
of affairs and puts his richness in his heart. The world will come to
him yielding.”18

Some of the Salafhavt said: ‘You need the world but you need your
portion of the afterlife more. If you begin from your portion of the
afterlife, it will pass by your portion of the world and you may gather
it in abundance.’ Allah, Most High, says:

&

“And I did not create the jinn and mankind except to
worship Me. I do not want from them any provision, nor
do I want them to feed Me. Indeed, it is Allah who is the
[continual] Provider, the firm possessor of strength.”

\al-Dhdriydt (51): 56-58]

With regard to the preferred profession and whether it should be
manufacture, trade, construction, agriculture, or something else, this
varies from one person to another. I do not know of any general
rule regarding this, but if an opportunity presents itself, one should
perform the Prayer of Guidance (istikhara) as received from the
teacher of goodness. There are unbelievable blessings in doing so.
In any other case, one should do what suits his situation the best
without going through great trouble in trying to find another job

18 Tirmidhi, vol.4, p57; Ahmad in his Musnad[ vol.5, pi83 and others.
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unless there is something abhorrent religion wise in what he is cur-
rently doing.

[5.14: The Relied Upon Books in Islamic Sciences]

Regarding the books of different disciplines upon which one
should rely, there is a lot of room for options here. It also depends
on how people are brought up in different countries, as knowledge
itself or one’s preferred method or school of seeking it may be more
available in some countries than others. All good, in any case, is in
seeking the assistance of Allah, Exalted, in learning the knowledge
inherited directly from the Prophet (i|g). This is what truly deserves
to be called knowledge while everything else is either knowledge
that does not benefit or not knowledge at all in spite of carrying its
name.

If knowledge about something is indeed beneficial, there is un-

doubtedly something similar and even better in the heritage of
Muhammad (s|§) that can take its place. Therefore, one should focus
on understanding the intent behind the commands, prohibitions, and
all of the speech of Allah’s Messenger (*|g). Then, when his heart is
content with something being the true intent behind the Messenger’s
OH) words, he must not change his view before Allah, Most High,
and not before the people either, if he is able.

He should make sure that every chapter of knowledge that he stud-
ies is backed by evidence from the Prophet. If he is unsure about a
matter that people have differed about, let him supplicate with the
words found in the hadlth of ‘A’ishah ( radiyA-llah {anha) which was
related by Muslim in his Sahlh. This hadlth states that when the Mes-
senger of Allah (^g) got up to pray at night he would say:
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>« ‘Jŝ r-b
Ijitf U* ibU OH^cjf wJJl (iU

t|>Ji:. . i * JJ *LiJ < -̂X^
“O Allah, the Lord of Jibril, Mika’ll, and Israfil, the creator
of the heavens and the earth, the knower of the hidden
and the seen! You rule between your servants regarding
their differences. Guide me to the truth concerning that
over which they have differed, by Your permission. In-
deed, You guide whom You will to the straight path.»19

Allah, Most High, has said, as narrated by His Messenger: “My
servants! All of you are lost save the ones I guide, so ask for My
guidance and I will guide you.»20

With regard to written works and their authors, Allah, Exalted,
facilitated for the questioner to hear us talk about them in our study
sessions earlier. All in all, there is no classified book as beneficial as
the Sahlh of Muhammad Ibn Ismahl al-Bukharl, but it alone does
not contain all the foundations of Sacred Knowledge and does not
mention everything needed by those who are well acquainted with
the topics of this field. One has to be aware of other hadlths as well
and see what the people of understanding and knowledge have said
about matters that are their specialty.

The Muslim nation has taken up every discipline of Sacred Knowl-
edge in a thorough manner. If Allah illuminates a person’s heart, He
lets him be guided by whatever of this knowledge reaches him, but

19 Muslim, vol.l, p534

20 Muslim, vol.4, pi994
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those whom He blinds will only become more confused and lost
as their books increase. The Prophet (;$jg) told Abu Labid al-Ansari
(radiyAllah (anhu): “Do not theJews and the Christians have the Torah
and the Bible? Yet how have they helped them?”21

We ask Allah All-Mighty to grant us guidance and correctness and
to inspire us to follow good sense. May He protect us from the evil
of our own selves and not allow our hearts to go astray after having
guided us. We ask Allah to grant us His mercy, for truly, He is the
Bestower. All praises be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds, and may
His mercy be upon the noblest of all Messengers.

2 1 TirmidhI, vol.4, p!40.
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Beautiful Patience, Pardon, and Avoidance

TH E SHAYKH AND IMAM,THE COMBINER of knowl-
edge and action, and the complete scholar,Shaykh al-Islam
and the Mufti of mankind,TaqI al-Dln Ibn Taymiyyah, may

Allah support him and increase him from His mighty grace, was
asked about “beautifulpatience” (sabr al-jamil),“beautifulpardon” (safh al-
jamil) and “beautiful avoidance (hajr al-jamil) ” He was also asked about
the categories of God-consciousness (taqrva) and the patience (sabr)
practiced by the people.

His answer, Allah have mercy on him, was as follows:
All praise be to Allah.

Allah commanded His Prophet to practice beautiful patience (sabr),
pardon (safb) ,and avoidance (hajr).Beautiful avoidance means avoid-
ance without harm (adah),beautiful pardon is pardon without rebuke
('itab), and beautiful patience means patience without complaining
(shakwa). Ya(qub falayhis-salam) said:

“I only complain of my suffering and my grief to Allah.”
[Yusuf (12): 86]
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And

“So patience is most fitting. And Allah is the one sought
for help against that which you describe.”

[Yusuf (12): 18]

As we can see, complaining to Allah does not contradict beauti-
ful patience. It is narrated that Musa falayhis-salam) would say: “O
Allah, to You belongs all praise and to You I complain. You are the
one who is sought for help and deliverance and upon You I place
my trust/’

One of the Prophet’s (i|g) supplications was: “O Allah, to You
I complain my lack of strength, the scarcity of my means, and my
insignificance to the people. You are the Lord of the oppressed and
You are my Lord. O Allah, to whom will You leave me? Will it be a
person distant who receives me harshly or an enemy to whom You
have given power over me? As long as You are not angry with me, I
do not care, but Your pardon for me is vaster. I seek refuge with the
light of Your Face, by which all darkness is illuminated and the affairs
of the world and the afterlife are rectified, lest Your displeasure or
anger should befall me. To the seeking of Your acceptance I shall
keep returning until You are pleased.

TJmar Ibn al-Khattab ( radiyAllah {anhu) used to read in the Morn-
ing Prayer (fajr):

^ Li[
“I only complain of my suffering and my grief to Allah.”

[Yusuf (12): 86]

Tabaram, see also Mujam' al-Zawa id, vol.6, p35.
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In doing so he would cry so much that the people in the last row
heard his sobbing.

Complaining to the creation should not be like this. When Imam
Ahmad was sick in his deathbed it was read to him that Tawus had
disliked the moaning of the sick and had said: “It is complaining.”
After this, Imam Ahmad did not moan once until he died. This is
because when one complains he is giving the message that he wants
others to help him by either stopping whatever is hurting him or by
doing something to help him. The servant has been commanded by
his Lord to ask Him alone, not His creation. Allah, Most High, says:

“So when you have finished [your duties], then stand up
[for worship]. And to your Lord direct [your] longing.”

[al-Sharh (94): 7-8]

The Prophet (j|g) told Ibn (Abbas ( radiyAllah <anhuma)\ “When you
ask, ask Allah, and when you seek help, seek help from Allah.”2

Every human being has two duties: obedience to Allah by following
His commands and leaving the forbidden and having patience with
the pre-destined afflictions. The first is God-consciousness and the
second is patience. Allah, Most High, says:

“O you who have believed, do not take as intimates those

2 Tirmidhi, vol.3, p76; Ahmad in his Musnad, vol.l, p293.
[Publishers Note] See the detailed commentary on this hadlth under the tide,‘The
Legacy of the Prophet (djjg)' by Ibn Rajab [Published by Dar as-Sunnah Publishers,
Birmingham, UK, 1st ed, 2009.]
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other than yourselves, for they will not spare you [any]
ruin.”

\Al- Imran (3) 118]

and

Oj,
“And if you are patient and fear Allah, their plot will not
harm you at all. Indeed, Allah is encompassing of what
they do.”

\Al-(Imran (3) 120]

and

“Yes, if you remain patient and conscious of Allah and
the enemy come upon you [attacking] in rage, your Lord
will reinforce you with five thousand angels having marks
[of distinction].”

\Al- Imran (3) 125]

and

“You will surely be tested in your possessions and in
yourselves. And you will surely hear from those who were

-M-Dp

?ot
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given the Scripture before you and from those who associ-
ate others with Allah much abuse. But if you are patient
and fear Allah—indeed, that is of the matters [worthy]
of determination.”

\APlmrdn (3) 186]

Yusuf ( <alayhis-saldm) said:

Si

“I am Yusuf, and this is my brother. Allah has certainly
favoured us. Indeed, he who fears Allah and is patient,
then indeed, Allah does not allow to be lost the reward
of those who do good.”

[Yusuf {12): 90]

[6.1: The Counsel of Shaykh ‘Abdu’l-Qadir]

It is for this reason that Shaykh (Abdu’l-Qadir and other upright
Shaykhs would regularly tell the people to adhere to the two founda-
tions of swift abidance by orders while abstaining from the unlaw-
ful and patient acceptance of destiny. Not just a good number of
laymen but those on the spiritual path as well have erred regarding
this matter.

Some of them only bear witness to pre-decreed destiny and the
“universal reality” (haqiqa al-kawniyya) but not the “reality of the religion”
(haqiqa al-diniyyd). They see that Allah is the Creator and Lord of
everything and whilst admitting that it is He who destined it all they
do not differentiate between the things that He loves and is pleased
with and that which makes Him angry.
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They do not distinguish between the oneness of worship ( taivhid
al-(uluhiyyd) and the oneness of lordship ( taivhid al-rububiyyah), and
as such only bear witness to the union affirmed by everyone, the
happy and the wretched alike. This belief is attested to by people of
all sorts; the believers and the unbelievers, the pious and the sinful,
the true prophets and the imposters, the inhabitants of Paradise and
Hell, the proteges and enemies of Allah, and the angels brought close
and the defiant devils.

[6.2: Erroneous Notions about Destiny]

All of these people believe in this union; this universal reality that
Allah is their sole Lord, Creator, and Sovereign King. They do not
attest to that which Allah used to separate His proteges from His
enemies, the believers from the unbelievers, the pious from the sinful,
and the dwellers of Paradise from the inhabitants of Hell.

This criterion is the oneness of worship which necessitates wor-
shipping Allah alone without joining partners with Him and obeying
Him and His Messenger. It necessitates doing what He loves and
is pleased with, which in turn entails following all that He and His
Messenger command, whether these commands indicate obligatori-
ness or recommendation, and abstaining from everything that they
have forbidden. It is also necessary to have loyalty for the proteges
of Allah and enmity towards His enemies and to command the right
and rebuke the evil. Wagingy/A^against the unbelievers and hypo-
crites with one’s heart, hand, and tongue is also what this oneness
of worship entails.

One must bear witness to this religious reality which separates
the two groups from each other and one must adhere to its people.
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Otherwise he will be like the pagans which is worse than being aJew
or a Christian.

[6.3: The Pagans Believe in the Universal Reality]

The pagans believe in the universal reality as they testify to the fact
that Allah is the Lord of everything. Allah, Most High, says:

“And if you asked them, ‘Who created the heavens and
earth?’ they would surely say, ‘Allah.’”

\Luqman (31): 25]

And

“Say, [O Muhammad], ‘To whom belongs the earth and
whoever is in it, if you should know?’ They will say, ‘To
Allah.’ Say, ‘Then will you not remember?’ Say, ‘Who is
Lord of the seven heavens and Lord of the Great Throne?’
They will say, ‘[They belong] to Allah.’ Say, ‘Then will
you not fear Him?’Say, ‘In whose hand is the realm of all
things—and He protects while none can protect against
Him—if you should know?’ They will say, ‘[All belongs]
to Allah.’ Say, ‘Then how are you deluded?”’

\al-Muminun (23): 84-89]
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For this reason, Allah said:

“And most of them believe not in Allah except while they
associate others with Him.”

[Yusuf (12): 106]

Some of the Salaf have said: "You ask them who created the heav-
ens and the earth and they say ‘Allah,5 yet they still worship others.5

Therefore, he who attests to the reality of pre-decreed destiny (<qadr)
but does not affirm religious commands and prohibitions is deeper
in disbelief than the Jews and the Christians because they at least
affirmed the truthfulness of the Angels and the Messengers who
informed them of the lawful and the unlawful. Their only problem
was that they only believed in some of these laws while rejecting the
rest. Allah, Most High, says:

oj^yj jf*:

“Indeed, those who disbelieve in Allah and His mes-

sengers and wish to discriminate between Allah and His
messengers and say, ’We believe in some and disbelieve
in others,’ and wish to adopt a way in between. Those are
the disbelievers, truly.”

[al-Nisd* (4): 150-151]

These people who only bear witness to the“universalreality” (haqiqa
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al-kawniyya) or the oneness of Lordship ( tawhid al-rububiyyah) which
the entire creation believes in whilst affirming that all servants of
Allah come under His pre-decreed destiny are more involved in
unbelief than theJews and the Christians. As they base their under-
standing on this reality alone, they do not differentiate between the
god-fearing believers who obey Allah’s command with which He
sent His Messengers and between the unbelievers and sinners who
disobey Him.

This said, there are some who do perceive the difference in some
matters. This means that they distinguish a believer from an un-
believer but they still see no difference between the pious and the
sinful. Others differentiate between some of the pious and some
of the sinful but still do not make a distinction between others
because of their assumptions and desires. The deficiency of faith
with such people depends on how big a distinction they make
between the pious and the sinful. The amount of faith that these
people have in the religion of Allah, which is the true criterion,
depends on how big a distinction they make between His followrs
and enemies.

Those who attest to the truthfulness of religious commands and
prohibitions but do not believe in pre-ordained destiny are Qadar-
ites like the Muhazilites3 and other groups, and these people are the
Zoroastrians of this nation. While these people resemble the Zoro-
astrians, the ones mentioned before them resemble the pagans, and
they are even worse. Those, then, who affirm both beliefs as correct
and make the Lord a contradiction are the followers of Iblis who,
as has been related about him, objected to the Lord, Exalted, and
attempted to dispute with Him.

3 See Index of Sect p.323.
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This is the classification regarding theology.

[6.4: The Classification of People in Worship
('ibadah)\

The people are like this regarding their states and actions as well.
The correct state is that of the believer who fears Allah by doing
what he has been commanded and abstaining from the unlawful,
and by having patience with the pre-destined afflictions that befall
him. Such a person abides by the divine commands and prohibi-
tions, adheres to the religion and the Sharfah, and seeks the help
of Allah in that:

/ * ^ '' "' s i '
V "S' * •“ «-*

“It is You we worship and You we ask for help.”
\al-Fdtihah (1): 5]

When he commits a sin he seeks forgiveness and repents. He
does not use destiny as an excuse for his sins and does not hold
that the creation can object to the Lord of all existence in any way.
He believes in destiny and does not use it as an excuse. It is stated
in a sound hadlth: “The best seeking of forgiveness is that the
servant says:

J* Ulj ujj

l* P ^ wL f
4 * jib J* Jtt * \kX
Cal wjiii! jkk* V j jk&\i

‘O Allah, You are my Lord and there is no god but You.
You created me and I am Your servant. I abide by Your
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covenant and promise the best I can. I seek refuge with
You from the evil I have done. I acknowledge to You Your
blessings upon me and I admit my sin. Forgive me, for
none can forgive sins but You.”4

A believer acknowledges the blessing of Allah when he does some-
thinggood and knows that it is He who guided him and facilitated for
him the state of ease. He also admits his sins and repents. Some of
the pious have said: '1have obeyed You by Your grace, and the favour
is Yours, and disobeyed you while You knew, and the proof is with
You. I ask You by the necessity of Your proof against me and the
absence of mine that You forgive me.’ A sound divine hadlth states:
“My servants! It is only your deed that I count for you and then give
you in full. Let the person who then finds good praise Allah, and let
the one who finds something else only blame himself.”5

This topic has been studied in greater detail elsewhere.

Others are of the type that only focuses on the commands; they
do their best to obey their Lord but the lack of their observance of
the divine decree renders them unable to truly seek His help and to
truly put their trust in him with patience.

Another group only observes the divine decree; they seek Allah’s
help more earnestly than the previous group and put their trust in
Him with true patience, but do not adhere to the commands of Allah
and His Messenger (|jg). They do not abide by His laws by sticking to
the religious rules of the Book and the Sunnah.This group seeks His
help while not worshipping Him and the one before them wants to

4 Bukhari, vol.ll, pp.97-98 and others

5 Muslim, vol.4, p.l194 and Ahmad in his Musnad' vol.5, p.160.
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worship Him but does not seek His help. The true believer, however,
both worships Him and seeks His help.

The fourth category is the worst: under it falls the group that
neither worships Allah nor seeks His help, thereby belonging to
neither those who focus on the Shari'ah nor those who emphasize
the universal decree.

These four categories are the outcome when we look at the level
of people’s reliance, seeking of help and other such acts before af-
flictions befall them and the level of their patience, contentment
and other such virtues after them. People are thus divided into four
categories of God-consciousness-which means abidance by religious
commands-and patience with the universal decree.

[6.5: The Classification of People in Their
God-consciousness and Patience]

• THE FIRST CLASS: The people of God-consciousness
(taqwa) and patience (sabr); these are the truly happy ones in
this world and the hereafter upon whom Allah has bestowed
His favour.

• THE SECOND CLASS: Those with some taqwa but no sabr.;
these are the ones who do the obligatory acts of worship,
such as the prayer, and abstain from the unlawful but are taken
by great fear and anxiety when afflicted by bodily illness or
something else of that sort, or when their wealth and honour
is harmed,or when they are threatened by a frightening enemy.

• THE THIRD CLASS: People with some sabr but no taqwa)

these are like the shameless sinners who choose to bear the
consequences of following their desires. This group includes
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the thieves and highwaymen who patiently endure the pains
that come with illegal seizure and snatching the unlawful as
well as the scribes and divan officials who choose to endure
the consequences of stealing money by cheating. The seekers
of leadership and power endure harm that most people could
not bear and those obsessed with lust and unlawful images
have patience with the suffering that follows their forbidden
actions.

Here we have men who desire high rank or corruption in the
land by seeking leadership and power and striving to become rich
by transgressing against others and men who pleasure themselves
with unlawful images by either looking or touching them. All of
them endure various forms of harm with sabr but have no taqwa in
their abandonment of the religious commands and their indulgence
in sin.

Similarly, one may have patience when afflictions like illness and
poverty befall him and be void of all taqwa when healthy and able.

4) The fourth and worst class:These do not fear Allah when free
and able nor have sabr upon being tested. They fit the follow-

ing words of Allah:

“Indeed, mankind was created anxious:When evil touches
him, impatient.”

[al-Maafi (70): 19-21]

Such people are most oppressive and tyrannical when free and
extremely humble and frightened upon being subdued. If you over-
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power them, they act humble and hypocritically show deference to
you and beg for mercy. In such a condition they will try to repel harm
from themselves by telling lies (kadhib), manifesting humility (dhull),
and venerating (ta ^im) the threat.

But if they manage to gain the upper hand, they behave like the
worst tyrants with the coldest of hearts, having no mercy, kindness,
or excuses for anyone.The Muslims have seen this with all those men
who drifted far away from faith, like the Tatars whom they fought
and others who have proven to be very much like them.

It makes no difference if such men disguise themselves as Mus-
lim soldiers, scholars, devotees, merchants, or manufacturers, for
what really matters is what they really are: “Allah does not look at
your appearances or possessions; He only looks at your hearts and
actions.”6

If a person’s heart and actions are like those of the Tatars, he is,
from this perspective, similar to them and his Islam or the Islam he
at least manifests to others is like that of the Tatars. In fact, some
other Muslim-looking people besides the Tatar soldiers have com-
mitted even greater apostasy than the Tatars and are even closer to
the pre-Islamic character.

A hadlth in the Sahih states that the Prophet (<§g) would say in his
sermon: “The best speech is the speech of Allah and the best guid-
ance is that of Muhammad.The worst of all matters are the invented
ones, and every innovation is misguidance.”7 Since the best of all
speech is the speech of Allah and the best guidance is the guidance

6 Muslim, vol.4, p.1987 and Ahmad in his Musnad\ vol.2, p.285.

Muslim, vol.2, p.592 and Abu Dawud, vol.5, p.15.
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of Muhammad, we can say that the closer a person is to them and
the more his reality resembles them, the closer he is to perfection
and the more perfection befits him. Similarly, the further he is from
them and the less his reality resembles them, the further he is from
perfection and the more falsehood befits him.

The most complete person is he who obeys Allah the most and has
the most patience with afflictions. The closer one follows the com-
mands of Allah and His Messenger, the more his actions agree with
what Allah loves and is pleased with, and the greater his patience is
with His pre-decree, the more complete and virtuous he is. One is
only as faulty as his abidance by these two.

[6.6: Sabr and 1'aqwa in the Book
and the Sunnah]

Allah has mentioned sabr2nd taqwain numerous places in His book.
He says that He will help the servants against their unbelieving and
defiant enemies who wage war against them as well as the hypocrites
and the Muslims that oppress them. Victory will come to those who
practice sabr and taqwa. Allah, Most High, says:

y (Ay L^olfe

“Yes, if you remain patient and conscious of Allah and
the enemy come upon you [attacking] in rage, your Lord
will reinforce you with five thousand angels having marks
[of distinction].”

\Al-(Imran (3) 125]

And
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“You will surely be tested in your possessions and in
yourselves. And you will surely hear from those who were
given the Scripture before you and from those who associ-
ate others with Allah much abuse. But if you are patient
and fear Allah—indeed, that is of the matters [worthy]
of determination.”

\Al- Imran (3) 186]

And
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“O you who have believed, do not take as intimates
those other than yourselves, for they will not spare you
[any] ruin. They wish you would have hardship. Hatred
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has already appeared from their mouths, and what their
breasts conceal is greater. We have certainly made clear to
you the signs, if you will use reason. Here you are loving
them but they are not loving you, while you believe in the
Scripture—all of it. And when they meet you, they say,
’We believe.’ But when they are alone, they bite their fin-
gertips at you in rage. Say, ‘Die in your rage. Indeed, Allah
is Knowing of that within the breasts.’ If good touches
you, it distresses them; but if harm strikes you, they re-
joice at it. And if you are patient and fear Allah, their plot
will not harm you at all. Indeed, Allah is encompassing
of what they do.”

\Al-(Imran (3) 118-120]

The brothers of Yusuf told him:

f if * f ^ > -i.r-'- <'
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“‘Are you indeed Yusuf ?’ He said ‘1 am Yusuf, and this
is my brother. Allah has certainly favoured us. Indeed, he
who fears Allah and is patient, then indeed, Allah does
not allow to be lost the reward of those who do good.’”

[Yusuf (12): 90]

Patience has been combined with righteous deeds (al-a'mdlal-sdlihah)
in all situations, both specific (khusus) and general ( <amurn)\

* C f s
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“And follow what is revealed to you, [O Muhammad],
and be patient until Allah will judge. And He is the best
of judges.”

[Yunus (10): 109]

Following what was revealed to him covers the entire meaning
of taqwa as it entails belief in Allah’s words and obedience to His
commands. Allah says:

^ ^ —* z' x ** ^ 5̂ >* **

IAV >\ jjj
“And establish prayer at the two ends of the day and at the
approach of the night. Indeed, good deeds do away with
misdeeds. That is a reminder for those who remember.
And be patient, for indeed, Allah does not allow to be lost
the reward of those who do good.”

[Hud (11): 114-115]

and

iS~9 ^i C < t » . T - *
-

“So be patient, [O Muhammad]. Indeed, the promise of
Allah is truth. And ask forgiveness for your sin and exalt
[Allah] with praise of your Lord in the evening and the
morning.”

[al-Ghdfir (40): 55]

and
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“So be patient over what they say and exalt [Allah] with
praise of your Lord before the rising of the sun and before
its setting; and during periods of the night.”

[al-Qdf (50): 39-40]

And

“And seek help through patience and prayer, and indeed,
it is difficult except for the humbly submissive [to Allah ].”

\al-Baqarah (2): 45]

And

“O you who have believed, seek help through patience
and prayer. Indeed, Allah is with the patient.”

[al-Baqarah (2): 153]

In all of these places of the Qur’an prayer is joined with patience.
Mercy {rahma) and patience are mentioned together in verses like:

“And advised one another to patience and advised one
another to compassion.”

[Balad (90): 17]

Rahma entails kindness (ihsan) towards other beings through the
payment of ^akatand other such actions.The division of the people
regarding their patience and mercy is fourfold: some, like the strong
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and the cold-hearted, are patient but have no mercy. Others are merci-
ful but have no patience, like the weak and the lenient, among them
many women and others just like them. Some people have neither
patience nor mercy, like the cold and the anxious.

What is praiseworthy, however, is having both sabr and rahma.The
jurists have said about the ideal ruler that he should be strong but
not aggressive and soft but not weak. His patience enables him to
be strong and his softness makes him merciful. One only gains vic-
tory through patience, for victory goes hand in hand with patience.
As one shows mercy to others Allah, Most High, shows mercy to
him. The Prophet ($H) said: “Allah only has mercy on the merciful
of his servants.”8 And He (^g) said: “He who has no mercy will not
be granted mercy.”9 And He (^|) said: “Mercy is only taken away
from the wretched.”10 Also He (|§)said: “The merciful will be granted
mercy by the Merciful. Have mercy on those on the earth and you
will be granted mercy by Him who is in the heaven.»11

Allah knows best.

Bukhari, vol.3, p.l51 and Muslim, vol.2, p.636 and others.

9 Bukhari, vol.10, p.426 and Muslim, vol.4, p.l809 and others.

10 TirmidhI, vol.3, p216; Ahmad in his Musnad, vol.2, p.301 and others.

11 Abu Dawud, vol.5, p.231 and Tirmidhi, vol.3, p.217 and others.
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On the Words of al-Qushayri Regarding
Contentment (rida)

[7.1: The Meaning of Contentment ( ridaj\

SHAYKH AL-ISLAM—MAY ALLAH have mercy
him—was asked about the correctness of the following state-
ment of Shaykh Abu Sulayman as quoted by Shaykh al-Qush-

ayri in the Chapter of Contentment (rida): ‘Contentment is when
one does not ask Allah for Paradise nor seeks His protection from
Hell.’1

on

His answer, Allah have mercy on him, was as follows:
The answer:
All praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds.
Regarding this statement, two things should be looked at:
Firstly: did the Shaykh really say this?
And secondly: how correct is this statement?

With regard to the first, it should be noted that Ustadh Abu’l-
Qasim did not mention the chain of narrators behind the statement

See Risalah al-Qushayri, chapter on al-Rida, p.90.
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when he related it from Shaykh Abu Sulayman. His attribution to the
Shaykh is expedient (mursal). Abu’l-Qasim mentions the full chains
of the reports from the Prophet (H), the Companions, the Tabi'in,
the Shaykhs, and others in his Risalah at times, but there are also
reports that are expedient (mursal). It is common for him to use the
expression: ‘And it has been said.’

Furthermore, when he does mention the chains (isnad ) , they are
sometimes sound ( sahib), sometimes weak (da(if) , and sometimes
forged (/mawdu ). Some chains he keeps expedient (mursal), omitting
the very first narrator from the chain. What we see here is much like
what we find in the books of the jurists as they cater for all types of
hadlths; the sound, weak, and the forged.

[7.2: The hadlths in the Books of Heart-Softening
Traditions]

The narrations found in the books of heart-softening traditions
and Sufism can be sound, weak, and forged, and this is agreed upon
by all Muslims. There is no dispute about the fact that these books
contain hadlths from all of these categories. In fact, weak hadlths
have found their way even into the books of Tafsir, in spite of the
fact that the scholars of hadlth are more learned in the science of
narration. If this is the case with their books, what about the books
of others?

Sometimes the authors of these works are actually Imams of
Jurisprudence, Sufism, or hadlth and end up relating these hadlths
because they do not know that they are lies. This is the case most of
the time with religious men as they do not use anything as proof if
they know that it is a lie.
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Sometimes they know that these hadlths are false but still relate
them as their sole intention is to mention everything that has been
narrated about a particular topic.

Relating false hadlths and accompanying that with a clarification
about their status is permissible while doing so with hadlths that
encourage action is unlawful according to the scholars unless one
states their rank. The Prophet (j|g) says in a hadlth found in the Sahlh:
“He who narrates a hadlth from me while considering it a lie is one
of the two liars.”2

Many scholars have done this with the interpretation that instead
of lying they are merely relating what has been narrated by others.
This is not serious if they only relate them to teach the reader that
such narrations exist without wanting them to act and rely upon
them.

[7.3: Ibn Taymiyyah’s Opinion on al-Qushayn’s
Risdlah\

The point is that there are sound, weak, and forged narrations
from the Prophet ($H) and the Salaf in Risalah and other works of
the jurists and the Sufis.The sound reports are those that are proven
truthful, the forged are those that are proven false, and the weak are
those that are narrated by people whose truthfulness is unknown
because of their bad memory or due to being accused of lying. The
truthfulness of the latter group cannot be totally negated, for a sin-

ner might speak the truth and one prone to error may remember
something correcdy.

Most chapters of Risalah contain all three types, including the

2 Tirmidhi, vol.4, p.143. This hadlth is hasan sahlh.
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Chapter of Contentment3 which states that the Prophet (<H) said:
“He who is pleased with Allah as his Lord, Islam as his religion,
and Muhammad as his Prophet, has tasted faith.”4 This hadlth was
related by Muslim in his Sahlh with a sound chain, but the Ustadh
did not say this.

In the beginning of the chapter there is a weak or in fact a forged
hadlth, namely the long hadlth of Jabir which he narrates through the
route of Fadl Ibn Tsa al-Raqashi, from Muhammad Ibn al-Munkadir,
from Jabir.

This is the first hadlth in the chapter, even though the hadlths of
al-Fadl Ibn Tsa are extremely weak and disclaimed, which is why the
Imams agree that they cannot be relied upon or used as evidence.
That being said, even though the weakness of his reports is evident,
he did not lie on purpose; he is just like the many jurists whose nar-
rations are not accepted not because they are liars but because they
have a bad memory.

The scholars agree that this RaqashI narrator is weak and the Imams
of the science are well aware of this:

Ayyub al-Sakhtiyanl said: 'Had he been born mute it would have
been better for him.’

Sufyan Ibn ‘Uyaynah said: 'He is nothing.’
Imam Ahmad and al-Nasa’I said: 'He is weak.’
Yahya Ibn Ma(In said: 'He is a man of evil.’
Abu Hatim and Abu Zur(ah said: 'His hadlths are rejected.’

The same goes for other than Prophetic narrations (in the book).

3 See Risdlah al-Qushayri, p.88.

4 Muslim, vol.l , p62; Tirmidhi, vol.4, p.126 and others.
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They include good reports with good chains like the statement of
Shaykh Abu Sulayman al-Daranl: When the servant has forgotten
his desires he is content/ This man narrated the statement from his
Shaykh Abu (Abdu’l-Rahman al-Sulaml with his chain. Shaykh Abu
‘Abdu’l-Rahman used to focus on collecting the statements and
stories of these Shaykhs, wrote biographical works such as Tabaqat
al-Sufiyyah (Biographies of the Sufis) and Zuhhadal-Salaf (Devotes of
the Forefathers). One of the works he wrote on the topic of Chap-
ters was Maqamat al-Awliya' (The Stations of the Saints). His works
contain all three categories (of hadith).

It has been told that Shaykh Abu (Abdu’l-Rahman said that he
heard al-Nasr AbadI say: ‘He who wishes to reach the position of
content acceptance must adhere to that in which Allah has placed
His acceptance.’ This is very beautifully put, for those who do what
pleases Allah by following His orders and abstaining from what He
has forbidden—especially if they do both the obligatory and the rec-
ommended parts—will earn His pleasure. Likewise, he who adheres
to what Allah, the Truth, loves, will be loved by Allah.

A sound hadith related in Bukhari states: ‘I have declared war on
anyone who shows enmity to a friend of Mine. My servant does not
draw near to Me with anything I love more than what I have made
obligatory on him. And my servant continues to draw near to Me
with superogatory actions until I love him.’5

This is because contentment is of two types:

3 Bukhari, vol.ll, pp.240-241. See the detailed book on this subject published by
Dar as-Sunnah Publisher, under the tide,‘The Criterion between the Friends of Allah
and the friends of Shaytan\2007.
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[7.4: The Types of Contentment]

1) The first type: contentment (rida) with following orders and
abstaining from the unlawful, which naturally means only doing
what Allah has permitted and abstaining from the unlawful;
Allah says:

“But Allah and His Messenger are more worthy for them
to satisfy....”

[al-Tawbah (9): 62]

And

“If only they had been satisfied with what Allah and His
Messenger gave them and said, ‘Sufficient for us is Allah’;
Allah will give us of His bounty, and [so will] His Mes-
senger; indeed, we are desirous toward Allah.”

\al-Tawbah (9): 59]

This type of contentment is obligatory, which is why He rebukes
those who do not have it:

>"xy*x>
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“And among them are some who criticize you concern-

ing the [distribution of] charities. If they are given from
them, they approve; but if they are not given from them,
at once they become angry. If only they had been satis-
fied with what Allah and His Messenger gave them and
said, ‘Sufficient for us is Allah’; Allah will give us of His
bounty, and [so will] His Messenger.”

[al-Taivbah (9): 58-59]

2) The second type: contentment (rida) with difficulties (masaib)
like poverty (faqr), illness (marad) , and humiliation (dhull)\This
type of contentment is recommended but not obligatory ac-

cording to one scholarly opinion while others have stated that
it is indeed obligatory. The correct opinion, however, is that the
obligatory thing is patience. Al-Hasan once said: “Contentment
is in the nature, but patience is the reliance of the believer.”
Ibn ‘Abbas ( radiyAllahu (anhuma) narrates that the Prophet
( M ) said: “If y°u are able to act with contentment alongside
certainty, do so. If you cannot, then there is abundant good
in having patience with what you dislike.”

As for being pleased with unbelief, sins, and disobedience, the
Imams of our religion have stated that this must not happen because
Allah Himself is not pleased with them:

“And He does not approve for His servants disbelief.”
\al-Zumar (39): 7]

and

“And Allah does not like corruption.”
\al-Baqarah (2): 205]
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a n d

“But if you should be satisfied with them—indeed, Allah
is not satisfied with a defiantly disobedient people/’

{al-Tawbah (9): 96]

and

®lOifrCti•« / • -A V ••

“His recompense is Hell, wherein he will abide eternally,
and Allah has become angry with him and has cursed him
and has prepared for him a great punishment.”

[al-Nisa (4): 93]

and

“That is because they followed what angered Allah and
disliked [what earns] His pleasure, so He rendered worth-

less their deeds.”
[.Muhammad (47): 28]

and

c*4>-y* jbbO\jC^uiA

»» »x .
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“Allah has promised the hypocrite men and hypocrite
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women and the disbelievers the fire of Hell, wherein they
will abide eternally. It is sufficient for them.”

[al-Tawbah (9): 68]

And

“How wretched is that which they have put forth for
themselves in that Allah has become angry with them, and
in the punishment they will abide eternally.”

[al-Ma'idah (5): 80]

and

C S I I J3

“And when they angered Us, We took retribution from
them...”

[al-Zukhruf (43): 55]

If this is the case and instead of approving of their actions, Allah,
Exalted, is displeased with them and thus angry at those who do
them, how could it be lawful for a believer to be pleased with them?
How could it be permissible for him to not become upset and angry
by actions that anger Allah?
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[7.5: Notions about Contentment irida) and Will
{irddd')\

Two groups of people have gone astray here:

1) The first group: A group of theologians who affiliated them-
selves with the Sunnah and debated the Qadarites, thinking
that the love of Allah, the Truth, as well as His pleasure, dis-
pleasure, and anger all go back to His will; this is because unlike
the Qadarites, they knew that everything exists only because
Allah wants it to exist. Similarly, they said, He loves all of it
(the aforementioned evil) as well and wants it to be.

They then began distorting His words and said that “He does not
like corruption” actually means that He does not want corruption;
to the believers, that is. They also said that “He does not like for His
servants unbelief y means that He does not want it for His believing
servants.

This is a grave mistake because according to them, one could say
that He does not love faith and does not like for His servants faith
because that really means that He does not want faith for the unbe-
lievers and does not like it for them.

The people of Islam are in agreement that everything that Allah
has commanded is lovable and beloved to Him. Some of those
things are obligatory and some are recommended whether a person
actually does them or not. This has been discussed in greater detail
elsewhere.

2) The second group: The erroneous Sufis who drunk from the
same fountain; they bear witness that Allah is the Lord of all
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beings and that He decreed everything by His will, but assume
that they will never be truly content and pleased until they are
pleased with everything including the unbelief and sinful diso-
bedience Allah has decreed. Some of them even said: ‘Love is
a fire that burns from the heart everything besides the will of
the Beloved, and the entire creation is the will of the Beloved.’

This group is utterly lost by not distinguishing between the univer-
sal and the religious will and the universal and the religious sending
which we have elaborated on elsewhere.

The beliefs of these people necessitate no separation between
orders and prohibitions, between the enemies and friends of Allah,
and between the Prophets and regular God-fearing servants. Those
who believe and do righteous deeds are thus like those who do mis-
chief in the land; the godly servants are one with the sinners and the
Muslims are one with the criminals. Similarly, there are no commands
or prohibitions and no promises and warnings.

They might call this “the reality,” and it indeed is a universal reality.
This reality alone, however, was recognized even by the idol worshi-
pers. Allah says:

“And if you asked them, ’Who created the heavens and
earth?’ they would surely say, ‘Allah.’”

[Luqman (31): 25]

And
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“Say, [O Muhammad], ‘To whom belongs the earth and
whoever is in it, if you should know?’ They will say, ‘To
Allah.’ Say, ‘Then will you not remember?”’

\al-Mu minm (23): 84-85]

The idol worshippers admitted that Allah is the creator, lord, and
sovereign ruler of everything, so if this is one’s final conclusion
about the matter, he is closer the idol worshippers.

What makes the believer distinct from unbelief is his faith in Allah
and His Messengers by affirming what they have said, obeying their
orders, and following what pleases Allah. Following the acts of un-
belief and sinfulness which He has decreed is not a part of this. A
believer is content with the afflictions that befall him but not with
his own shameless actions. He seeks forgiveness for his sins and has
patience with trials, abiding by the words of Allah:

“So be patient, [O Muhammad]. Indeed, the promise of
Allah is truth. And ask forgiveness for your sin.”

[al-Ghafir (40): 55]

In this way, he combines following orders and bearing the days of
difficulty with patience. Allah, Most High, says:

op
“And if you are patient and fear Allah, their plot will not
harm you at all.”

\Al-7mrdn (3) 120]

and
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“But if you are patient and fear Allah—indeed, that is of
the matters [worthy] of determination/’

|Al-'Imran (3): 186]

Yusuf falayhis-salam) said:

“Indeed, he who fears Allah and is patient, then indeed,
Allah does not allow to be lost the reward of those who
do good.”

[Yusuf (12): 90]

[7.6: Al-Fudayl and al-Junayd on Contentment]

The point is that al-Qushayrl’s quote from al-Nasr AbadI is very
beautiful: ‘He who wishes to reach the position of (being) con-
tent acceptance must adhere to that in which Allah has placed His
acceptance.’6 The same goes for Shaykh Abu Sulayman’s words:
When the servant has forgotten his desires he is content.»7

This is because the only thing that stops a person from being
pleased and content is the fact that his soul keeps seeking fulfillment
from superfluous desires and becomes annoyed if it fails. Therefore,
when one does not think about his desires, he is content with the
provisions Allah has granted him.

Similarly beautiful is his quote from al-Fudayl Ibn (Iyad who says
to Bishr al-Hafl: ‘Contentment is better than the abandonment of
superfluous matters because a content person does not desire things

6 See Risalah al-Qushayri, p.89

7 See Risalah al-Qushayri, p.89
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that are above his status.’ These are fine words, though I have my
doubts about Bishr al-Hafi ever hearing from al-Fudayl.

He also related the following suspended (muallaq) narration: £A1-
Shibll said in front of al-Junayd: ‘La hawla iva la quwwa ilia billah!’ so
al-Junayd told him: £The words you have uttered indicate unease,
and unease is caused by a lack of contentment with the divine
decree.’8

This, too, is a fine statement indeed and al-Junayd, may Allah be
pleased with him, really was the master of the group (of Sufiyah)
and one of its finest teachers, educators, and rectifiers. Contrary to
popular belief, this sentence is actually a plea for help, not a plea to
return things the way they were. Many utter it at times of difficulty in
a plea to regain what they have lost, and thereby utter it in a state of
anxiety, not patience.What al-Junayd actually rebuked in the narration
was the attitude which led al-Shibll to say the words, as it signified a
lack of contentment. Had he uttered them in the right context, he
would have not rebuked him.

[7.7: [Prophet] Musa on Contentment]

There are also weak reports in the book, like the following sus-

pended (muallaq) one: £Musa said: £My God! Show me an action
which, if I do it, will make You pleased with me!’ He (Allah) said:
"You cannot bear it.’ Thereupon, Musa fell prostrate, imploring, so
Allah revealed to him: cO son of Imran! My acceptance lies in your
contentment with Me.’9

S e e Risalah al-Qushayri, p.89-90

9 See Risalah al-Qushayri, p.89
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This story from Banu Isra’il is questionable as one may say that
such things should not be related about Musa, the son of (Imran.
Furthermore, it is well-known that these Jewish reports have no
chain of narrators and as such cannot be accepted as valid proof
regarding religious matters. It is a different case if they have sound
chains like the reports from Banu Isra’il that the Prophet related
to us, but some reports like the aforementioned report are known
to be lies.

Musa was one of the greatest of the Messengers of determination
and a major Muslim figure. How could it then be said that he could not
bear to do the actions that please Allah? After all, if Allah is pleased
with the very first of the Emigrants and the Helpers and those who
followed them in goodness, why would he not be pleased with Musa
the son of Imran, the one whom the Most Merciful Himself spoke
to? Allah, Most High, says:

“Indeed, they who have believed and done righteous
deeds—those are the best of creatures.Their reward with
Allah will be gardens of perpetual residence beneath which
rivers flow, wherein they will abide forever, Allah being
pleased with them and they with Him.”

[al-Bayjinah (98): 7-8]

It is a well-known fact that Musa the son of ‘Imran was among the
best of those who believed and did righteous deeds. Moreover, Allah
granted Musa a special status above mere contentment:
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“And I bestowed upon you love from Me that you would
be brought up under My eye.”

[Tahd (20: 39]

It should also be noted that the statement “O son of ‘Imran!’’, as
occurs in the report, contradicts Allah’s way of addressing Musa in
the Qur’an which says: “O Musa!” instead. The expression in the
report, as we can see, is also less respectful.

In a yet another beautiful report mentioned by him, ‘Umar Ibn al-
Khattab ( radiyAllah (anhu) writes to Abu Musa al-Ash‘ari ( radijAllah
(anhu) and says: ‘All good is in contentment. Be content if you can,
and if you cannot, have patience.’This is a fine statement even though
there is no knowledge about its chain.

It is thus clear that he mentions connected (musnad), expedient (mur-
sal) ,and suspended (mu'allaqr) reports, some of which are sound and
some of which are not. This particular statement of Abu Sulayman
is but expedient, and nothing can be attributed to Abu Sulayman
through such a chain by the agreement of the people. Yes, it has been
said that an expedient report is acceptable, but the person who said
this did not know that the expedient report is like a hadlth that is
weak and not weak; if a person knows this, there remains no dispute
over the fact that it is rejected, just like when one knows that a nar-
rator sometimes memorizes the chains (of the hadlths he narrates)
and sometimes errs regarding them.
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[7.8: Abu Sulayman on Contentment]

The books that compile the sound narrations about these Shaykhs
and their statements do not report this statement from Shaykh Abu
Sulayman. These books include Abu Nu(aym’s Hilyah al-Awliya ,
Abu ‘Abdu’l-Rahman ’s Tabaqat al-Sufiyyah and Ibn al-Jawzi’s Safwat
al-Safwah and other similar works. Just look at the statement he nar-
rates from him with a connected chain, saying: 'He told Ahmad Ibn
Abi al-Hawari: 'O Ahmad! I have been given such contentment that
were He to throw me in Hell I would be content with that.’10 This
statement has been narrated from Abu Sulayman with a connected
chain, which is why al-Qushayrl connected it to him through his
Shaykh Abu‘Abdu’l-Rahman. As for the statement at hand, it is not
like this, for its chain is not connected to him. Therefore, there is
no proof that Shaykh Abu Sulayman actually uttered these words.

It is worth noting that Al-Qushayrl joined this second statement
of Abu Sulayman with something even better; before narrating it
he said: ‘Abu (Uthman al-Hirl al-Naysaburl was asked about the
Prophet’s (<J|) words: “I ask You for contentment after the decree.
He then replied: 'This is because contentment after the decree is true
contentment.’”

«11

These words of Shaykh Abu (Uthman are very good and accurate.
After this, he relates from Shaykh Abu Sulayman with a connected
chain: CI like to think that I have learned something about content-
ment; were He to throw me in Hell, I would be content with that.”

10 See Risalah al-Qushayri, p.90

11 Nasal, vol.3, p55; Ahmad in his Musnad' vol.5, p.191.
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[7.9: Abu Sulayman’s Statement Was about
Determination to Be Content]

It is thus clear that Abu Sulayman’s words were not about content-
ment but determination to have it, for contentment comes after the
divine decree.Then, if this is determination, it must be remembered
that just as determination can last it can also vanish. Indeed, people,
and especially the Sufis, lose their determination in so many occa-
sions. Because of this, when one of them was asked: “What made
you know your Lord?” he said: “By the annulment of determination
and ambition.” Allah, Most High, said to men much better than
these Shaykhs:

“And you had certainly wished for martyrdom before you
encountered it, and you have [now] seen it [before you]
while you were looking on.”

\Al- Imran (3) 43]

And

“O you who have believed, why do you say what you do
not do? Great is hatred in the sight of Allah that you say
what you do not do. Indeed, Allah loves those who fight
in His cause in a row as though they are a [single] structure
joined firmly.”

\al-Saff ((A) 2-4]
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Al-TirmidhI relates that some Companions told the Prophet
GH): “If we would know the deed most beloved to Allah, we would
do it.”12 Thereupon, it was revealed:

“Have you not seen those who were told, ’Restrain your
hands [from fighting] and establish prayer and give zakah’?
But then when fighting was ordained for them, at once a
party of them feared men as they fear Allah or with [even]
greater fear. They said, ’Our Lord, why have You decreed
upon us fighting? If only You had postponed [it for] us
for a short time.’”

[al-Nisd (4): 77]

This party had made up their minds to join jihad and loved it, but
once they were tried by it they began to hating and avoiding it. But
what is the pain of jihad compared to Hell and the punishment of
Allah which none can bear?

It is told that Samnun the Lover once said:

There is nothing for me in anything beside You
So test and try me in any way You wish

At that instant, he was afflicted with dysuria (i.e. he was unable to
urinate), so he began going around the Qur’an schools, distribut-
ing walnuts to the children and saying: ‘Invoke Allah for your lying
uncle!’

12 Tirmidhi, vol.5, p85.
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7.10: Samnun’s Affliction

Abu Nu(aym al-Asbahanl relates from Abu Bakr al-Wasiti that
Samnun said: 'O Lord, I am content with everything you decree for
me!’At that very instant, he was unable to urinate for fourteen days.
He would bend like a snake, left and right. When he was finally able
to urinate again he said: 'O Lord, I have repented to you!’

Abu Nu'aym said: 'This was the contentment Samnun claimed,
but the first minor affliction proved him wrong.” This was in spite
of the fact that stories about Samnun were famous and his special
love for God was well-known. It is narrated that Ibrahim Ibn Fatik
said: T saw Samnun address the people in the Sacred Masjid. A small
bird came and approached him and finally sat on his hand. Then it
began pecking the ground till it was bleeding and finally died.” He
also said: “I saw him talking about love one day when the candles of
the Masjid suddenly collapsed on each other and broke.’

[7.11: The Statements of Ruwaym, al-Fudayl, and
the Bedouin]

In the Chapter of Contentment, al-Qushayri mentions a relevant
story from Ruwaym al-Muqrl, a companion of Samnun. Ruwaym said:
'The case of the truly content is such that even if Jahannam (Hell)
would be put on his right side, he would not ask Allah to move it to
the left.’13 These words are like those of Samnun: “So test and try
me in any way You wish!” If this one could not bear dysuria, will he
be able to take Hell on his right side?

Al-Fudayl Ibn Tyad was higher in rank than these men, but when

S e e Risalah al-Qushayri,\ p.89
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he was afflicted with dysuria the pain was so bad that he said: “I ask
You by my love for You, to relief me, so grant me relief!” Then he
was granted relief.

This said, even though Ruwaym was one of al-Junayd’s peers, he
was not considered a man of this rank. In fact, the Sufis say: 'He went
back to the world and abandoned Sufism.’ It has even been narrated
that Ja(far al-Khuldl, also a companion of al-Junayd, said: 'If one is
able to keep a secret, let him do so like Ruwaym who hid his love for
the world for forty years.’ When someone asked: 'How could this
even be imagined?’ he said: 'He was close friends with IsmYil Ibn
Ishaq al-Qadi who became the judge of Baghdad and drew him close
and made him his doorkeeper. He abandoned the garments of the
Sufis and started wearing silk, brocade, and garments of Daybaq.14

He began eating fine foods and constructed his house. He concealed
his love for the world when it was not around, but when it came to
him his love for it was manifested. Still, in spite of this, he—may
Allah have mercy on him—he was known for his abundant worship.
He adhered to the school of Dawud.’

These utterances made in a temporary spiritual state (hat) without
realizing what they entail should not be taken as guidelines, but they
might imply, for example, the great amount of contentment and
love of the person who said them along with his shortcomings in
learning the duties of the path. They also give us a picture of the
God-consciousness and patience that the person managed to have
or not have.

The Messengers had more knowledge of Allah’s path and provided
better guidance and counsel; those who deviate from their established
ways will fall short, err, and be deprived of good, even if they are

14 A garment made of silk, named after the old Egyptian town.
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not counted as sinners, hypocrites, or unbelievers.

Close to this comes the Bedouin whom the Prophet ($H) went to
while he was sick as a young bird (i.e. very weak due to his illness).
The Prophet (|jg) asked him: “Did you invoke Allah with anything?”
so he replied: “I said: 'O Allah! Whatever You are going to punish
me with in the afterlife, make it happen in this world!” The Prophet
($g) said: “Glory be to Allah! You cannot do that and will not bear
it! You should have said instead: “Our Lord, give us good in this
world and good in the afterlife, and protect us from punishment of
Hell.”15

This person’s fear of Hell and love for a good ending drove him
to ask Allah to hasten his punishment and carry it out in this world.
This was a grave mistake. Errors and mistakes do happen frequently
in spite of the good intentions of the people and in spite of a man’s
righteousness, religious virtue, abstinence from vanities, godly cau-

tiousness, and miracles. Infallibility from mistakes—even sins—is not
a requisite of being a protege of Allah.The best of Allah’s proteges
after the Messengers was Abu Bakr al-Siddlq ( radiyAllahu (anhu), for
a sound narration about him states that after he had interpreted a
dream, the Prophet ($£) said: “You are right in some of it but erred
in some.”16

It seems to me—and Allah knows best—that when Abu Sulayman
said: 'Were He to throw me in Hell, I would be content with that,’
someone conveyed to others what he himself had understood from
the statement and said: 'Contentment is that you do not ask Allah
for Paradise nor seek His protection from Hell.’

15 Muslim, vol.4, p2069 and Tirmidhi, vol.5, pp.183-184.

16 Bukhari, vol.12, p431 and Muslim, vol.4, pp.l777-1778.
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Even though the statement of Abu Sulayman does not indicate
contentment with that but determination to have contentment, we
know that this type of determination does not last but vanishes at
some point. Therefore, it would have been better that he not utter
these words. Furthermore, such a statement will be proven wrong
just like the claims of Samnun, Ruwaym, and others.

There is a big difference between the two statements here, for the
second indicates that whoever asks Allah for Paradise and seeks His
protection from Hell is not content. It is one thing for a person to
say: ‘If such and such is done to me, I will be content,’ and another
to say: ‘One is not content until he refrains from seeking good and
fleeing from evil.’

This and other things thus indicate that Shaykh Abu Sulayman
was above making such statements, for he was one of the virtuous
and leading Shaykhs who adhered to the Sharfah so much so that
he said: ‘A subde allusion of the people passes by my heart, but I
only accept it by two witnesses: the Book and the Sunnah.’ Would a
person who does not even accept the allusions of his heart without
two witnesses say something like this?

Shaykh Abu Sulayman has also said: ‘If a person gets an inspira-
tion of goodness, he must not follow it with action until he hears
a narration about it. If he hears a narration about it, it will be light
upon light.’Also, his companion Ahmad Ibn Abl al-Hawari was one
of the strictest Shaykhs in adherence to the Sunnah, so what about
Abu Sulayman himself ?

What frees Abu Sulayman from this speech once and for all will
come in the second section where we discuss the statement of the
unknown narrator: ‘Contentment is that you do not ask Allah for
Paradise nor seek His protection from Hell.’
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[7.12: The Assumption that Paradise Is Only Worldly
Pleasures]

Before going into the aforementioned topic, we clarify the root
of the misunderstanding and inconsistency which statements like
those discussed earlier have led to. Many people from the jurists,
Sufisy theologians, and others have thought that Paradise refers to
worldly pleasures like eating, drinking, marital relations, fine gar-
ments, beautiful sounds, and fine fragrances. According to them,
such sensations are the only pleasures of Paradise. These people
consist of two groups:

[7.13: Different Views on Seeing the Lord]

Onegroup, among them the Mu(tazilah and theJahmiyyah, negated
the belief that the believers would see their Lord. Others affirmed
the vision (ru’yah) that the Prophet ($j|) told us about, and this is the
view of Ahlal-Sunnah iva al-Jamaah, while others like Dirar Ibn 'Amr
and different groups of rhetoric (kalam) theology who promote sup-
porting Ahl al-Sunnah in this issue were of the view that the vision
refers to increased awareness or knowledge i^ilrn) or to a sixth sense
(hash]). Other views have been reported from them as well. Even
though they affirm what the Mu(tazilah and Dirariyyah negate, their
differences are really only about the wording. Their dispute with
Ahl al-Sunnah, however, is about the meaning. This is why Bishr and
others like him interpreted the issue of vision in a manner similar to
one of the said views.

What we are saying here is that some of those who accepted the
vision negated the chance of a believer actually enjoying the sight of
his Lord on the basis that there is no correspondence between the
originated (muhdath) and the Pre-Existent (qadim). Similar things were
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stated by Ustadh Abu al-Ma(ali al-Juwaym in al-Risalah al-Ni^amiyya
and Abu al-Wafa’ Ibn (AqIl in some of his writings.

It has been related that Ibn (AqIl once heard a man say (to Allah):
‘1ask you the pleasure of looking at Your Face!’ Upon hearing this,
he said: ‘Look at this!Suppose He had a face, but does he have a face
that is pleasurable to look at?’ Abu al-Ma(alI also stated that Allah
will create delight for them through something that He has created
which is connected to the vision, but negated the chance of finding
pleasure in the very vision itself. This issue, he said, is one of the
ambiguous secrets of divine unity.

[7.14: The View of the Regarding the Vision]

The majority of those who affirmed the vision (rufah) also affirmed
that the believers will experience the delight of seeing their Lord.
This is the position of the Salaf the Imams of the Muslim nation,
and the Shaykhs of the path.

Al-Nasa’I and others relate the following hadlth from the Prophet
($|g): “O Allah, by Your knowledge of the unseen and Your ability
to create: allow me to live if life is better for me, and take my soul if
death is better. O Allah, I ask You to grant me fear of You in private
and in open, when angry and pleased, and I ask You for moderation
in poverty and wealth. I ask You for a delight never ending and a
coolness for my eyes that shall not disappear. I ask You for content-
ment after the decree and a life pleasant after death. I ask You for
the delight of looking at Your Face, and I ask You for the yearning
of meetingYou without harmful distress or deceptive temptation. O
Allah, beautify us with the adornment of faith and make us guides
upon guidance!”17

Nasa% vol.3, pp.54-55; Ahmad in his Musnad, vol.4, p.264.
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Suhayb (radiyAllahu (anhu) narrates in Sahlh Muslim and others that
the Prophet ($|jg) said: “When the people of Paradise enter it, a call is
made: £0 people of Paradise! You have an appointment with Allah
that He wants to accomplish for you!’They will say: What is it? Have
our faces not become bright already and our scales heavy? Has He
not already let us enter Paradise and protect us from the Fire?’ Then
the screen is removed and they look at Him; none of the things He
had given them are as beloved to them as looking at Him.”

The more beloved something is to a person, the more delight he
feels upon getting it. The Salaf, the Imams of the nation and the
Shaykhs of the path all agree on this. It has been narrated from al-
Hasan al-Basrl: “Should the worshipers learn that they will not see
their Lord in the hereafter, their souls would melt in the world as
they yearn it.” Many similar statements have been made by others.

This said, those who agree with the Salaf, the Imams, and the Shay-

khs of the path on the issue of the delight of looking at Allah, have
different views about the issue of love, which is the foundation. A
group of jurists held that Allah Himself cannot be loved, but rather it
is the obedience and worship that is loved. They further said that He
does not love his believing servants either, but rather what He loves
is the will to do good for them and to protect them. Some rhetoric
theologians who adhere to the supporters of Sunnah held this opin-

ion, among them even such followers of Malik, ShafTl, and Ahmad
as al-Qadl Abu Bakr, al-Qadl Abu Ya(la, and Abu’l-Ma(all al-Juwaynl.
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[7.15: Those Who Deny the Attribute of Love and
the Delight of Gazing at Allah]

The truth is that this is but a branch of Jahmism and Primal, for
the first to ever negate the attribute of love in Islam was none else
but Ja(d Ibn Dirham, the mentor of al-Jahm Ibn Safwan. He was
slaughtered by Khalid Ibn ‘Abdullah al-Qasri who said: 'People! Offer
your slaughter animals, for my sacrifice is Ja‘d Ibn Dirham who has
claimed that Allah did not take [Prophet] Ibrahim ( (alayhis-salam) as
a friend and never spoke to (Prophet] Musa ( (alayhis-salam) !’ Then
he came down and slaughtered him.

[7.16: The Guidance of the Book and the Sunnah
Regarding This]

The Qur’an and the Sunnah clearly state that Allah loves and is
loved. The Salaf of the nation, its Imams, and the Shaykhs of the
path all agree on this. This is why the rhetoric theologians who took
the path of Sufism agreed with them, like Abu’l-Qasim al-Qushayri
and Abu Hamid al-Ghazall.The latter supported the view in al-Ihya
and other works, and Abu’l-Qasim mentioned this as well in al-Risalah
in the way of the Sufis, and so did Abu Talib in his book called Qut
al-Qulub. Regarding Abu Hamid, even though he followed the Sufis
in this he relied on the proofs he found in the books of philosophy
which state that Allah loves and is loved. This important topic has
been analyzed in greater detail elsewhere in the discussion about the
great principles.

Allah, Most High, says:

“...a people He will love and who will love Him.”
[al-Maidah (5): 54]
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and

“But those who believe are stronger in love for Allah.”
\al-Baqarah (2): 165]

and

“...are more beloved to you than Allah and His Messenger.”
\al-Tawbah (9): 24]

It is related in the Two Sahihs that the Prophet (U) said: “He who
has three (traits) will taste the sweetness of faith: a person who loves
Allah and His Messenger more than anything, a person who loves
another only for the sake of Allah, and a person who would abhor to

go back to unbelief after Allah saved him from it just like he abhors
being cast in fire.”18

What we are saying here is that logic dictates that these neo-

Jahmites, the Mu’tazila and their ilk, who negate the reality of the
attribute of love should also negate the delight of gazing at Allah.
It is for this reason that Paradise according to them is really nothing
but pleasures like eating and drinking. Such a view is wrong by the
consensus of the Salaf and the scholars of the nation. This is one
of the two groups we are discussing here.

18 Ahmad, vol.l, p215 and Ibn Hibban, vol.l, p.153.
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[7.17: Notions of Some Sufis, Faqirs and Devotees]

The second group: This group consists of Sufis, faqirs, and devo-

tees who agreed with the first group on the notion that Paradise is
nothing but the things enjoyed by the created beings but also agreed
with the Salaf and the Imams on the reality of seeing Allah and the
delight of gazing at Him. In this they were right. They then began
seeking this bliss with great fervor in fear of not achieving it to the
extent that one of them said: “I have not worshipped You out of
yearning Your Paradise nor fearing Your Fire, but in order to gaze at
You and in exaltation of You!” Other similar statements have been
made by them.

What they mean with this is that gazing at Allah is a much higher
reward than eating and drinking and other worldly pleasures, but they
erred in excluding it from Paradise. They are also wrong in thinking
that they worship Allah without wanting any share of pleasure for a
reward and that everything that is asked from Him indicates selfish
desire. In doing so they assumed that man acts without having a will
or seeking what he loves, which is but a bad understanding of the
reality of faith, religion, and the afterlife.

The reason behind this is that their passion which is solely attached
to the One that they seek, love and worship completely distracts them
from their own selves and as a result they do not notice themselves
and what they themselves desire. They thus assume that their ac-
tions are not serving their own desires, yet at the same time the One
they seek and attach their hearts to is their greatest desire, goal, and
object of love.

This is the condition of many pious and sincere men of spiritual
states and stations who experience a real state of spiritual ecstasy
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and taste but cannot find the words to express it. As a result, they
make erroneous statements that lack in good conduct even though
they intent to say something correct. This said, there are, of course,
those as well who really believe the apparent meaning of such
statements.

In any case, if those who made statements like this were referring
to the desire to see Allah, they were correct but erred in placing that
outside of Paradise. By doing so, they stripped the name Paradise
of its revered status and opened the door to a number of repugnant
things like what is found in the story of al-Shibll, may Allah have
mercy on him: once he heard a man recite:

c

“Among you are some who desire this world, and
among you are some who desire the Hereafter.”

\Al- (Imran (3): 152]

Upon hearing this, he shouted: 'Where are those who desire
Allah?!’

Here, al-Shibll is naturally praised for wanting Allah, but errs at
the same time in thinking that those who desired the Afterlife did
not desire Allah; this particular ayah refers to the Companions of
the Prophet (|jg) who fought at Uhud, and they are among the best
of all creation. If they did not desire Allah, could someone else, like
al-Shibll and his ilk, do so?

I also know that a Shaykh once asked about the ayah.
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“Indeed, Allah has purchased from the believers their
lives and their properties [in exchange] for that they will
have Paradise. They fight in the cause of Allah, so they
kill and are killed.”

[al-Taivbah (9): 111]

He said: Tf lives and properties are the price of Paradise, then with
what is the gazing (at Allah) purchased?’ Then someone answered
him with something similar to the question.

One has to realize that the bliss of gazing at Allah and everything
else that Allah has prepared for His proteges is in Paradise just like
everything that He has promised for His enemies is in Hell. Allah,
Most High, says:

“And no soul knows what has been hidden for them of
comfort for eyes as reward for what they used to do.”

[al-Sajdah (32): 17]

A sound hadith of the Prophet (3|g) states: “Allah says: T have
prepared for my righteous servants that which no eye has seen, and
no ear has heard, and no heart has thought of, let alone what I have
allowed them to witness.”19 Then, once we know that all of this is in

19 Bukhari, vol.13, p.465, Muslim, vol.4, p.2174 and others.
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Paradise, we must know that the people of Paradise are of different
levels. Allah says:

“Look how We have favoured [in provision] some of
them over others. But the Hereafter is greater in degrees
[of difference] and greater in distinction.”

[al-Isra (17): 21]

It must thus be known that all things of the Afterlife that the serv-
ant seeks through worship, invocation or other means are in Paradise.

[7.18: Seeking Paradise and Protection from Hell is
the Way of the Prophets and the Messengers]

Seeking Paradise and praying for protection from Hell is the path
of Allah’s Prophets and Messengers and the path of every one of
His past proteges brought close and of those of the right hand. It is
related in the Sunan that the Prophet (ig) asked a Companion of his:
“What do you say in your invocation?” so he said: “I say: ‘O Allah,
I ask you for Paradise and seek Your protection from the Fire.’ I do
not know your murmur or the murmur of MYadh.” The Prophet
(it) said: “We murmur about those two.”20

As we can see, the Prophet (i§) informed his Companion that
he and Mu(adh {radiyAllah 'anhu), the best of the regular Imams of
Medlnah during the Prophet’s (ig) life, were only murmuring about
Paradise. Is someone else’s word then above the word of Allah’s
Messenger (i§) and Mu(adh {radiyAllah (anhu) and the Emigrants
(<al-Muhajirun) ( radiyAllah \anhum) and (al-Ansar) Helpers ( radiyAllah
2 0 A b u Dawud, vol.l, p501 and Nasal, vol.l , p.295 and others.
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(anhum) who prayed behind them? It is clear that the servant’s sup-
plication was sufficient to take him to Paradise.

[7.19: The People of Paradise Are of Two Types]

There are two kinds of people in Paradise: the foremost brought
near (sabiqun muqarrabun) and the righteous ones of the right hand
{abrar ashab alyamin). Allah, Most High, says:

“No!Indeed, the record of the righteous is in *illiyyun. And
what can make you know what is ‘illiyyun? It is [their desti-
nation recorded in] a register inscribed.Which is witnessed
by those brought near [to Allah]. Indeed, the righteous
will be in pleasure. On adorned couches, observing. You
will recognize in their faces the radiance of pleasure.They
will be given to drink [pure] wine [which was] sealed. The
last of it is musk. So for this let the competitors compete.
And its mixture is of Tasnim. A spring from which those
near [to Allah] drink.”

[al-Mutafiffm (83): 18-28]

Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllah (anhuma) said: ‘It will be mixed for those of
the right hand while the ones brought close drink it pure.’
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It occurs in the Sahlh that the Prophet ($§) said: "When you hear
the muezzin, repeat what he says, then invoke a blessing on me, for
everyone who invokes a blessing on me will receive ten blessings
from Allah; then ask from Allah al-Wasilah for me, which is a rank
in Paradise fitting for only one of Allah’s servants, and I hope that
I may be that one. If anyone who asks that I be given al-Wasilah, he
will be assured of my intercession.»21

Here the Prophet (s|g) informs us that the al-Wasilah, which is fit-
ting for only one of Allah’s servants whom he himself wished to
be, is a rank in Paradise; this being the case, is there then something
higher in rank than al-Wasilah that is located outside of Paradise and
suits the creation?

It is further stated in the Sahlh in the hadith of the angels who look
for the gatherings of remembrance:

"They tell the hallowed and exalted Lord: 'We found them praising
and exalting You and pronouncing Your greatness.’

He asks them: 'What do they ask?’
They reply: 'They ask for Paradise.’
He: 'Have they seen it?’
Them: 'No.’
He: 'What if they had seen it!’
Them: 'Had they seen it, they would have sought it even more!’
He: 'From what do they seek protection?’
Them: 'They seek protection from the Fire.’
He: 'Have they seen it?’
Them: 'No.’
He: 'What if they had seen it!’
Them: 'Had they seen it, they would have sought protection from

it even harder!’
2 1 Muslim, vol.l , pp.288-289 and Abu Dawud, vol.l, pp.359-360 and others
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He: ‘May you be witness that I have granted them their request
and protected them from what they seek protection from (or along
those lines).’

Them: ‘Among them is so and so, an enormous sinner, he came
for something else and then sat with them.’

He: ‘They are such a group that no one who sits with them is
miserable.’”22

These were the most virtuous of people and what they were seeking
was Paradise and what they were fleeing from was Hell.

We know that those who gave their pledges to the Prophet (<|g)
on the night of the Aqabah were the best of the first and foremost
Muslims and better than all of these Shaykhs. When the Prophet took
this pledge from the Helpers they told him: “Declare your conditions
for your Lord, yourself, and your companions.” He said: “For myself,
I ask you to exclude me from anything you exclude yourself and your
families from. For my companions, I ask you to support them.” They
said: “If we do that, what will we get?” He replied: “You shall have
Paradise.” They then said: “Give us your hand, for by Allah, we will
not annul it nor ask you to annul it.”23 In the course of the pledge,
they told him: “We have agreements with these people, but we will
break them.”24

These men who gave their pledges to the Prophet (2|g) were amongst
those of Allah’s creation who loved Allah and His Messenger the

22 Tirmidhi, vol.5, p237; Ahmad in his Musnad., vol.2, pp.251-252 and others.

23 Ahmad in his Musnad' vol.3, pp.239-240.

24 Ahmad in his Musnad.
' see al-Fath al-Rabbani, vol.20, p.276
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most and who sacrificed their lives and wealth in seeking their ac-

ceptance in a way that none of these later people could compete
with.The highest reward they were after was Paradise, and had there
been anything higher than that they would have sought it.They knew
well that Paradise does not only contain every single desire and lofty
goal but also holds within things not yet sensed by the soul and thus
not yet desired; after all, seeking, loving, and wanting is dependent
on sensing, feeling, and conceptualizing. If man cannot imagine,
sense, or feel something, he simply cannot seek, love, and yearn it. In
Paradise, both of the aforementioned exist. Allah, Most High, says:

“They will have whatever they wish therein, and with Us
is more.”

\al-Qdf (50): 35]

And

“And therein is whatever the souls desire and [what]
delights the eyes.”

\al-Zukhruf (43): 71]

As we can see, Paradise holds what they desire and more: this ‘more’
is what they cannot desire yet because theydo not know what it is.The
Prophet ($jg)said: “...what no eye has seen, what no ear has heard, and
what has not occurred to the heart of man.”25 This is a vast topic.

25 Bukhari, vol.13, p465 and Muslim, vol.4, p2174 and others.
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[7.20: The Error in Saying: “Contentment Is When You
Do Not Ask Allah for Paradise and Do Not Seek His

Protection from Hell.”\
Once you understand this introduction,we come back to thewords:

‘Contentment is when you do not ask Allah for Paradise and do not
seek His protection from Hell.’ Here we should ask if the person
who said this meant that one should not ask Allah for the contents
of what is defined as Paradise in the Sharfah and thus not ask for
the chance to gaze at Him or anything else that all the Prophets and
proteges have asked.Does he also mean that one should not ask Allah
not to conceal Himself and not to punish him with fire? If this is
the case, then this speech not only contradicts all the Prophets and
Messengers and all believers in general but is also self-contradictory
and illogical.

This is because the only reason one does not ask for the state of
being content is that he is content with Allah. This state of being
content with Allah only occurred after knowing Him and thereby
loving Him. If this contentment and love no longer remain, a per-
son is basically saying that he is pleased not to be pleased, which is
a contradiction.

Therefore, this kind of speech was undoubtedly uttered by one
who does not realize nor understand what he is saying.This is further
made clear by the fact that what makes the content person bear the
pains and difficulties of life is the pleasure and sweetness of being
content; should this sweet delight vanish, he would not be able to
bear the bitterness and hurt. How could he then be imagined as being
content and not having this sweet feeling? Such words are uttered
only by men in the state of spiritual intoxication and “passing away”
who taste the sweetness of contentment and erroneously think that
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it will last in all situations. This, of course, is a grave mistake like that
of Samnun mentioned earlier.

If the one who uttered this statement was trying to say that one
should not ask for worldly pleasures but should rather ask for what
is above that, he has erred in two ways:

The first error: he did not include the said matter in the contents
of Paradise even though it really is the greatest pleasure therein.

The second error: he affirmed that he is indeed seeking something
in spite of being content. If this request does not go against the re-
ality of being content, there should be nothing wrong in asking for
something else as well if one is in need of that.

Moreover, it is well-known that one cannot reach the delight of
gazing at Allah without first being spared from Hell and tasting the
enjoyment of Paradise that is less in rank than the gazing. The maxim
states:what is necessary in achieving a goal is itself a goal, so seeking
to gaze at Allah entails seeking what comes with it, and this includes
deliverance from the Fire.

Therefore, his contentment is not at odds with asking for that
which benefits and seeking refuge from all that is harmful and ask-
ing for Paradise and seeking refuge from Hell. The same applies to

everything else that is inseparable with the gazing, so the statement
of this person contradicts itself.

Then, if he does not ask Allah for Paradise nor seek His protec-
tion from Hell, his condition is such that he is either asking or not

asking Him to fulfill some lesser need by helping him in some other
way or repelling some other harm. If he is doing this, then he might
as well be asking for Paradise and seeking protection from Hell as
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they are more important. But if he holds contentment to mean that
he should never ask for anything, even in a state of dire need, and
should not seek protection from any harm, then there are two sce-
narios: either he is hoping in his heart that Allah helps him or he is
not hoping for anything.

If he is indeed hoping for Allah’s help in his heart, his state indicates
that he is really seeking His protection as there really is no differ-
ence between one who asks something through his tongue and one
who does so through his state. If the two are combined, the case is
naturally even clearer and more perfect.

But if he is not hoping for anything, we all know that he cannot
stay alive without some necessities which enable him to survive and
repel harm. This said, he either loves and seeks these necessities of
life and wants someone to provide him with them or not.

If he does indeed love and seek them and wants them from
someone else than Allah, he is a blameworthy polytheist and is not
to be praised in any way. But if he says that he does not love nor
seek them and neither wants them from Allah or His creation, we
say that this is not possible as far as living beings are concerned, for
they cannot be void of love towards that which they need to survive.
This is known by basic sense. If someone is like this, he cannot be
described as being content, for true contentment necessitates that
one have a specific type of love and want within him. How could
a content person be void of all of that? This and other arguments
clearly show the futility of these statements.

With regard to the path and religion of Allah, the people who claim
contentment have erred from a number of angles:

The first angle: the actions of a content person have to be in accord-
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ance with what pleases Allah. If they are not, how can he be content
with Allah while not doing what Allah is pleased with? Moreover,
how is it acceptable for one to be content with what angers Allah
and what He detests, rebukes and forbids?

The clarification of this is as follows:

Contentment is either something that Allah loves and is pleased
with or something He is not pleased with. Regarding the content-
ment that falls under the latter, there is no command of obliga-
tion or recommendation to have it. To clarify this, some types of
contentment can actually be unbelief, like the contentment of the
unbelievers with polytheism and killing and belying the Prophets
and their contentment with everything that Allah hates and is angry
with. Allah, Most High, says:

“That is because they followed what angered Allah and
disliked [what earns] His pleasure, so He rendered worth-
less their deeds.”

[Muhammad (47): 28]

Therefore, if one follows that which angers Allah with his content-
ment and action, he has angered Allah. The Prophet (i|g) said:“When
a sin is committed on earth, the one who is absent but pleased with
it is like those who are there, and the one who witnesses it but hates
it is like those who were not there and disapproved of it.
OH) said:“There will be rulers after me from whom you will approve
some and disapprove some. He who disapproves (the bad) is free
of blame, he who hates (the bad) is safe, but perished is he who is

”26 He also

26 Abu Dawud, vol.4, p.515
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”27content and follows.

Allah, Most High, says:

“They swear to you so that you might be satisfied with
them. But if you should be satisfied with them—indeed,
Allah is not satisfied with a defiantly disobedient people.”

\al-Tawbah (9): 96]

Therefore, our satisfaction and contentment with sinners is not
something that Allah loves and is pleased with, nor is He pleased
with the sinners. Allah says:

“Are you satisfied with the life of this world rather than
the Hereafter? But what is the enjoyment of worldly life
compared to the Hereafter except a [very] little.”

[al-Tawbah (9): 38]

Here, Allah rebukes this type of satisfaction and contentment. He
also says:

%
“Indeed, those who do not expect the meeting with Us
and are satisfied with the life of this world and feel secure

27 Muslim, vol.3, pp.1480-1481 and Abu Dawud, vol.5, pp.119-120
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therein...”
[Yunus (10): 7]

This, too, is blameworthy contentment. After this, there is a lot of
contentment that is neither this nor that (i.e. it is permissible).

If one is content with his unbelief and sins and the unbelief and
sins of others, he is not following that which pleases Allah nor is he
a believer in Allah. Rather, he is displeasing his Lord and his Lord
is angry with him. Upon him are the curses and blame of His Lord
and he is subject to His punishment.

The path of Allah which the guided Shaykhs order us to follow is
but abidance by the command to obey Allah and the prohibition to
disobey Him. If someone orders, recommends, or praises the con-
tentment which Allah hates, rebukes, and forbids, and which leads
to His punishment, he is an enemy of Allah rather than His protege.
He is a person who turns others away from His path and does not
walk it himself either.

We now know that the contentment of the children of Adam can
be beloved to Allah and can be displeased and hated by Him. It can
also be neither of these and thus merely permissible and neutral.
This is the case with all of the actions of the heart including love
and hate. All of these things are either beloved to Allah, detested
by Him, or permissible. Therefore we say to those who do not ask
Allah for Paradise nor seek His protection from Hell:

First, the ruling on asking Allah for Paradise and seeking His pro-
tection from Hell should be obligated, recommended, permissible
or disliked. As for it being forbidden or disliked, no Muslim makes
such a claim. Neither is it permissible and neutral. If it is said that it
is permissible and neutral, we say that even if this was the case, doing
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something permissible and neutral does not negate contentment be-

cause abstaining from things like eating, drinking, and wearing clothes
(which are all permissible) is not a requisite of contentment—if
doing these things does not negate contentment, how is the case of
permissible supplication any different?

If we say that asking and supplicating is in fact obligatory or recom-
mended, we all know that Allah is pleased with the obligatory and
surplus deeds of His servants. One then wonders how a content
person and a protege of Allah would abstain from doing what Allah
loves and is pleased with and would instead insist on doing what He
hates and dislikes. This is a trait of His enemies rather than a trait
of His proteges.

[7.21: The Reply of Ahl al-Sunnah to the Argument
of the Qadariyyah'.Contentment with Allah’s

Decree Is Obligatory]

Al-Qushayri mentions this in the beginning of the Chapter of
Contentment saying: ‘Know that the servant must be pleased with
those parts of Allah’s decree which he has been commanded to be
pleased with. This is because it is not allowed or obligatory for one
to be pleased with all parts of His decree, like disobedience and the
various calamities that befall the Muslims.’28

The same was said by many scholars before and after him and
also in his time, like al-Qadl Abu Bakr and al-Qadl Abu Ya(la. They
made their statements when the Qadarites argued that since being
pleased with Allah’s decree is obligatory, we are also commanded
to be pleased with sins if they too are decreed by Him, but being

28 See Risalah al-Qushayri, p.89
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pleased with what Allah has forbidden is not allowed. Ahl al-Sunnah
gave them three answers:

The first answer: this was the answer given by the aforementioned
scholars and the majority of the Imams: it is incorrect to generalise
the matter, for we have not been commanded to be pleased with
everything that Allah has decreed to be, and there is nothing to this
effect in the Book or the Sunnah. What is correct is that we have to
be pleased with the decree we have been ordered to be pleased with,
like the obedience of Allah and His Messenger. This is the reply
mentioned by Abu’l-Qasim.

The second answer: £We are pleased with the act of decreeing,
which is an attribute or actions of Allah, but not with the decreed.’
This, however, is a weak answer as we have explained elsewhere.

The third answer: ‘These sins can be looked at from two angles:
from the angle of the servant who commits them as they are a result
of his doing and choosing, and from the angle of the Lord who cre-
ated and destined them to be;we must be pleased with them by their
virtue of being attributed to Allah, and displeased with them by the
virtue of them being attributed to the servant.This is because these
sins are only described as evil, vile, and forbidden deeds that result
to punishment and blameworthiness because they are attributed to
the servant.’

There are many realities and secrets to be revealed here, and we
have mentioned some of them elsewhere. This, however, is not the
right place to elaborate on this as it is related to the issue of the at-
tributes and the divine decree which is one of the greatest topics of
the religion and the noblest knowledge of the first and the last. The
topic is also extremely delicate and somewhat hard to grasp by most
minds of the world.
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The conclusion is that the Shaykhs of the Sufiŝ the scholars, and
others than them have explained that some types of contentment are
permissible while others are definitely not so, let alone being recom-
mended and among the traits of those close to Allah. Abu’l-Qasim
mentioned this in his Risalah as well.

If it is said:what you have said is obvious, but where is the mistake
of the person who said: ‘Contentment is that you do not ask Allah
for Paradise nor seek His protection from Hell?’ And where is the
mistake of those—whoever they may be—who think that this is a
good statement?

The answer: they have erred because they thought that when one is
truly content with something he does not seek anything else besides
it. In other words, when the servant is in some particular situation,
being truly content requires him to abstain from seeking anything
else than that very situation. As the highest thing one can seek is
Paradise and the worst thing one can experience is Hell, they said
that since a content person must not seek anything, he must not even
seek Paradise, and since he must not dislike anything, he must not
even dislike Hell. This is where they went wrong and misguidance
found a way to their thought in two ways:

The first: they thought that being satisfied with everything that
exists is something that Allah loves and is pleased with as one of the
greatest ways of His proteges. They made contentment with every
occurrence or every situation a way for the servant to reach Allah
and thus went completely astray.

The real path to Allah is taken by pleasing Him by doing what He
loves and is pleased with, not by being satisfied with everything that
happens and is. This is because He did not command you to do this
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and does not love it or like it. In fact, He, the Exalted, abhors, dislikes,
and hates so many existing actions that only He knows their number.
Being a friend or a protege of Allah requires one to agree with Him
by loving what He loves and hating what He hates. One must abhor
what He abhors and dislike what He dislikes and support whom He
supports and show enmity towards those He shows enmity towards.
If you love and like with what He abhors and dislikes, you are His
enemy, not His friend, and you get the same blame as the rest of
those who like what Allah dislikes.

Contemplate this, for it reveals a major fundamental rule, and God
only knows how many groups of devotees, worshippers, Sufis, and
laymen have gone astray regarding it.

The second: they do not make a distinction between the invoca-
tion they have been commanded to perform as an obligation or a
recommendation and the invocation that they have been forbidden
to perform or have neither been commanded nor forbidden to
perform. The invocations and requests that a servant makes to his
Lord are of three types:

[7.21: The Types of Invocation to the Lord]

1) The first type: the invocations that the servants have been com-

manded to perform either as obligations or recommendations.
These are like his words:

S i*'i ' - /

%
“Guide us to the straight path”

\al-Fatihah (1): 6]

and the invocation at the end of the prayer which the Prophet ($§)
ordered his Companions to perform: “When one of you sits down
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in his prayer, let him seek refuge from four things: the punishment
of Hell-fire, the punishment of the grave, the calamity of life and
death, and the calamity of al-Masih al-Dajjdll”29

This is the invocation that the Prophet ($jg) commanded his Com-
panions (radiyA.llah 'anhum) to perform at the end of their prayers.
The Imams are in agreement that it is an Islamic act that Allah and
His Messenger love and are pleased with, but they differ as to whether
it is obligatory or not. Tawus deemed it obligatory while a group of
scholars said that it is recommended.

The invocations performed by the Prophet ($§§) are either obliga-

tory or recommended, so Allah loves both and is pleased with them.
Therefore, if someone performs them, Allah is pleased with him
and shall make him pleased as well. How could it then be said that
abstinence from that which Allah loves and is pleased with is a sign
of true contentment?

The second type: the forbidden invocations like those that cross
the proper limits. A man might, for example, ask for something that
was given to the Prophets alone while not being a prophet himself,
or he might even go as far as asking for an attribute of the Lord, Ex-
alted and Most High, Himself. Others might ask for the intercession
(wasilah) given only to one specific servant, or ask Allah to grant him
the knowledge of everything, or to make him capable of anything,
or to lift all veils that prevent him from viewing the unseen.

Other forbidden forms of invocation are those performed with
the assumption that Allah is in need of His servants and that they
can harm and benefit Him. Someone with this belief might invoke

29 Muslim, vol.l , p.412 and Ahmad in his Musnad’ vol.2, p.477.
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Allah for some of the aforementioned things and tell Him that if He
does not do them the creation will hurt him. This and other similar
things all stem from sheer ignorance about Allah and are a way of
overstepping the limits of lawfulness, in spiteof the fact that a group
of Shaykhs have fallen guilty of this.

Similar to this are their words: “O Allah, forgive me if You wish!”
People who say this assume that Allah does some things due to be-
ing compelled and others out of His free will, much like the kings
(of this world). Thus a person says: 'Forgive me if You wish!’ The
Prophet (?H) forbade us from doing this and said: "Let none of you
say: (0 Allah, forgive me if You wish, O Allah, have mercy on me if
You wish!’Be determined in your request instead, for nobody forces
Allah.”30 Someone might also attempt to make their sentences rhyme
in the invocation while crying out loud and speaking in a declama-
tory manner. All of these invocations and anything that resembles
them are forbidden.

Finally, there are invocations that are merely permissible, like asking
for unnecessary things that do not entail sinfulness.

[7.24: Opinions on Contentment]

What we are saying here is that the contentment that leads to
Allah does not include abstinence from obligatory or recom-
mended acts. Leaving an obligatory or recommended invocation
is not a part of being content just like leaving any other obligatory
deed or committing an unlawful one is not a part of it. We can
now see the mistake of these people in thinking that contentment
with everything that happens is prescribed in Islam and in not dif-
ferentiating between the invocation that has been prescribed as an

30 Bukhari, vol.13, p.448 and Muslim, vol.4, p.2063
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obligation or a recommendation and the invocation that has been
declared unlawful.

It is necessarily known by all the followers of the religion of Islam
that asking for Paradise and seeking protection from Hell is one of
the greatest prescribed supplications of all of the Messengers and
the Prophets as well as the truthful, the martyrs, and the pious. It is
further common knowledge that this invocation is either obligatory
or recommended. The path taken by the proteges of Allah is noth-

ing less than doing the obligatory and recommended acts. The rest,
namely the forbidden, the disliked, and the merely permissible, is of
no religious benefit.

One of the things that led these individuals to err like this was
their observation that many people did not ask Allah to grant them
beneficial things and to ward off evil from them, not even to grant
them Paradise and to protect them from Hell, with the intention of
worship, obedience, and doinggood deeds. What they found instead
was that many were doing all of these things because the souls wants
it. Therefore, they decided that being on the correct path entailed
abstaining from everything that the soul decides and desires. This in
turn led to the notion that they should have no will of their own at
all, that the only thing one should seek, whoever he may be, is being
subject to the divine decree.

As a result, many of them began leading monastic lives that con-
tradicted the Shari(ah to the extent that they would abstain from the
necessary food, drink, and marriage, which are the requirements of
a truly religious life. They saw how the laypeople considered these
acts as mere natural inclinations, desires, and customs, and it is
well-known that actions done with this intention are not considered
worship, obedience, or an attempt to earn Allah’s proximity. This led
them to assume that for one to travel the true path to Allah he has to
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leave these acts of worship and deeds that are only performed due
to the natural inclination. They then began living lives that included
hunger, staying awake, isolation, silence, and other practices that
entail abstinence from one’s share in this world and bearing great
difficulties. In the end, they began to abandon obligatory and recom-
mended actions and committed the disliked and even the unlawful.

Neither of the aforementioned ways of looking at the matter is
commendable and there is no order anywhere to indicate that. These
views do not lead to Allah: not the view of the negligent who did the
things they were in need of with no intention of worship and earn-
ing the proximity of Allah, nor the view of the extremists who left
these actions all together. The correct way that Allah has prescribed
is doing these things with the intention to earn the proximity of Allah
while giving thanks to Him.

Allah, Most High, says:

“Eat from the good foods and work righteousness.”
\al-Muminun (23): 51]

and

“Eat from the good things which We have provided for
you and be grateful to Allah.”

[al-Baqarah (2): 172]

Here Allah commands eating and drinking. He who eats without
giving thanks is worthy of blame and so is he who neither eats nor
gives thanks. It is related in the Sahlh that the Prophet (|jg) said:
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“Indeed, Allah is pleased when a servant takes a bite of his food
and praises Him for it and when he takes a sip of his drink and
praises Him for it.
(anhu): “Indeed, there is not a single thing you spend with the in-

”31 The Prophet (^) also told Sa(d ( radijiAllah

tention of seeking the pleasure of Allah but it raises you in status
and rank; even something as small as a morsel that you put in your
woman’s mouth.”32 Another hadlth in the Sahlh says: “What a
believer spends on his family in anticipation of Allah’s reward is
charity.”33

We can apply this to the invocations we are discussing here: some
people do not ask Allah to grant them what benefits them and to
avert harm from them with the intention of following the Sharfah
and worshiping Allah, but because it is the natural thing to do and
something they are used to. This, however, does not mean that I my-
self have an Islamic justification to stop invoking Allah completely
because of the shortcomings and negligence of these people. Rather,
I am to do what they did but with the intention of following the
Shari*ah and worshiping Allah.

After this, you should know that those who do this as an act of
following the Sharfah and worshiping Allah are ultimately seeking
to benefit themselves and to collect their praiseworthy share which
is the good of this world and the hereafter. This is not the case with
those who do this out of natural inclination, for they are only seeking
worldly benefits. Allah, Most High, says:

Muslim, vol.4, p.2095 and Tirmidhi, vol.3, p.172.

32 Bukhari, vol.l , p.136 and Muslim, vol.3, pi251.

33 Bukhari, vol.7, p.317 and Tirmidhi, vol.3, p.232.
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\^ISU-j dLlljt
“And among the people is he who says, ‘Our Lord, give
us in this world,’ and he will have in the Hereafter no
share. But among them is he who says, ‘Our Lord, give
us in this world [that which is] good and in the Hereafter
[that which is] good and protect us from the punishment
of the Fire.’ Those will have a share of what they have
earned, and Allah is swift in account.”

\al-Baqarah (2): 200-202]

This being the case, the seeker of Paradise who also seeks protec-
tion from the Fire is only seeking the good of the Hereafter, so his
deed is praiseworthy.

What further clarifies the matter and proves the futility of the no-
tion of these people is that the logical consequence of their belief is
that a servant ends up following no commands and does not abstain
from the unlawful. In other words, he does not pray, fast, give charity,
perform the pilgrimage, join jihad, or do any of the acts that bring one
closer to Allah because the only benefit of these acts is the reward
and the averting of the punishment. If one does not seek the reward,
which is Paradise, and does not try to avoid the punishment, which is
Hell, he will not follow orders nor abstain from the unlawful. Instead,
he will say: T am content with everything that He does with me, even
if I am to become an unbeliever and a repugnant sinner.’ In fact, he
might even say: “I disbelieve, sin, and disobey until He punishes me
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and I remain content with that. By doing so I achieve the rank of
being content with His decree.” Such words are only uttered by the
most ignorant and idiotic beings that have taken the worst path of
deviance and unbelief

As for their ignorance and idiocy, it is because being satisfied with
that is impossible as it necessitates bringing two contradictories
together. As for their unbelief, it is because their belief leads to the
nullification of Allah’s religion with which He sent His Messengers
and Books.

There is no doubt that thinking about the divine decree has led
many Sufis who focus on the issue of will to this abandonment of
obligations and committing of sins, and as a result they have be-
come either deficient and deprived of good, or disobedient sinners,
or even sheer unbelievers. I have seen all kinds of beliefs like this.
Allah says:

“And he to whom Allah has not granted light—for him
there is no light.”

\al-Nur (24): 40]

These Mu(tazilites and their ilk from the Qadariyyah hold diametri-
cally opposed views as one group focuses on destiny and dismisses
the divine orders and the other group focuses on the divine orders
and dismisses destiny. Both groups assume that paying attention to *

both the divine orders and destiny is impossible and one group says
that such would be against wisdom and justice. These three parties are
the Zoroastrian Qadarites (al-qadariyyah al-mujusiyyah), the Polytheist
Qadarites (al-qadariyjah al-mushrikiyyah), and the Iblisite Qadarites (al-
qadariyyah al-IblisiyyaB).We have talked about them in detail elsewhere.
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The Polytheist Qadarites are the source of what the wayfarers who
focus on the issue of will and the laypeople have been afflicted with
in our times, because they focus on the divine decree but dismiss
the divine commands. Some scholars have said about them: 'When
it comes to obedience, you are a Qadarite, but when it comes to
sinning, you are a Jabarite! Whenever an ideology agrees with your
desires, you adopt it!’

The real Islamic position is the opposite: one must seek the help
of Allah before an act of obedience and thank Him after it. He must
strive to abstain from sinning, but if he does sin, he must repent at
once and seek forgiveness. The hadlth of the most virtuous forms
of seeking forgiveness (Sayyidal-Istighfar) says: “I acknowledge to You
Your blessings upon me and I acknowledge my sin.” A sahlh hadlth
qudsi states: “My servants! It is only your deeds that I count for you
and then give you in full. Let the person who finds good praise Allah,
and let the one who finds something else only blame himself.”34

This is also where some of the “people of will” stopped invoking
Allah and others considered having reliance on Allah and loving
Him something that only a layman would resort to. We have talked
about these and other similar blunders elsewhere and clarified the
difference between the correct position and the wrong ones. This
is why some of the Shaykhs command the people to follow sound
knowledge and the Sharfah. Sahl Ibn Afidullah al-Tustarl says: 'All
ecstasy (wajd) that is not testified to by the Book and the Sunnah is
null and void.’ Al-Junayd Ibn Muhammad says: 'Our discipline is
qualified by the Book and the Sunnah, so he who has not read the
Qur’an and has not written hadlth cannot talk about our discipline.’
And Allah knows best.

34 Referenced already mentioned.
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Inclination (hamm) and Determination
Cazm)

QUESTION: WHAT DO THE NOBLE Scholars say about
someone who is absolutely determined to commit a sin
like adultery, theft, or drinking wine, but fails to commit it
because of death or something else? Has he sinned just by

having determination or not? If you say yes, what is the reply to
those who say that he is not sinful and prove their case by the hadlth:
“When My servant is inclined towards doing an evil deed but does
not do it, it is not written against him”1 and also: “Allah has over-
looked for my nation that which their souls tell them as long as they
do not act or speak”2

They approach this from two angles:

The first angle: The Prophet (^) told us that the whispering of
the soul (hadith al-nafs) is overlooked, and this general statement
includes determination i^a^m)^ which is the same as inclination
[hamm).This was stated by Ibn Sida.

Muslim, vol.l , pi17; TirmidhI, vol.4, p330 and others.

2 Bukhari, vol.l1, p.549 and Muslim, vol.l , pp.116-117.
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The second angle'.They say that this overlooking (mentioned in the
hadlth) covers everything that does not transform into speech
or action, so anything that comes before that is overlooked. As
for the Prophet’s (^) words: “When two Muslims confront
each other with their swords, both the slayer and the slain are
in the Fire,”3 they claim that there is no proof therein to state
otherwise because the reason the slain is in the Fire is that he
confronted his brother; and confrontation is an action, not
just an intention.

They also negate any evidence in the hadlth that relates the words
of a man: “If only I had money, I would do such and such,” and the
Prophet says about him: “They are equal in sin and equal in reward.
They hold that this hadlth proves nothing because the man spoke,
and the Prophet ($|g) said: “As long as they do not act or speak.

”4

” 5

There has been a lot of talk about this issue, so an elaborate and
exhaustive clarificadon is needed.

The Answer: Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah, may Allah sanctify
his spirit and illuminate his grave, answered:

All praise is for Allah. Before speaking about the ruling of this and
other similar matters, we must have a good understanding of it first,
for the inconsistency of the people regarding these issues is mainly
due to two things:

3 Bukhari, vol.l , p.85 and Muslim, vol.4, p.2214.

4 Tirmidhi, vol.3, p385 and he said this hadlth is hasan sahih.

5 Bukhari, vol.l1, p.549 and Muslim, vol.l, pp.116-117.
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[8.1: The Reason behind the Inconsistency]

The first reason: not determining the different states and charac-
teristics of the human heart which is what the topic revolves around.

The second reason: not analyzing the legal evidences as they ought
to be analyzed.

Because of these two things, many people have fallen into much
inconsistency regarding the topic at hand to the extent that if
reads their statements he finds that they make claims of consensuses
that appear to contradict each other.

one

[8.2: The Disparity of Actions and Characteristics]

We must realise that between the beginning and the end of all at-
tributes of the living, such as knowledge, ability, and will, there are
levels that many servants of Allah do not fully grasp. These include
doubt (skakk:), then conjecture {garni), then knowledge film), then
certainty (jaqin) with its own levels, and also inclination (>hamm), will
(;irada), determination fa%m), and others.

For this reason, according to the majority of Ahlal-Sunnah and also
according to the apparent view of Ahmad and the strongest of the
two reports from him, the correct view is that knowledge, intellect
and other similar characteristics are subject to increase and decrease.
This is in fact the case with the characteristics of inanimate things
as well, such as colors, tastes, and smells.
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[8.3: Definite Will and Its Ruling]

Firstly, definite will {irada ja^irna) is that which necessitates the
occurrence of action as long as one has ability (qudra). Whenever
there is definite will and full ability [qudra al-tama), action must occur
because of the full existence of what necessitates it and the absence
of anything to prevent it. As for the case where will and full ability
exist but action does not take place, it only means that the will was
not definite. This is the will the created beings have when they want
to do actions they are capable of doing but end up not doing them.
It is true that the weakness and strength of these wills vary greatly
in this regard, but as long as the willed action does not take place in
spite of there being full ability, the will to act is not definite.

The only reason there is so much dispute about this matter is that
they considered definite will to act to be totally disconnected from
the action, which is not possible. This is only possible with resolve

to act, for a person may have resolve to do something in the
future while not doing any part of it at that moment. Resolve to
do something in the future, however, does not suffice in bringing
about the action, but rather when the action takes place there must
be absolute will that necessitates it. This is what definite will {irada
jd^irnd) is.

When man has definite will and does with it as much as he is able
to do, the Sharfah views him as someone who has fully committed
the act and deserves the reward or punishment of a person who
committed the willed action completely. Therefore, one is rewarded
or punished for that which was beyond his ability like people who
work together in doing righteous deeds. This includes the results
of one’s actions like the actions of the preachers of guidance and
deviance and those who establish a good or a bad practice (sunnah).
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It is related in the Two Sahihs that the Prophet (^) said: “He who
calls towards guidance gets the same reward as his followers with
no decrease in their reward. He who calls towards misguidance gets
the same sin as his followers with no decrease in their sin.”6 It is
also related in the Two Sahihs that he said: “He who establishes a
good practice (sunnah) shall get its reward and the reward of those
who practice it till the Day of Resurrection with no decrease in their
reward.”7

[8.4: The Will of the Preacher of Guidance or
Deviance]

The caller {dal) towards guidance (huda) or deviance { fallal) is fully
seeking and wanting what he calls others to follow, but his ability
is connected to the act of calling and commanding and the ability
of the follower is connected to following and acceptance. For this
reason, Allah, Most High, mentioned direct and indirect actions
together:

\ ycljjxc.

»

6 Muslim, vol.4, p.2060 and Abu Dawud, vol.5, p.16.

7 Muslim, vol.4, p.2059 and Nasa’I, vol.5, p.76 and others.
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“That is because they are not afflicted by thirst or fatigue
or hunger in the cause of Allah , nor do they tread on any
ground that enrages the disbelievers, nor do they inflict
upon an enemy any infliction but that is registered for
them as a righteous deed. Indeed, Allah does not allow
to be lost the reward of the doers of good. Nor do they
spend an expenditure, small or large, or cross a valley but
that it is registered for them that Allah may reward them
for the best of what they were doing.”

[al-Tawbah (9): 120-121]

Here we see that in the first verse He mentions what happens as a
result of their actions without their actual ability, namely the thirst,
hunger, and weariness that afflicts them, the rage of the unbelievers,
and what they inflict upon the enemy. About this He says:

“But that is registered for them as a righteous deed.”
\al-Taivbah (9): 120]

He tells them that because of these things that occur and come
to existence by their actions and also actions separate from them,
righteous deeds are registered for them.

In the second verse He mentions their own actions that they were
in direct contact with, namely their spending and travelling. About
these, too, He says:

i
“But that it is registered for them.”

[al-Tawbah (9): 121]

These things were in and of themselves righteous deeds, and in
both cases their will to achieve their goal of making all religion to
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Allah and making His word the highest was definite. The things that
occurred as a result of this definite will that were partly caused by
their ability were all written for them as righteous deeds.

The same applies to the preacher of guidance or misguidance. If he
has absolute and certain will to guide or misguide his followers and
does whatever he is able to accomplish that, he is like someone who
has done the deed (he calls others to do) completely. As such, he gets
the same reward as all of his followers; the preacher who guides gets
the reward of the guided and the preacher who leads astray gets the
sins of those who go astray. A person who establishes a good or bad
practice (that others follow) is like this as well because the Sunnah
is that which is established so others follow for the establisher of a
practice has complete will behind everything he does, and he does
only what he is able to do.

Related to this is the agreed upon hadith of Ibn Mas(ud ( tadijAllah
(anhu) where the Prophet (jfg) says: “A person is never slain without
right except that the first son of Adam has his share of responsibility
for his blood.This is because he was the first to establish the practice
of killing.”8 This share is like the share of the slayer, as explained
in the other hadith. This [is because] the first son of Adam allowed
himself the bloodshed of the inviolable; hence nothing could stop
him from partaking in that action again, therefore he is considered
a part in every slaying.

Similarly related to this are the words of Allah, Most High:

Bukhan, vol.6, p.364 and Muslim, vol.3, p.1304.
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“Because of that, We decreed upon the Children of Israel
that whoever kills a soul unless for a soul or for corrup-
tion [done] in the land—it is as if he had slain mankind
entirely. And whoever saves one—it is as if he had saved
mankind entirely.”

\al-Maidah (5): 32]

This is much like the rule that belying one of the Messengers entails
belying all of them. The Qur’an refers to this in the following verses:

“The people of Nuh denied the messengers.”
\al-Shuardy (26): 105]

and

“‘Ad denied the messengers.”
\al-Shu faray (26): 133]

Also related to this are the words of Allah, Most High:
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“And those who disbelieve say to those who believe,
‘Follow our way, and we will carry your sins/ But they
will not carry anything of their sins. Indeed, they are liars.
But they will surely carry their [own] burdens and [other]
burdens along with their burdens, and they will surely be
questioned on the Day of Resurrection about what they
used to invent/’

[al- Ankabut (29): 12-13]

Here, Allah says that the leaders of misguidance do not bear the sins
of their followers at all (as they offered to carry them in exchange for
their apostasy), but do indeed carry their burdens, which is a refer-
ence to their misdeeds (which they do as they follow these leaders),
with no decrease in the sins of their followers. Their certain will and
doing everything in their power earned them the reward of all their
followers, for the reward of an action is earned by certain will and
taking part in the action to the best of one’s ability.

It occurs in the Two Sahlhs, from Ibn (Abbas (radijAllah <anhuma)
who narrates from Abu Sufyan, that the Prophet (i|g) wrote to
Heracles: “If you turn away, the sins of the Arisijyun will be on your
shoulders/’9 In this hadlth, the Prophet explains that since Heracles
was a religious leader, he would bear the sins of the Arisiyyun, i.e.
his followers. While it is said that this word was used to refer to the
farmers and the tillers of land, like the word “Td”’ in Turkish, it has
a broader meaning. In any case, the message is clear as indicated by
other texts of the Book and the Sunnah: shunning the Messenger
would make Heracles bear the sins of his followers with no decrease
in their sins. Among these texts are the following:

9 Bukhari, vol.l , p.32 and Muslim, vol.3, p.1396.
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^Ĵ j^j -̂̂ .&J'jj'otJ 2*^)'f-*
“Your god is one God. But those who do not believe in
the Hereafter—their hearts are disapproving, and they
are arrogant. Assuredly, God knows what they conceal
and what they declare. Indeed, He does not like the ar-
rogant. And when it is said to them, “What has your Lord
sent down?” they say, “Legends of the former peoples,”
That they may bear their own burdens [i.e., sins] in full
on the Day of Resurrection and some of the burdens
of those whom they misguide without [i.e., by lack of )
knowledge.”

\al-Nahl (16): 22-25]

His words:

“and from the sins of those whom they misguide”
[al-Nahl (16): 25]

refer to the sins of the misguided followers. These sins come
to existence through both the one who commands them and the
one who abides by the command, so the ability of both plays a
part in the misguidance. This being the case, both bear a part of
the sin, but each part is like the complete sin, as indicated by other
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texts like the hadlth: “He who calls towards misguidance earns the
sin of his followers with no decrease in their sin till the Day of
Resurrection.”10

Also related to this are His words:

“[God] will say, ‘Enter among nations which had passed
on before you of jinn and mankind into the Fire/ Every
time a nation enters, it will curse its sister until, when
they have all overtaken one another therein, the last of
them will say about the first of them, ‘Our Lord, these
had misled us, so give them a double punishment of
the Fire/ He will say, ‘For each is double, but you do
not know/”

[a/-A<rdf (7): 38]

Here, Allah, the Exalted and Most High, informs us that the fol-
lowers invoked Him to double the punishment for the leaders of
misguidance. The same also occurs in the ayah:

“And they will say, ‘Our Lord, indeed we obeyed our mas-
ters and our dignitaries, and they led us astray from the

10 Muslim, vol.4, p.2059, Nasa’i, vol.5, p.76 and others.
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[right] way. Our Lord, give them double the punishment
and curse them with a great curse.”’

[al-Ah^db (33): 67-68]

Then He says that both the followed and the follower get a double
torment but the followers do not know that.

This is why the leaders of guidance are so gready praised and the
leaders of deviance are so severely rebuked and cursed. It has even
been narrated—though I cannot recall the chain—that there is no
punishment in Hell but it starts from Iblts and then moves up to oth-
ers, and no bliss in Paradise but it is starts from the Prophet
H) and then moves to others.This is because the Prophet (Jjjg) is the
ultimate leader of guidance for the first and the last of the sons of
Adam. He himself says: “I am the noble leader of the children of
Adam, and I say this without [any] pride,

under my flag on the Day of Resurrection, and I say this without
pride. He is the intercessor of the first and the last at the time of
their reckoning, and he is the first to ask for the door of Paradise
to be opened.

(

»11 Adam and the rest are

Allah took the covenant of believing in Him from all creation and
also took a promise from every prophet to believe in all the prophets
that were sent before them and to affirm the truthfulness of every
prophet to come. Allah, Most High, says:

>?> > '"l'

“And [recall, O People of the Scripture], when God took

11 TirmidhI, vol.4, p.370 and he said the hadith is hasan.
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the covenant of the prophets, [saying], ‘Whatever I give
you of the Scripture and wisdom and then there comes to
you a messenger confirming what is with you, you [must]
believe in him and support him.”’

\APImran (3): 81]

Here, Allah begins His speech with the letter Pam which signifies
oath and is used when the sentence contains both an oath (<qasarri)
and a condition (shari). The Pam is then connected to the “ma of
condition (ma al-shartijjya)” to indicate generality. Thus, the meaning is:
no matter what I give you of the scripture and wisdom, you have to
believe in it and help the Prophet who affirms the past revelations
when he arrives. Ibn Abbas (radiyAllah *anhuma) said: “Allah never
sent a Prophet without making him pledge that should Muhammad
be sent while he is alive, he would certainly believe in him and help
him.”

Allah, Most High, raised his mention and announced his name in
the highest gathering between the creation of Adam’s body and the
blowing of his soul in it. The hadith of Maysara al-Fajr says: “I said:
‘O Messenger of Allah! When were you a Prophet?’ (And in another
report: ‘When were you written as a Prophet?’ He (^) said: “When
Adam was between the soul and the body.”*12 This was related by
Ahmad.

It also occurs in the hasan hadith of (Irbad Ibn Sariyah (radiyAllah
*anhu) related by Ahmad that the Prophet (^) said: “I was the seal
of the Prophets before Allah while Adam was thrown down in his
clay.”13 At that time and in that state, Allah wrote and decreed the
matter of the leader of the offspring just as he wrote and decreed the

12 Ahmad in his Musnad\ vol.5, p59.

13 Ahmad in his Musnad’ vol.4, pi27.
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states of Adam’s offspring between the creation of his body and the
blowing of his soul in it. That has been reported in the Two Sahlhs14

in the hadlth of Ibn Mas'ud {radiyAllah (anhu).

Therefore, whoever of the first and the last believes in him is
rewarded, even though the reward of those who believe in him and
obey his specified laws is greater than the reward of mere general
belief. This is because he is the absolute leader of Adam’s offspring
and gets a share of every early and late believer’s faith, just like Iblis
gets a share of all the deviancy of the Jinn and man. This affirms
what has been reported and supports the expedient hadlth (which
is either an expedient report of al-Zuhrl or a tabli after him) in the
copy of Shuayb Ibn Abl Hamzah, from al-Zuhrl, from the Prophet
(^): “I have been sent as a caller, but no guidance is in my hands,
and Iblis was sent to beautify and lead astray, but no deviance is in
his hands.”15

Somewhat related to this is his statement in the hadlth found in
the Sunan: “I was weighed with the nation and proved heavier, then
Abu Bakr was weighed with the nation and proved heavier, then
‘Umar was weighed with the nation and proved heavier. Then the
scale was raised.”16

The fact that the Prophet (s|g) weighs more in the balance than the
entire Muslim nation is clear because he gets the reward of the entire
nation in addition to his own. As for Abu Bakr and (Umar ( radiyAllah
\anhuma), their weightiness is due to their support and certain will
to make the entire nation believe, though of the two Abu Bakr

14 Bukhari, vol.ll, p.477 and Muslim, vol.4, p.2036.

15 Ibn ‘Adi in al-Kamal, vol.3, p.910 in mursal form

16 Ahmad in his Musnad' vol.2, p76 and others.
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(padiyAllah (anhu) was like this earlier and his will was more certain.
They were the ones who supported the Prophet ($|g) in making the
nation believe in both the big and the small matters before and after
his passing.

Because of this, Abu Sufyan asked on the day of Uhud: “Is
Muhammad among you? Is Ibn Abl Quhafah among you? Is Ibn
al-Khattab among you?” Upon hearing this, the Prophet ($jg) said:
“Do not answer him.” Then he (Abu Sufyan) said: “You have been
spared of these men!” At this point, (Umar could not refrain from
speaking and said: “You have lied, O enemy of Allah! Those whom
you mentioned are alive and what you hate so much is still here for
you!”17 This is a hadlth of al-Bara? Ibn (Azib (radij/Allah (anhu) re-
lated by Bukhari and Muslim. Abu Sufyan, who at that time was the
head of unbelief, only asked about these three because they were the
leaders of the believers.

It is also related in the Two Sahlhs that when TJmar was laid to rest,
4AI Ibn AblTalib ( radiyAllah (anhu) said: “By Allah, there is no one on
the face of this earth with whose deeds I would like to meet Allah
more than this one covered here. By Allah, I truly hope that Allah
will resurrect you with your two companions, for I used to hear the
Prophet (5|g) frequendy say: ‘I, Abu Bakr and ‘Umar entered, I, Abu
Bakr and ‘Umar left, I, Abu Bakr and ‘Umar went.»»18

There are many reports like this which clarify the worthiness of
these two if they get the reward of the entire nation.They had certain
will and were able to act upon that will unlike others who provided
assistance in some things only and had the aforementioned will in

17 Bukhari, vol.7, p.349 and not in Muslim as Ibn Taymiyyah mentioned.

18 Bukhari, vol.7, pp.41-42 and Muslim, vol.4, p.1859.
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only some things.

If a person has certain will and does whatever he is able to do, he
is like one who has done the action completely even if he is not an
Imam or a preacher. Allah, exalted be his mention, says:

//
b***j*-ty^-j*

“Not equal are those believers remaining [at home]—other
than the disabled—and the mujahidun, [who strive and
fight] in the cause of Allah with their wealth and their
lives. Allah has preferred the mujahidun through their
wealth and their lives over those who remain [behind],
by degrees. And to all [i.e., both] Allah has promised the
best [reward]. But Allah has preferred the mujahidun over
those who remain [behind] with a great reward—Degrees
[of high position] from Him and forgiveness and mercy.
And Allah is ever Forgiving and Merciful.”

\al-Nisd’ (4): 95-96]

[8.5: Certain Will and Inability to Act]

Here Allah negates equality between those who fight in His path
and the able who sit down. The equality of those who join battle
and those who remain behind due to inability to join is not negated,
however, as the sentence indicates that both are indeed equal. The
wording is clear: the ulu al-darar are excluded from the unequal,
which means that they can be equal with those who fight, even if
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not in everything. The Prophet’s (s|g) words in the Batde of Tabuk
agree with this: “In Medlnah there are men; you have not marched a
distance or crossed a valley but they were with you.” They said: ‘And
they are in Medlnah?’ He ($§) replied: “And they are in Medlnah,
prevented by something.”19

Here the Prophet ($jg) says that those who sit down in Medlnah
only for a good reason are just like those who are with them in this
expedition. It is well-known that each participator in the battle de-
served the reward of a fighter according to his intention, so similar
is the case with those who remained behind for a good reason.

It occurs in the Two Sahlhs in the hadlth of Abu Musa ( radiyAllah
(anhu) that the Prophet ($H) said: “When the servant becomes sick
or travels, that which he used to do when healthy or settled down is
written for him.”20 Here we see that if a person does somethingwhen
healthy or setded down and then stops because of illness or traveling,
it is clear that he only stopped because of inability and hardship, not
because his intention was wavering. Therefore, his will is as certain
as before but he is unable to act.

Here it must be noted that even though a traveler, and in some
cases a sick person, is able to act with difficulty, what is defined as
ability in the Sharfah is that which can bring about an action without
immoderate harm. Allah, Most High, says:

“And [due] to Allah from the people is a pilgrimage to
the House—for whoever is able to find thereto a way.”

\Al- Imran (3): 97]

19 Bukhari, vol.8, p.116 and Muslim, vol.3, p.1518.

20 Bukhari, vol.6, p.136 and others
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and

“and he who is unable—then the feeding of sixty poor
persons..”

\al-Mujaadilah (58): 4]

Ability in the legal sense is not just capability to act regardless of
one’s state, but rather there must be no harming, even moderately.

Also related to the topic at hand is the Prophet’s (5|g) statement:
“Whoever equips a soldier has fought in batde, and whoever takes
good care of his family for him has fought in batde.
said: “Whoever help a fasting person break his fast get the reward
with the fasting person with no decrease in his reward.

”21 He G§) also

”22

Joining battle requires fighting with one’s person and fightingwith
money. If one person sacrifices his person and another his money,
and both have certain will, both are soldiers with their certain will
and utmost effort. A soldier also needs someone to take good care
of his family, so the one who does that is also considered a soldier.
Similarly, fasting necessitates abstinence from food and drink and also
eating the evening’s meal which concludes the fast; if one cannot eat
in the evening, he cannot fast.

The Prophet (;|g) has said in a sahlh hadlth: “When a woman spends
from the money of her husband without causing harm thereby, she
gets the reward of her spending and her husband gets the same.
Neither decreases the reward of the other.”23

21 Bukhari, vol.6, p.49 and Muslim, vol.3, p.507.

22 Tirmidhi, vol.2, p.l 51 and others.

23 Muslim, vol.2, p.l10.
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It also occurs in the hadith of Abu Musa ( radijAllah (anhu): “The
trustworthy treasurer who gives according to his orders fully and
completely with a kind heart is one of the spenders on charity/’
This was related by Bukhari and Muslim. This is the case because
the trustworthy treasurer only gives according to his orders fully and
completely with a kind heart due to the same type of certain will that
his supervisor has, and since he does what he is able, he is considered
as being among the charitable.

The Prophet (5||) says in the hadith of Abu Kabshah al-Anmarl
which was related by Ahmad and Ibn Majah: “The world is only for
four: a man whom Allah has given knowledge and wealth and who
uses them for obedience...A man said: ‘If I had what such and such
has, I would do what he does.’” The Prophet (H) said: “They get the
same reward.” Tirmidhi related the hadith in its entirety and said: "It
is a hasan sahlh hadith.’24

This equality in reward and sin concerns those who say that while
meaning it and whom Allah knows to have certain will to act when
able. If the state of a person is like this, he gets the same reward
or punishment as those who actually act. This is not the case with
everyone who says: “If I had what such and such has, I would do
what he does;” it is only the case when there is certain will that neces-
sitates the occurrence of action and ability. Many people say things
like this with determination, but when they have the chance to act
their determination disappears. Such is the case with most people
who make promises and then break them.

Not everyone who has certain resolve before ability to act and
before the removal of preventive factors can keep that resolve when
ability comes to play alongside the preventive factors. Allah, Most
High, says:
24 Tirmidhi, vol.3, p.385.
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“And you had certainly wished for death [i.e., martyrdom]
before you encountered it, and you have [now] seen it
[before you] while you were looking on.”

\Al- Imran (3): 143]

And

“O you who have believed, why do you say what you do
not do?”

[al-Saff (61): 2]

And

^ -J^a2>

“And among them are those who made a covenant with
Allah,[saying], Tf He should give us from His bounty, we
will surely spend in charity, and we will surely be among
the righteous.’ But when He gave them from His bounty,
they.”

[al-Taivbah (9): 75-76]

The hadlth of Abu Kabshah ( radiyAllahu (anhu) regarding inten-
tions is like the hadlth of the card (bitaqa) which is about words. The
latter is a hadlth related by TirmidhI and others from ‘Abdullah Ibn
(Amr who narrates from the Prophet ($jg): “On the Day of Resur-
rection, Allah spreads for a man from the Prophet’s nation ninety-
nine records, each of which extends as far as the eye can see. He is
then asked: £Do you deny any of this? Have I wronged you?’and he
says: 'No, Lord!’ Then he is told: "You shall not be wronged today.’
A card that contains the divine unity (tawhid) is then brought and
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placed in a scale while the records are put on another. As a result,
the records are raised up and the card is heavy,

of the truthfulness (,sidq), sincerity (ikhlas), purity (safaf and good
intention (hasan al-niyyah) that accompany this sentence, for even
though the apparent side of words and acts of worship is similar,
there can be great disparity between them, depending on the states
of the hearts.

>”25 This is because

Similar to this hadlth is the hadlth about the prostitute who gave a
dog something to drink and was thereby forgiven. This was because
of the pure intention and mercy that she had in her heart at that
moment.

This is also like the Prophet’s (j|g) words: “A servant might utter
something that pleases Allah, having no idea that it could reach where
it reaches—thereby, Allah writes His acceptance for him till the Day
of Resurrection. Similarly, a servant might utter something that dis-
pleases Allah, having no idea it could reach where it reaches—thereby,
Allah writes His displeasure for him till the Day or Resurrection.”26

[8.6: The Servant between Planning and Doing]

It is clear by what has preceded that the hadlths that differentiate
between a much inclined and an acting persons—as well as other
similar texts—all refer to inclination that is not on the level of cer-
tain will that necessitates action. It occurs in the Two Sahlhs, in the
hadlth narrated by Abu Raja’ al-Ttaridl from Ibn (Abbas {radiyAllah
Kanhuma), that the Prophet (;|g) related from his Lord, the Holy and
Exalted: “Allah wrote the good and the bad deeds and then clarified

25 Tirmidhi, vol.4, p.134.

26 Bukhari, vol.ll, p308 and Tirmidhi, vol.3, p.383.
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the matter: for him who is much inclined towards doing a good deed
but does not do it, Allah writes a complete good deed with Him. If
he is inclined towards it and does it as well, Allah writes it as ten good
deeds with Him. Similarly, for him who is much inclined towards
a bad deed but does not do it, Allah writes a complete good deed,
and if he is inclined towards it and also does it, Allah writes it with
Him as a single bad deed for him.
curs in the Two Sahlhs as well, namely the hadlth of Abu Hurayrah
{radiy'Allah *anhu).

»27 Another similar narration oc-

What is categorized here are the states of a man who is able to
act, which is why He said: “and does if and “but does not do itf This
said, whoever is able to act but does not act, his will is not certain.
This because logic dictates that action must occur when certain will
and ability to act are combined, as explained earlier. This is enough
to bring about action and in fact necessitates it. Were it otherwise,
certain will and ability would not suffice, but it is common knowledge
and an observed fact that they do suffice.

That being said, there is no doubt that inclination, resolve,will, and
other such states are sometimes certain and thus always lead to action
if one is able to act and other times not. With the latter, a distinction
must be made between a person who wants to do and a person who
does. In fact, a distinction is even made between a will and another,
for will is an action of the heart and the heart is the king of the
body. Abu Hurayrah (radiyAllah (anhu) says: “The heart is a king and
the limbs are its army. If the king is good, so is the army, and if the
king is bad, so is the army.” This is further clarified by what occurs
in the Two Sahlhs in the hadlth of al-Numan Ibn Bashir (radiyAllah
(anhu) who narrates that the Prophet (^) said: “In the body, there is
a piece of flesh; if it is good, the rest of the body is good for it, but

2 7 Bukhari, vol.l1, p323 and Muslim, vol.l, p.l18.
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if it is bad, the rest of the body is bad for it. Indeed, it is the heart.»28

Therefore, if a person plans to do something good but does not
do it, he has already done a good deed, which is the planning. It is
written for him as a complete good deed because the planningitself is
a form of obedience and goodness. It is also commonly understood
as such by most people:

I thank you for the good you planned to do
For your planning to do good was goodness itself

And I blame you not if it is not destined
As things are averted by what is ordained

If he does do it, Allah writes it for him as ten good deeds because
of the aforementioned mercy of rewardinga single good deed tenfold
or even seven hundredfold. Allah, Most High, says:

“The example of those who spend their wealth in the way
of Allah is like a seed [of grain] which grows seven spikes;
in each spike is a hundred grains.”

[al-Baqarah (2): 261]

It occurs in a sound hadlth that the Prophet (i|g) said to a person
who brought a she-camel: “You shall have for it on the Day of
Resurrection seven hundred haltered she-camels.”29 This, too, can
be multiplied greatly, and it has been narrated directly from Abu
Hurayrah ( radiyAllah canhu): “Indeed, one is given thousands and

28 Hadlth Reference already mentioned.

29 Muslim, vol.3, p.1505.
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”30thousands of good deeds for it.

As for those who plan to do something wrong but end up not
doing it, Allah does not write it against them, as said by the Prophet
in the sound hadlth. It makes no difference whether one calls this
will or resolve or not; if one is able and determined to act but then
refrains, his will is not certain. This is in agreement with the Prophet’s
(IS) words in a sound hadlth, namely the hadlth of Abu Hurayrah
{radiyAllah (anhu) which says: “Allah has overlooked for my nation
that which their souls tell them as long as they do not speak or act
by it.”31

If a person is fully able to say or do something and plans it but
then does nothing after all, his will to act on his inclination was not
certain. These are things that Allah does not write against the serv-
ant, as testified by the words: “He who plans to do an evil deed and
then does not do it.”32 Scholars like Ibn ‘Abdu’l Barr who reported
a scholarly consensus on this matter (which has been derived from
the aforementioned hadlth) are correct.

Regarding a person who plans to sin: if he refrains, he does so either
because he fears Allah or due to some other reason. If he refrains
because of the former, Allah writes it for him as a complete good
deed, as clearly stated in the hadlth. It also occurs in another hadlth:
“Write it as a good deed for him, for he only left it for My sake.”33 If
he refrains due to some other reason, no evil deed is written against

30 Ibn Kathir in his Tafsir.; vol.l, p.299.

31 Reference already mentioned

32 ibid.

33 Bukhari, vol.l3, p.465.
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him as occurs in the hadlth: “If he does not do it, it is not written
against him.”34 All the hadlths on the matter thus complement each
other.

Then, if he does indeed go ahead and commits the sin, Allah writes
it as a single evil deed, for Allah does not multiply sins without the sin-
ner actually committing them multiple times. He only takes a servant
into account in the afterlife for what he actually did, and Hell is only
filled with humans and jinns who follow Iblls. Allah, Most High, says:

“[That] I will surely fill Hell with you and those of them
that follow you all together..”

[Sad (38): 85]

It occurs in the Two Sahlhs in the hadlth of Abu Hurayrah and
Anas ( radiyAJlah (anhuma): “There shall remain space in Paradise, so
Allah creates people for it in the Afterlife. As for the Fire, its parts
will draw together till He places His foot on it and it is filled with
the followers of /Mr.”35

For this reason, the affirmed view of upright Imams like Ahmad is
that one should refrain from saying anything certain about the destiny
of children whose parents were polytheists—one cannot be certain
that a specific child is in Paradise or Hell and should instead say what
the Prophet (^) said in the two sound hadlths of Abu Hurayrah
( radiyAllah (anhu) and Ibn (Abbas {radijAllah (anhuma): “Allah knows
best what they would have done.”36 The hadlth of Abu Hurayrah

34 Muslim, vol.l , p.118.

35 Bukhari, vol.l3, p.368 and Muslim, vol.4, pp.2186-2187.

36 Bukhari, vol.3, p.245 and Muslim, vol.4, pp.2048-2049.
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( radiyAllah (anhu) can be found in the Two Sahihs and the hadith of
Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllah (anhuma) is in Bukhari.

Samura Ibn Jundub (radiyAllah (anhu) narrates in a hadith related
by Bukhari: “Some of them shall enter the Fire,”37 while a sound
hadith also states that: “Some of the will enter Paradise.”38 The same
is indicated by the story found in Sahih Muslim where Khidr slays a
boy. All of this affirms the wording of the various narrations which
indicate that these children will be tested on the Day of Resurrection
and they appear as Allah knows them to really be, after which He
rewards them for their obedience and sins. This is what al-Aslfari
relates from Ahl al-Sunnah and hadith and also what he himself
deemed correct.

As for the leaders of misguidance and their ilk who all get the sins
of those whom they lead astray, we have explained that the reason
behind their punishment is their certain will and ability to act. The
Prophet (v|g) said in the hadith of Abu Kabshah (radiyAllah {anhu):
“They are equal in sin,”39 and: “He who calls to misguidance gets the
reward of his followers.”40 Because of their certain will and ability
to act, it is as if they do the actions of their followers themselves.
As for he who plans and is able to do an evil deed but then refrains,
such a person does not really have certain will to act. If he does
commit the sin, it is only written as a single evil deed, as testified by
the clear text.

We now understand the stance of the Imams reflected in the words
37 Bukhari, vol.12, pp.438-439.
38 Muslim, vol.4, p.2050.

39 Reference already mentioned

40 Ibid
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of Imam Ahmad: 'Inclination (hamm) is of two types: inclination of
suggestive ideas (khatarat) and inclination of persistence (israr). In-
clinations of suggestive ideas occur to an able person, but a person
whose inclination is definitely persistent will inevitably act.’

The first type of inclination is what Yusuf falayhis-salam) had;
Allah, Most High, says:

O' jy ~U)j

“and he would have inclined to her had he not seen the
proof [i.e., sign] of his Lord.”

[Yusuf (12): 24]

As for the inclination of the woman who attempted to seduce him,
it is said that it was the inclination of persistence because she did
everything she could to achieve her goal. Similarly, Allah says about
the hypocrites:

* A

“and planned that which they were not to attain..”
[al-Tawbah (9): 74]

This inclination of theirs is blameworthy, so Allah rebuked them
for it.Such inclinations are bad even if they are not certain, as we will
explain in the last part of the answer in the discussion about what
contradicts faith and what does not.

Similarly, if one is eager to commit a sin and has certain will to act
but is then taken by inability, he is like a person who has committed
the sin and gets punished accordingly.This is proven by the hadlth of
Abu Kabshah {radiy'Allah (anhu) and also another sahlh hadlth which
states: "When two Muslims confront each other with their swords,
both the slayer and the slain are in the Fire.” It was then said: "This
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is the slayer, but what did the one slain do?” and the Prophet (tlf )
replied: “He was eager to kill his companion.”41 Another report says:
“He wanted to kill his companion.>’42

The will mentioned in this hadith is eagerness, which here refers
to certain will. This certain will was accompanied by ability to act,
which in the man’s case was ability to fight and kill, but he proved
unable. This is not the type of evil inclination that is not written
against a person.

The same cannot be said of a person who merely says: “If I would
have what so and so has, I would do what he does.” This is simply be-
cause the punishment for merely expressing one’s longing for major
sins is not like the punishment of actually committing them—there
must be something else than mere speech. The Prophet (5|g) did not
say that the person is punished for his words but said that they are
equal in sin.

Based on this, his words: “Allah has overlooked for my nation that
which their souls tell them as long as they do not act on it or speak
of it”43 do not contradict the fact that certain will (to sin) which in-
evitably leads to action is subject to punishment. Certain will is that
which always leads to whatever a person is able to do; if one’s will
does not lead to this action, it is not certain. For example, if a person
wants to commit adultery or theft or is inclined to drink wine and
his will is certain, it is inevitable that his will leads him to act to the
best of his ability, even if just by taking him a step closer to the sin.
Consequently, a thief might move closer to the location of stolen

4 1 Bukhari, vol.l, p.85.

42 Muslim, vol.4, p.2214

43 Bukhari and Muslim
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money, an adulterer might observe, listen, and speak to the object of
adultery, and a drinker might order some wine and touch the vessel.
If one’s will is certain, the first steps of the sin will always be there
in some shape or form.

In fact, the first steps can occur even without certain will, as men-
tioned by the Prophet (^) in the agreed upon hadlth: “The eyes
commit adultery—their adultery is looking. The tongue commits
adultery—its adultery is talking. The hand commits adultery—its
adultery is striking. The leg commits adultery—its adultery is walking.
The heart longs and desires, and the private part affirms or denies.V ”44It.

It also occurs in the agreed upon hadlth of Abu Bakrah ( radijAllah
(anhu): “When two Muslims confront each other with their swords,
both the slayer and the slain are in the Fire.” It was then said: “O
Messenger of Allah, this is the slayer, but what did the slain do?” and
the Prophet (^) replied:“He wanted to kill his companion.” Another
report states: “He was eager to kill his companion.”45

This man wanted this with certain will and did whatever he could
to achieve it, but could not act due to inability. He did not merely
plan or have resolve to act in the future, so he became deserving
of the Fire. As we have said before, if one has certain will and does
whatever he can, he is just like a person who has done the deed
completely.

We have now mentioned that if one has certain will, he will neces-

sarily do whatever he can to achieve the willed or at least do a part
of it. If he does not do what he can, his will is not certain. It may
44 Bukhari, vol.ll, p.26 and Muslim, vol.4, p.2047.

45 Reference already mentioned.
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also be that a person had certain will to do what he did but did not
have it regarding the actions he could have done but decided not to
do. For example, a person may commit the first steps of adultery,
like touching and kissing, but refrains from the greatest atrocity. This
is why the Prophet (t|g) says in the sahlh hadlth of Abu Hurayrah
(imdijAllah (anhu): “The eye commits adultery, the ear commits adul-
tery, and the tongue commits adultery../’ until his words: “and the
heart longs and desires,”46 i.e. it longs for intercourse and desires
it. Note that he did not say: “(the heart) wants,” as mere desire and
longing do not comprise certain will, and as such do not inevitably
lead to action. Thus, one is not punished for desiring and longing
until he wants with certain will and is able to act. Certain will is what
the private part affirms.

A hadlth narrated by Ibn Mas(ud {radijAllah (anhu) in the Two
Sahlhs states: “A man kissed a woman and then went to the Mes-
senger of Allah QH) and told him what happened. Then Allah
revealed:

“And establish prayer at the two ends of the day and at
the approach of the night. Indeed, good deeds do away
with misdeeds/’

[Hud (11): 114]

The man asked: Ts this for me?’ and the Prophet (s|g) said: Tt is for
whoever acts upon it from my nation.»>47

This man and those with similar circumstances must in most cases

46 Ibid

47 Ibid
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worry about the greater sin, as stated by the Prophet (H): “The heart
longs and desires, and the private part affirms or denies it.
will to kiss, however, was certain, so due to being accompanied by
ability, it resulted in actually kissing. As for his will to have inter-
course, it might have been uncertain or it might have been certain
but he was unable to act. What seems to be the case with this man
whom the ayah talks about is that he was able to act but decided
not to.

”48 His

The answer sought here is the distinction of Ahmad and others
between the inclination of suggestive ideas and the inclination of
persistence. If nothing but sheer inability prevents one from acting,
he will inevitably take some of those first steps towards the sin as
best as he can. If he does commit the sin and is determined to com-
mit it again, he is considered persistent. This is what Ibn al-Mubarak
was referring to when he said: “A persistent sinner is he who drinks
wine today and then stops for a month.” Another report says: “And
then stops for thirty years.” This concerns someone who intends to
drink again when he can.

A person may also be considered a persistent sinner if he is de-
termined to abstain from sinning at some specific times only. One
may, for example, have firm resolve to stop all sinning just for the
month of Ramadan. Such a person has not repented at all, but is
considered a person who has stopped sinning in Ramadan. As such,
he is rewarded if he decides to abstain from the unlawful during this
period for the sake of Allah and out of reverence for His sacred rites.
Such a person is not an absolutely persistent sinner, but is not among
the repentant either who are completely forgiven. As for the person
described by Ibn al-Mubarak, he is a persistent sinner as long as he
intends to drink again.

Ibid
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I say: a person who stops sinning in Ramadan but intends to sin
again after it is also a persistent sinner, but his intention to drink
once able is not the same as having an intention to drink while able,
as his intention may or may not last all the way to the moment he
is able. As for one who has certain will to drink and nothing but
sheer inability stops him, he is punished for his will as mentioned
previously.

We have said that acting to best of one’s ability will necessarily fol-
low the will of such a person, which clarifies what has been reported
from al-Harith al-Muhasibi: he related a consensus that a person
who intends to do something is not like a person who actually does
it. This consensus is real regarding the person who is able to act,
for a person who intends and is able to do something really is not
like another who actually does it. As for a person who intends with
certain will and does whatever he can, he is like a person who does
the act completely.

What further clarifies this is the fact that in the Qur’an, Allah,
Exalted and Most High, makes reward and punishment a result or
mere will:

'2

“Whoever should desire the immediate—We hasten for
him from it what We will to whom We intend. Then We
have made for him Hell, which he will [enter to] burn,
censured and banished.”

[al-Isra (17): 18]

and
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Oj-̂ y \^y UJJ I

jC3\^%^S4'S^kb
“Whoever desires the life of this world and its
adornments—We fully repay them for their deeds therein,
and they therein will not be deprived. Those are the ones
for whom there is not in the Hereafter but the Fire.”

[Hud (11): 15-16]

and

“Whoever desires the harvest of the Hereafter—We in-
crease for him in his harvest [i.e., reward]. And whoever
desires the harvest [i.e., benefits] of this world—We give
him thereof, but there is not for him in the Hereafter any
share.”

[al-Shura (42): 20]

Here, He makes reward and punishment a result of wanting the
fast gain, the worldly life, and the tilth of this world. Allah further
says in a verse in Surah Hud.

“Whoever desires the life of this world and its
adornments—We fully repay them for their deeds therein,
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and they therein will not be deprived. Those are the ones
for whom there is not in the Hereafter but the Fire.”

[Hud (11 ): 15-16]

This indicates that they had deeds which were then nullified, and
that they were punished for other deeds, and that their will and want-
ing resulted inevitably into action. When He mentioned wanting the
afterlife, He said:

» i n' "

“But whoever desires the Hereafter and exerts the effort
due to it while he is a believer.”

[al-Isra* (17): 19]

This is because even though wanting the afterlife necessitates acting
for it, the reward is only granted for the commanded actions, not just
for any action, and there must be faith.

Allah also says:

W
“O Prophet, say to your wives, ‘If you should desire the
worldly life and its adornment, then come.”’

\al-Ah%db (33): 28]

and

“But if you should desire Allah and His Messenger and
the home of the Hereafter.”

[al-Ah^db (33): 29]
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These ayahs are like the previous verse of Surah Hud., and agree
with the Prophet’s (^) words: “When two Muslims confront each
other with their swords”49 after which he says: “He wanted to kill
his companion”50 or: “he was eager to kill his companion.”51 As
we can see, the Prophet mentioned eagerness and will to kill, which
inevitably lead to action. This is not related to the hadlth of over-
looking which says: “Allah has overlooked for my nation that which
their souls tell them.”52

What stems from this issue is well-known to Ahl al-Sunnah, most
of the scholars in general, and some Qadarites. That is the issue of
the repentance of those who were unable to act (i.e. commit the sin).
This includes such cases of inability as repentance from fornication
by a person whose genitals have been cut off, and repentance from
theft by one whose hands have been cut off. The majority of the
scholars of Ahlal-Sunnah and other groups hold that their repentance
is valid, while some Qadarites assume otherwise on the basis that
if one is unable to act, he cannot be rewarded for abstaining from
acting, and is instead punished for it.

The latter opinion is wrong; the unable person is rewarded and
punished according to his will, for, as we have explained, if one has
certain will and ability to act, he is like a person who has done the
action completely. Therefore, if this unable person does whatever he
can with his words and deeds to stay away from things that lead to
sin and abandons them completely in his heart, he and the repentant

49 Ibid

50 Ibid

51 Ibid

52 Ibid
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who is able to act are the same. The repentance of those who are
unable to fully commit the sin is like the persistence of those who
are unable to commit it.

Also among the issues that stem from this is the well-known issue
of divorce: if a person divorces his wife within himself with resolve
but does not actually utter anything, his divorce is not effective ac-

cording to the majority of the scholars, though Malik and Ahmad—in
one of the two reports from him—said otherwise. Ahmad and other
Imams based the invalidity of such a divorce on the Prophet’s (i|g)
words: “Allah has overlooked for my nation that which their souls
tell them.”53

The contenders say: “What is overlooked is the self-talk, but being
resolute within oneself is not this type of self-talk.”

Their contenders then reply: “He said: 'As long as they do not
speak or act by it,’54 thereby informing us that the overlooking of
the self-talk within oneself extends to the point where speech or
action takes place. This was mentioned in the beginning of the
question as the logic of some people, and it really is good logic.
Indeed, if a person with resolute self-talk that does not involve
speech or action would be held responsible, it would contradict
the clear text.

What is said here is that the hadith concerns the commanded
person who is able to speak or act but does neither. As for a person
who has certain will and acts to the best of his ability, he is treated
like someone who had certain will and did the deed completely. This
is proven by the fact that if a mute person—and this also applies to

53 Ibid

54 Ibid
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those who cannot use their hands or other limbs—does whatever
he can by making signs and pointing, his signs (and thereby also the
rules related to him and his reward, punishment, and other matters)
are treated like the speech of a normal person.

Regarding the second angle of the argument, namely the notion that
resolve fa^m) and inclination (hamm) in all their forms come under
this overlooked self-talk, this is not true. Saying that certain will ne-
cessitates the occurrence of action that leads to reward, punishment,
or something else is the correct view, for if both ability and certain
will to bring about an action exist, that action will inevitably occur.
If full ability does not exist, the first steps of the desired action must
occur in one way or another. If no action whatsoever occurs, we are
talking about inclination and planning {hamm).

Self-talk [ihadith al-nafs) is not certain will, which is why the texts do
not say that such actions of the heart as will (irada), love (,hubb), hate
( thughd), jealousy (>hasad), arrogance (>kihr), self-amazement fujb)
overlooked. The people who have committed these actions (of the
heart) were rebuked and punished because they were complete and
true characteristics that turned into speech and action.

are

This said, the Prophet’s ($H) words: “Allah has overlooked for
are of course true, and it is a fact that people are held”55my nation

responsible for their certain wills which inevitably lead to bodily
action.

A group of people, however, have said that certain will does not
always lead to action or speech. After this, they debated whether a
person who has certain will but does not act is punished or not: al-
Qadl Abu Bakr and others who agreed with him—like Abu Hamid
and Abu’l-Faraj Ibn al-jawzl—held that he is punished, but they
55 Ibid
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really have no proof that a person is held responsible if he says or
does nothing.

Al-QadI based this on his foundation of faith in which he followed
Jahm and al-Salihl, and which is also the known opinion of Abu’l-
Hasan al-Astfari.They held that faith is mere affirmation of the heart,
even if one should disbelieve with his tongue and slander Allah and
His Messenger. The reason behind this is that slandering Allah and
His Messenger is only apparent unbelief but is a clear sign that his
affirmation in the heart cannot be true in any way.

This foundation is wrong, as evidenced by both the Sharfah and
the intellect, and Imams like Wakf Ibn al-Jarrah, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal,
and Abu ‘Ubaydah even declared those who viewed faith in this way
as unbelievers. The same does not go for the Murji’ah who said that
faith is the affirmation of both the heart and the tongue, for even
though they were considered innovators, none of the Imams declared
them apostates. Faith and related topics have been discussed in detail
elsewhere, and it is clear that some people believe in the existence
of things while there is nothing to bring them into being, assuming
thereby things that do not exist.

[8.7: HowJahm Erred Regarding Faith (Iman)\
The foundation of faith as held byJahm was wrong from a number

of angles:

1. He thought that it is mere affirmation and awareness of the
heart and does not include the actions of the heart like loving
and fearing Allah.

2. He thought that faith can reside in one’s heart without any
utterances and actions.
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3. He thought that those whom the Sharfah has declared as
unbelievers and eternal residents of the Fire cannot have any
kind of affirmation in their hearts. This led them to believe
that Iblls, Fir(awn, the ancient Jews, and others like them did
not have any type of affirmation in their hearts.

This is what they say about characteristics like will, abhorrence,
love, and hate. If these are nothing but inclinations (hamm) and
self-talk {hadith al-nafs), they are not recorded, but if they become
certain will and love and hate, action must occur. This means that
no one can assume that they just occur from nothing. Then they
say: it is not sinful, and thereby the answer to the questioner’s
argument is clear.

[8.8: How Loving Allah and His Messenger is
Connected to Will]

The Muslim nation agrees that Allah rewards his servants for lov-
ing Him and His Messenger and for loving and hating for His sake;
He punishes the servants for hating Him and His Messenger and for
hating His believing servants [the guided], and for loving the false
idols instead of Him. With regard to the wills and resolutions that
accompany this love, whether we say that one’s love is a type of will
or another type that leads to will, it is always accompanied by will
and resolve. Thus it is not said that it is a form of the self-talk that

overlooked.is

In fact, it occurs in a hadith related byTirmidhI: “The firmest hand-
hold of faith is love for Allah and hate for Allah.”56 Anas ( radiyAllah
(anhu) narrates in another hadith related in the Two Sahlhs that the

56 Tabaram vol.ll, p.215 and it was not found in Tirmidhi.
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Prophet (j|g) said: “By He in whose hand rests my soul, none of
you believes until he loves Me more than his children, parents, and
the entire mankind.”57 It also occurs in Bukhari that 'Abdullah Ibn
Hisham ( radiyAllah (anhu) says:“We were with the Messenger of Allah
Git) when he had taken (Umar Ibn al-Khattab by the hand. TJmar
( radiyAllah (anhu) said: 'Surely, you, O Messenger of Allah, are more
beloved to me than anything except my own self.’ Thereupon, the
Prophet (;|g) said: “No, by He in whose hand rests my soul, not until
I am more beloved to you than your own self.” TJmar ( radiyAllah
(anhu) then said: 'Truly, you are now more beloved to me than my

self!’The Prophet dg) said: “Now, O TJmar!”’58 In fact, Allah,
Most High, says:
own

4$

“Say, [O Muhammad], Tf your fathers, your sons, your
brothers, your wives, your relatives, wealth which you
have obtained, commerce wherein you fear decline,
and dwellings with which you are pleased are more be-
loved to you than Allah and His Messenger and jihad [i.e.,
striving] in His cause, then wait until Allah executes His
command. And Allah does not guide the defiantly diso-
bedient people.”’

\al-Tawbah (9): 24]

57 Reference already mentioned

58 Bukhari, vol.ll, p.523.
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Just look at this warning from Allah for those who love their
families and wealth more than Allah and His Messenger and strive
in His path. It is hereby known that a believer must love Allah and
His Messenger and strive in his path more than his family, wealth,
house, business, companions, and brothers. If he does not, he is
not a true believer. Similar to this is the hadlth related in the Two
Sahlhs on the authority of Anas {radiyAllah (anhu)\ “The Messenger
of Allah QH) said: ‘No one finds the sweetness of faith until he loves
another purely for Allah’s sake, until he would rather be thrown into
flames than return to unbelief, and until Allah and His Messenger
are more beloved to him than anything else.’”59 This is the wording
of Bukhari. In this hadlth, the Prophet (2|g) tells us that no one will
taste the sweetness of faith without these three loves:

• Thefirst He loves Allah and His Messenger more than anything
else. This is one of the fundamental aspects of faith without
which one cannot be a believer.

• The second He loves another person purely for Allah’s sake.
This is a necessary consequence of the first.

• The third He loves being thrown in flames more than going
back to unbelief.

Likewise, in the case of a person who repents from his sins, one of
the strongest signs that his repentance is sincere is the existence of
the traits of loving Allah and His Messenger and loving the believers
for His sake. Even though they are not connected to our actions as
such like the connection of one’s will is, they do necessitate action;
if one loves Allah and His Messenger more than himself, his family,
and his wealth, he will inevitably want to do what this love requires,
like supporting Allah and His Messenger and the religion, bringing
others closer to Allah and His Messenger, and showing hatred to-
wards their enemies.

59 Reference already mentioned
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Related to this is the famous hadlth of Ibn Mas(ud [radiy'Allah'anhu),
Abu Musa [radiyAllah 'anhu), and Anas [radiyAllah (anhu) narrated in
the sound collections where the Prophet (5|g) says: “A man is with
those whom he loves.” Another report says: “A man may love a
people whom he has not yet joined,” meaning: whose deeds he has
not yet done. Regarding his words: “A man is with those whom he
loves,”60 Anas [radiyAllah (anhu) said: “After Islam, the Muslims had
not rejoiced at anything like they rejoiced at this hadlth. I love the
Prophet and I love Abu Bakr and ‘Umar and hope that Allah joins me
with them in spite of the fact that I have not done what they have.”
This hadlth is correct, for the fact that a lover is with the beloved is
something natural and it cannot be otherwise. He is with him because
of his love for him; if it is average love or close to that, he is with
the beloved to that extent, and if the love is complete, he is with the
beloved completely. This being said, complete love necessitates doing
what the beloved loves doing as long as one is able. If this action is
lacking, the lover’s love, even though still present, is deficient to the
same extent.

Loving and wanting something necessitates hating its opposite as
long as one knows that the two things are indeed opposites. Allah,
Most High, says:

“You will not find a people who believe in God and the
Last Day having affection for those who oppose God and
His Messenger.”

\al-Mujadilah (58): 22]

Having affection is an action of the heart. Having faith in Allah

Bukhari, vol.10, p.557 and Muslim, vol.4, p.2034.
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necessitates loving Him and His Messenger and that cannot exist
together with affection for those who oppose them.

Everything that contradicts faith necessitates resolve and punish-
ment because of the absence of faith. All the things that contradict
faith like doubt, abandonment, apostasy of the heart, and hating
Allah and His Messenger lead to blame and punishment because
they entail not abiding by a command of Allah and His Messenger,
and whoever does not abide by them deserves to be rebuked and
punished.

The greatest of all obligations is the heart’s faith, so the necessary
consequence of anything that contradicts it is blame and punish-
ment as it entails neglecting this obligation (unlike the actions that
necessitate blame due to being unlawful, like acts of wickedness and
oppression, as it is those actions where the discussion about inclina-
tion and planning is relevant, as long as they do not contradict the
very foundations of faith and only affect the completeness of faith
as usual). In fact, acts of obedience, too, entail abstaining from sins
and abstaining from sins entails obedience. This is why prayer pre-
vents one from wickedness and wrongdoing, as it consists of two
things: the quality of preventing one from sinning and remembrance
of Allah, which is the greater of the two. This has been elaborated
on elsewhere.

The point here is that complete love for Allah and His Messenger
necessitates the existence of what is beloved to Him. It occurs in a
hadlth in TirmidhI: “He who loves for Allah and hates for Allah and
gives for Allah and withholds for Allah has completed his faith.
This is because when one’s love and hate, which are actions of the
heart, and giving and withholding, which are actions of the limbs,

”61

61 Reference already mentioned
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are all for Allah, it indicates that his love for Allah is complete, which
in turn indicates that his faith is complete.

This is because complete faith means dedicating one’s religion
completely to Allah which equals worshiping only Him and joining
no partners with Him. This worship in entails complete love and
humility, and love is the source of all willed actions. All living be-
ings love and hate; if one loves those whom Allah loves and hates
whom He hates, the faith in his heart is true. This faith, however,
can be strong and it can be weak depending on the resistance of
one’s whims which manifest themselves in spending, which is the
very matter of the soul. If one’s love, giving, and withholding
are all for Allah, it means that his faith is complete both inwardly
and outwardly.

The root of the polytheism ( shirk ) of the pagans who divided their
religion and became groups was their taking of (other than Allah) as
equals and loving them like they loved Allah:

%&SZ!irp\

“And [yet], among the people are those who take other
than Allah as equals [to Him”

[al-Baqarah (2): 165]

If one’s love and hate are for Allah, he only loves and hates for
Allah and gives and withholds for Allah. This is the state of the
forerunning servant of Allah, as related by Bukhari in his Sahlh in
the hadlth of Abu Hurayrah ( radiyAllah (anhu) where the Prophet (

says: “Allah says: ‘Whoever shows enmity towards a friend of
mine, I have declared war against him. My servant does not draw
near to Me with anything more beloved to me than what I have
made obligatory on him. And my servant continues to draw near
to Me with voluntary actions until I love him. When I love him, I
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am the hearing with which he hears, the sight with which he sees,
the hand with which he strikes, and the legs with which he walks.
When I love him I am his hearing with which he hears, his seeing
with which he sees, his hand with which he strikes and his foot with
which he walks. If he ask [something] of Me, I shall surely give it to
him, and were he to ask Me for refuge, I shall grant him refuge. I do
not hesitate regarding anything as much as hesitate taking the soul
of my believing servant; he hates death and I hate hurting him, but
he has to go through it.”62

These people whose love for Allah was complete drew near to
Him through the voluntary actions that are beloved to Him after
first drawing near to Him through the obligatory ones. Consequently,
Allah’s love for them too was complete and they reach the levels
they reached and perceived by Allah and moved by Allah, and Allah
granted them their requests and protected them from whatever they
sought protection from.

In His Book, Allah rebukes those who love the allegedly equal
idols:

“And their hearts absorbed [the worship of] the calf be-

cause of their disbelief.”
[al-Baqarah (2): 93]

He also rebukes those who make their own whims their gods by
deifying their objects of desire and love, which may be purely an
action of the heart (fiH al-qalB).

There are numerous places in the Book of Allah where he has either
62 Ibid
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praised or blamed certain actions of the heart like love (mahabba),
will (irada), hate (bughd), displeasure (sakt)> joy (farh), and sadness
(ghamm). Allah says:

“But those who believe are stronger in love for Allah.”
[al-Baqarah (2): 165]

And

“No! But you [i.e., mankind] love the immediate...”
\al-Qiydmah (75): 20]

and

“Indeed, these [disbelievers] love the immediate and leave
behind them a grave Day.”

\al-Insdn (76): 27]

and

IOIJ « *
u

“If good touches you, it distresses them; but if harm
strikes you, they rejoice at it.”

\Al-<Imran (3) 120]

and
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“And when Allah is mentioned alone, the hearts of those
who do not believe in the Hereafter shrink with aversion,
but when those [worshipped] other than Him are men-
tioned, immediately they rejoice.”

\al-Zumar (39): 45]

and

—*/-*>C*lx>biy
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“And when Our verses are recited to them as clear evi-
dences, you will recognize in the faces of those who dis-
believe [their] disapproval. They are almost on the verge
of assaulting those who recite to them Our verses.”

[al-Hajj (22): 72]

and

“Many of the People of the Scripture wish they could
turn you back to disbelief after you have believed, out of
envy from themselves.”

[al-Baqarah (2): 109]

' and
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“Neither those who disbelieve from the People of the
Scripture [i.e., the Jews and Christians] nor the polythe-
ists wish that any good should be sent down to you from
your Lord.”

[al-Baqarah (2): 105]

and

0>J^J

“and you wished that the unarmed one would be yours.”
[al-Anfal (8): 7\

and
9 *>*
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“And what prevents their expenditures from being ac-
cepted from them but that they have disbelieved in Allah
and in His Messenger and that they come not to prayer
except while they are lazy and that they do not spend
except while they are unwilling.”

\al-Tawbah (9): 54]

and

“That is because they disliked what Allah revealed, so He
rendered worthless their deeds.”

[Muhammad (47): 9]
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and

“As for those who believed, it has increased them in faith,
while they are rejoicing.”

\al-Tawbah (9): 124]

and
> ^*' ^' r'Ys*'

“And [the believers among] those to whom We have
given the [previous] Scripture rejoice at what has been
revealed to you, [O Muhammad], but among the [op-

posing] factions are those who deny part of it [i.e., the
Qur’an].”

[al-Ra'd (13): 36]

and

S s' *'

“Say, ‘In the bounty of Allah and in His mercy
let them rejoice; it is better than what they accumulate.”

[Yunus (10): 58]

in that

and

“Thereupon his people said to him,‘Do not exult. Indeed,
Allah does not like the exultant.”

[al-Qasas (28): 76]
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and

“[The angels will say], ‘That was because you used to ex-
ult upon the earth without right and you used to behave
insolently.”’

[al-Ghafir (40): 75]

and

' —*
** ^

“Indeed, Allah does not like everyone self-deluded and
boastful.”

[.Luqman (31): 18]

and

“And indeed, when We let man taste mercy from Us, he
rejoices in it.”

\al-Shura (42): 48]

and

“And if We give man a taste of mercy from Us and then
We withdraw it from him, indeed, he is despairing and
ungrateful. But if We give him a taste of favour after
hardship has touched him, he will surely say, ‘Bad times
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have left me.’ Indeed, he is exultant and boastful. Except
for those who are patient and do righteous deeds; those
will have forgiveness and great reward.”

\Hiid (11): 9-11]
and

“And you love wealth with immense love.”
\al-Fajr (89): 20]

and

“Indeed mankind, to his Lord, is ungrateful. And indeed,
he is to that a witness. And indeed he is, in love of wealth,
intensely.”

[al- (A.diyat (100): 6-8]

and
*- >' A'\t

“and despair not of relief from Allah. Indeed, no one de-
spairs of relief from Allah except the disbelieving people.”

[Yiisuf {12): 87]

and
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“And who despairs of the mercy of his Lord except for
those astray?”

\al-Hijr {15): 56]

[8.9: The Actions of the Heart]

Allah says:

“And that was your assumption which you assumed about
your Lord. It has brought you to ruin, and you have be-

come among the losers.”
[al-Fussilat (41): 23]

and

“But you thought that the Messenger and the believers
would never return to their families, ever, and that was
made pleasing in your hearts. And you assumed an as-
sumption of evil and became a people ruined.”

\al-Fath (48): 12]

and

“Or do they envy people for what Allah has given them
of His bounty?”

[al-Nisa’ (4): 54]
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and
® iylj

“And from the evil of an envier when he envies.”
\al-Falaq (113): 5]

and

“and find not any want in their breasts of what they [i.e.,
the emigrants] were given but give [them] preference over
themselves”

\al-Hashr (2): 9]

and

“O you who have believed, do not take as intimates those
other than yourselves [i.e., believers], for they will not
spare you [any] ruin. They wish you would have hardship.
Hatred has already appeared from their mouths, and what
their breasts conceal is greater. We have certainly made
clear to you the signs, if you will use reason. Here you are
loving them but they are not loving you.”

\Al- fImran (3) 118-119]

and
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“If He should ask you for them and press you, you
would withhold, and He would expose your hatred [i.e.,
unwillingness].”

[Muhammad (2): 37]

and

“But does he not know that when the contents of the
graves are Scattered. And that within the breasts is
obtained.”

[a/- Adiyat (\00): 9-10]

and
• •if -"'/»"

' >

“lest he in whose heart is disease should yearn.”
[al-Ah^db (33): 32]

and

“And [remember] when the hypocrites and those in whose
hearts is disease”

\al-Ah%db (33): 12]

And

“Those are the ones for whom Allah does not intend to
purify their hearts.”

[al-Ma’idah (5): 41]
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And

“O mankind, there has come to you instruction from your
Lord and healing for what is in the breasts and guidance
and mercy for the believers.”

[Yunus (2): 57]

There are many texts like this in the Book of Allah and the Sunnah
of His Messenger (i|g), and the believers are in agreement about it; a
person is either praised or rebuked for the actions of the heart that
Allah has willed for him. The Prophet (^) says in an agreed upon
sahlh hadlth: “Do not hate each other and do not be jealous of each
other/’63 He (s|g) also says: “None of you has believed until he loves
for his brother the good that he loves for himself.”64

And he ($jj|) says: “The likeness of the believers in their mutual
love, mercy, and affection is that of the body: when one limb of it
complains, the rest of the body reacts with fever and sleeplessness.
And He (s§g) says: “He will not enter Paradise who has even a small
ant’s weight of arrogance in his heart.”66

”65

And He ($jg) also says: “He will not enter the Fire who has even
63 Bukhari, vol.10, p.481 and Muslim, vol.4, pi983.

64 Bukhari, vol.l, p.57 and Muslim.

65 Bukhari, vol.10, p.487 and Muslim, vol.4, pp.1999-2000.

66 Muslim, vol.l, p.93 and Tirmidhi, vol.3, p.244.

67 Reference already mentioned.

Bukhari, vol.10, p.566 and Muslim, vol.4, p.1763.
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”67 And “Do not call the grape-vinea small ant’s weights of faith,

karm (the Arabic word for grapes, derived from karam, which means
nobility and generosity), for it is only the heart of a believer that is
karm.”68 There are many texts like this.

In fact, the statements and actions of the heart—like belief and
rejection and love and hate—are the true foundation. Some of them
lead to praise and rebuke and reward and punishment with no bodily
action while others only lead to them through the limbs when one is
able to act. If the bodily action is left undone due to inability, it is as
if the person had done the action completely anyway.The statements
and actions of the heart are thus of three types:

[8.10: The Categories of the Heart’s Actions]

• Thefirst type-, action that is a good deed or a sin in and of itself.
• The second type: action that is not a sin until it is done (this is the

sin that one is able to do).
• The third type: action that is like an already committed good deed

or a sin when one is unable to act, but not when one is able to
act.

The first type pertains to the foundations of faith—belief, rejection,
love, hate and everything that follows them. They lead to reward or
punishment and elevated statuses or the lowest bottoms as actions
of the heart, even if they do not manifest themselves on the limbs.
Indeed, the hypocrites say and do good things with their limbs but
their punishment of dwelling in the lowest bottoms of Hell is due
to the illnesses in their hearts. The state of their hearts is sometimes
accompanied by hateful speech or action, but they do not get pun-
ished only for this slight hate as that is but a sign (that they are total
hypocrites). Allah, Most High, says:
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‘

“And if We willed, We could show them to you, and you
would know them by their mark; but you will surely know
them by the tone of [their] speech.”

[.Muhammad (47): 30]

As you can see, Allah says that they will always be known by their
tone.

The second and third type of the heart’s actions relate to actions
that do not negate the very foundation of faith, namely natural acts
of disobedience like adultery, theft, and drinking wine. It occurs in
the Sahlh that the Prophet (i|g) said: <fiWhoever dies while bearing
witness that there is no god but Allah and Muhammad is His Mes-
senger, will enter Paradise even if he has fornicated, even if he has .

stolen, and even if he has drunk wine.”69 In another sound hadlth he
attests the love of a man who used to drink a lot and whom he used
to lash every rime he was brought to him. One time a man cursed
this drinker so the Prophet ($|g) said: “Do not curse him, for he loves
Allah and His Messenger.”70 Another report reads that someone
said: “May Allah humiliate him! Look how often he is brought here
because of drinking!” so the Prophet ($jg) said: “Do not help the
Devil against your brother.”71 This is narrated in al-Bukharl by Abu
Hurayrah {radiyAllah (anhu).

69 Bukhari, vol.3, p.110 and Muslim, vol.3, pi10.

70 Reference already mentioned.

Bukhari, vol.12, p.75.
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[8.11: Self-speech and Devilish Insinuation]

This is why he said: “Allah has overlooked for my nation that which
their souls tell them as long as they do not speak or act.
overlooking only concerns the nation of Muhammad: the believers
in Allah, the angels, the Books, the Messengers, and the Last Day,
so the wording of the hadlth only pertains to things that do not ne-

gate the very foundation of one’s faith; after all, a person who has
negated his faith is not really a member of Muhammad’s nation but
a hypocrite, and nothing necessitates the overlooking of the self-talk
and inclinations of a hypocrite.The clear difference between the two
can be derived from the hadlth, and once we understand this, we can
reconcile all the texts.

”72 This

This is similar to the texts of the Book and the Sunnah which state
that Allah overlooks the errors and forgetfulness of this nation; if
one’s faith is sound, his errors, forgetfulness, and self-talk are over-
looked, just as he is exempted from Hell because of that.This is not
the case with those who have no faith, for the texts do not state that
they are not rebuked for their self-talk, errors, and forgetfulness.
A report narrated by Abu Shaykh al-Asbahanl in al-Amthal—from
the expedient narrations of Thabit al-Bunanl—states: “A believer’s
intention is better than his action.”73 Ibn al-Qayyim related this in
the discussion about intention (niyyah) through a number of chains
attributed to the Prophet (|jg) and concluded that the report is weak.
Allah knows best.

This is because a believer is rewarded for his intention alone, as

72 Reference already mentioned.

73 Al-Bayhaqi in Shub al-Iman on the authority of Anas (radiyAllahu (anhu).
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intentions are treated like actions if nothing but inability to act stands
on the way of turning them into action. This applies to most good
deeds. Bodily actions, on the other hand, are dependant on ability
to act, and as such, are but a little. This is why one of the Salaf said:
‘The strength of the believer lies in his heart and his weakness is in
his body. The hypocrite’s strength is in his body and his weakness
is in his heart.’

The following words of Allah point to this foundation:

> >. ?> * >s

“Whether you show what is within yourselves or conceal it,
Allah will bring you to account for it. Then He will forgive
whom He wills and punish whom He wills”

[al-Baqarah (2): 284]

Some of the Salafhave said that this verse was abrogated. Bukhari
related this in his Sahlh from Marwan al-Asghar who narrated it
from a man from the Prophet’s (i||) Companions—Ibn TJmar
( radiyAllah (anhuma). The Salaf defined abrogation in a broader
sense than the later generations; to them it meant the complete
nullification of the meaning, even if that meaning used to specify
something general or qualify something unqualified, for example.
This is well-known about them. Others denied the abrogation on
the basis that there is no evidence to support it. Some claimed that
since the verse is informatory it cannot be abrogated, but this was
rejected on the basis that this is information about a legal ruling,
which is just like an informatory sentence that signifies command
or prohibition.

Those who hold that the verse is abrogated say that it was replaced
by the ayah that comes after it:
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“Allah does not burden a soul more then its capacity.”
\al-Baqarah (2): 286]

Muslim relates this about this verse from Anas ( radiyAllah (anhu)
in his Sahlh.75 Accordingly, the actions that are disregarded are
explained in the hadlths, and they are the inclinations and self-talk
related to actions they are able to do, as long as they do not speak or
act. Mistakes, forgetfulness, and actions someone else forces them
to do are included in this as well. Ibn Majah and others narrate with
a hasan chain: “Allah has overlooked for my nation their mistakes,
forgetfulness, and that which they are compelled to do.”76

The truth is, however, that Allah’s words:

“Whether you show what is within yourselves or conceal

> t t

it.”
\al-Baqarah (2): 284]

do not mean that a person is punished for these things; rather, he
is called to account for them, which does not necessarily mean that
he is punished. This is why Allah says:

“Then He will forgive whom He wills and punish whom

74 Bukhari, vol.8, p.205.

75 Muslim, vol.l, pi15.
76 Ibn Majah, vol.l , p.659.
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He wins/’
[al-Baqarah (2): 284]

This verse does not mean that He might forgive or punish for
no reason and for no prior action, nor does it mean that He for-
gives everything or punishes for everything. This said, He does
not punish the believers and does not forgive polytheism unless
one repents.

The most important thing here is to distinguish between what forms
the foundations of faith and what negates it, and also between what
one abstains from in spite of being able to act and what he abstains
from because of inability. These two differences are the criterion in
these matters of ambiguity.

We conclude after these details that the whole dispute is a result of
their notion that there exists certain resolve that never leads to action,
while the truth is that this can only be when action is connected to re-
solve but inability prevents it from taking place. This, however, is not
certain will, for it is not possible for one to have certain will to dowhat
he is unable to do. This is because certain will inevitably leads one to
do whatever he can of the first steps of the desired action, even if that

doesaction itself
not occur.

If one analyses himself, he finds that the seeking, desire and will
to act is stronger when he is actually able to act and weaker during
moments of inability. His inability to speak is not always equal with
his inability to act, nor is he equally unable to utter things by accident
or make facial expressions that signify cheerfulness, frowning, wel-
coming, and scorning. These and other similar actions of the limbs
result to blame and punishment or praise and reward.
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Some people assume there exists certain resolve that never leads
to action, but this can only be when inability occurs afterwards due
to death or something else. So as you can see, they are calling the
planning of a future action certain resolve. With this is mind, there
should be no dispute regarding the words we use for things; after
all, some people differentiate between the words (a%m (resolve) and
qasd (intention), saying that qasd is that which accompanies the ac-
tion while (a%m comes before it, and others say they mean the same
thing. Another dispute that goes back to the usage of words is their
dispute over whether Allah’s will to do something in the future is
called *a%m (resolve) or not.

If a person is determined to do something in the future, he must
renew his will when it is time to act. This is not his previous resolve
but the will that necessitates the occurrence of the action as long
as one is able.

They also dispute whether action must occur in the presence of
ability and will and mention two opinions about that, the most correct
of which is that ability and complete will necessitate the occurrence
of what one is able to do, and will accompanied by ability necessitate
the occurrence of the willed.

One party of the dispute wants to affirm punishment for every
type of resolve to act in the future, even that which does not lead to
action, and the other wishes to affirm that none of it, even will that
is certain, is punishable. Both also assume that one (certain will), can
exist without resulting into action, and both have failed to view the
matter with moderation.

Once we know that certain will accompanied by ability always
results in action, we know that as far as reward and punishment are
concerned, a person with this will and ability is just like a person
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who has done the willed action all the way. If a deed that is within
one’s ability does not occur, there is no certain will to act—this is
the inclination that is overlooked. With this understanding, we can
reconcile all the texts and foundational principles.

After this, there are many issues to discuss regarding the conflict-
ing desires that occur in the heart. One may entertain conflicting
beliefs or desire two opposite things such as when the soul desires
to sin but the heart hates it. One can also experience self-talk that
entails unbelief while seeking refuge from it. Indeed, the compan-
ions of Allah’s Messenger (j|g) were bothered by this and told him:
“Some of us notice within themselves such thoughts that they would
rather burn to ashes or fall down from the sky than utter them!”
The Prophet (<|g) said: “Have you noticed them?” and they replied:
“Yes!” so he said: “That is manifest faith.” Muslim related this from
Ibn Mas(ud ( radiyAllah (anhu) and Abu Hurayrah ( radijAllah (anhu).
The same hadlth says: “Praised be God who restricted his plot to
mere insinuation.”77

When I wrote this answer, I had no books with me that I could
refer to. I say this because this topic has been dealt with extensively.
In any case, as we can see, when these devilish insinuations were
accompanied by abhorrence, it was a sign of evident—pure and
unadulterated—faith. After all, the hypocrites and unbelievers do
not feel such abhorrence when they experience these insinuations,
and an unbeliever who shuns the Prophet’s ($jg) message in spite
of not being convinced that it is falsehood might not experience
these whispers at all. That is simply because suggestions to abandon
one’s faith are only needed (by the devil) when one has something
to abandon; if he has nothing to necessitate faith, nothing is needed
to negate it. As for an unbeliever who attests that Islam is a false

Muslim, vol.l, pi19.
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religion, his unbelief is greater than these insinuations as he has no
faith whatsoever that could make him dislike them.

Since all believers are subject to these insinuations, Allah, Most
High, says:

£
„ f *r>

“H e sends down from the sky, rain, and valleys flow ac-
cording to their capacity, and the torrent carries a rising
foam. And from that [ore] which they heat in the fire,
desiring adornments and utensils, is a foam like it.”

[al-Ra(d (13): 17]

Here, Allah compares the faith and the Qur’an that are sent down
to us with the water that flows in the valleys; the hearts are like the
valleys, some big and some small. It occurs in the Two Sahlhs that
Abu Musa ( radiyAllah (anhu) narrates from the Prophet (^): “An
example of the guidance and knowledge with which Allah has sent
me is that of a rain that falls on the land. One land is good; it accepts
water and produces vegetation and grass in plenty. Another land is
dry with a solid bed that reserves water so that people can drink and
irrigate with it. The third kind is porous land that can neither retain
water nor produce vegetation.This is an example of those who gain
understanding of Allah’s religion and whom Allah benefits with the
guidance and knowledge with which Allah has sent me. It is also an
example of those who do not take heed and do not accept Allah’s
guidance with which I was sent.”78 This is one of the examples.

The other example is that which they heat in the fire—the ore of
gold, silver, and other metals—desiring adornments and utensils.
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Allah tells us that the torrent carries a rising foam, and that a foam
like it comes from the ore which they heat in the fire, desiring adorn-
ments and utensils. Then He says:

“Thus God presents [the example of ) truth and falsehood.
As for the foam”

\al-Ra(d (13): 17]

that rises from the water and from that which is heated, it is
like the doubt and confusion about creed and the bad desires that
sometimes occur in the hearts of the believers, which is what the
Companions complained about to the Prophet ($jg). Then Allah,
Most High, says:

“It vanishes, [being] cast off’
\al-Ra(d (13): 17]

the heart casts off these ill thoughts just like the water casts off
the foam

“but as for that which benefits the people, it remains on
the earth”

[a/-Ra<d (13): 17]

just like the certainty and faith that resides in the heart. Ailah
says:

“an example, [making] a good word like a good tree.”

78 Bukhari, vol.l , p.136 and Muslim, vol.3, pi251.
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[ Ibrahim (14): 24]

till His words:

“Allah keeps firm those who believe, with the firm word,
in worldly life and in the Hereafter. And Allah sends astray
the wrongdoers. And Allah does what He wills.”

[Ibrahim (14): 27]

Every time a believer rejects the thoughts of unbelief (kufr) and
hypocrisy (nifaq) that occur in his heart, his faith (Iman) becomes
more and more certain (yaqiri), just as he increases in piety and God-
consciousness (taqwa) each time he hates a sin suggested by his soul
and negates it and abstains for the sake of Allah.

The hypocrite, on the other hand, does not hate the whims and
opinions of hypocrisy that occur to him nor negates them because
only the sin of unbelief is found in him with no trace of the goodness
of faith that could repel and negate them. Both faith and hypocrisy
are presented to the heart of man, and both of them can overcome it.

The Prophet’s (H) words (as occurs in some wordings of the hadlth
in the Sahlh): “Allah has overlooked for my nation that which their
souls whisper or tell them”79 are restricted to the believers. As such,
it does not concern those who only look like Muslims but harbor
hypocrisy inside. There have been plenty of such people in the past
and there are plenty in the present, but in these later times, they
seem more religious than in the past in some places. In any case, if
7 9 Bukhari, vol.ll, p.549.
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one manifests faith sincerely and avoids what negates and weakens
it, the inclinations that he could follow up with speech or action are
overlooked, but nothing else, as indicated by the hadlth.

This being said, the two categories of the heart’s actions for which a
person is either rewarded or punished are not included in this hadlth.
His words: “Whoever is inclined to do a good deed” and “whoever
is inclined to do an evil deed”80 only apply to the believers who plan
to do a good or a bad deed that they are able to do and either do
it or not. This is because the Prophet (i§|) informed us that a good
deed is multiplied seven hundredfold or even much more. This only
concerns those who do their good deeds for the sake of Allah:

f ‘t .

“The example of those who spend their wealth in the
way of Allah.”

\al-Baqarah (2): 261]

And

“seeking means to the approval of Allah”
[al-Baqarah (2): 265]

And

“But only seeking the countenance of his Lord, Most
High”

[al-Layl (92): 20]

So this is for the believers only. The unbelievers have not been

80 Reference already mentioned
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promised such a multiplication of good deeds, though Allah may
feed them in this world and lighten their punishment in the After-
life for the good they have done. Indeed, the punishment of Abu
Talib was lightened because of the good that he did for the Prophet
(5|g) and because of the Prophet’s (3|g) intercession (shifaah) for him.
This qualification occurs in another hadlth which states that the rul-
ing only applies to a Muslim who’s Islam is good. And Allah, exalted
be He, knows best.

AJ1Praise and Thanks belongs to Allah, the Lord of the
Worlds, and may the Peace and Blessing of Allah be upon
our Prophet Muhammad and his Family and Companions.
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^TSHAH: bint Abu Bakr as-Siddiq, the Mother of the Believers
and most beloved wife of the Prophet (s|g). She reported many
ahadith from the Prophet and many Companions and Successors
reported from her. She died in the year 58H.

ABBAD IBN BISHR: Ibn Waqsh al-Ansar!Abu Bishr. He witnessed
Badr and the following batdes and was one of those who killed
Ka(b al-Ashraf. He was martyred on the Day of al-Yamamah in
the year 12H.

ABDULLAH IBN ABBAS: Ibn Abdul-Muttalib Ibn Hashim Ibn
Abd Munaf al-Qurashi al-Hashiml, the cousin of the Prophet
(5|g) and the interpreter of the Qur’an. He was born three years
before the Hijrah and was called the ‘Ocean of knowledge' due to
his vast knowledge. He took part in theJihad in North Africa in
the year 27H and died in the year 68H.

ABDULLAH IBN AMR: Ibn al-As Ibn Wa’il Ibn Hashim Ibn
Su(ayd Ibn Sa(d Ibn Sahm al-Sahml. He and his father were
Companions. He was literate and attained permission from the
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Prophet (|jg) to write everything he said. He died in the year 65H.

'ABDULLAH ABU JABIR: Ibn (Amr Ibn Hazzam Ibn Thalabah
al-Ansarl al-Khazrajl al-Sulaml, amongst those who gave the
pledge of (Uqbah. He witnessed Badr and was martyred at Uhud.

'ABDULLAH IBN MAS'UD: Ibn Ghafil Ibn Habib al-Hadhll Abu
'Abdur-Rahman. One of the scholars amongst the Companions
and he witnessed Badr and the following battles. He had many
virtues and died in the year 32H.

'ABDULLAH IBN RAWAHAH: 'Abdullah Ibn Rawahah Ibn
Tha'labah al-Ansari, a poet and warrior from the Khazraj tribe
in Madlnah, gave allegiance to the Prophet (^) along with oth-
ers at the valley of 'Aqabah before the Prophet (s|g) migrated to
Madlnah. He participated in all the batdes beginningwith Badr.In
one of the campaigns, the Prophet ($$) appointed him governor
of Madlnah in the Prophet’s (^) absence. He was besieged along
with others at Mawtah and killed.

'ABDULLAH IBN 'UMAR: Ibn al-Khattab al-'AdawI, Abu 'Abdul-
Rahman, the noble Companion and scholar. He reported many
ahadith from the Messenger ($H) and died in the year 73H.

'ABDUL-MALIK IBN MARWAN: Ibn al-Hakam, Abu al-Walld,
the Leader of the Believers. He was a LegalJurist and possessed
knowledge of the religion. He died in the year 86H.

'ABDUR-RAHMAN IBN AUF: Ibn Awf Ibn Abd Awf Ibn al-
Harith al-Qurashl al-Zuhrl, Abu Muhammad, one of the ten
promised Paradise. He migrated to Abysinnia on both occasions
and witnessed every batde with the Prophet (H). He was very
rich and very generous when giving in the Way of Allah. He died
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in the year 32H.

ABDUL-WAHID IBN ZAYD:The shaykh of the Sufis at his time,
his supplications were answered. He is trustworthy and precise
and died in the year 177H.

ABU AL-ABBAS IBN <ATA): Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Sahl
Ibn <Ata) al-Adml, from the shaykhs of the Sufis. He died in the
year 309H or 311H.

ABU ABDUL-RAHMAN AL-SULAMI: Muhammad Ibn Musa Abu
Abdul-Rahman al-Sulaml an-Naysaburl. Author of a number
of unique works on Sufism and devoted to hadith. Al-Hakim
reported from him but he was regarded to be da* f in hadith. He
died in the year 412H.

ABU BAKR AL-SIDDIQ: Abdullah Ibn (Uthman Ibn Amir al-
Qurashl. The first Khalifah of the Messenger (^), his compan-
ion in the cave, his closest friend and one of the ten promised
Paradise. He was the first man to accept Islam and died in the
year 13H.

ABUT-DARDA’: Uwaymir Ibn Malik Ibn Zayd Ibn Qays al-Khazrajl
al-Ansarl.There is a difference of opinion concerning his name.
He accepted Islam on the day of Badr and witnessed Uhud. He
was from the LegalJurists and ascetics of the Companions. He
died in the year 32H.

ABU DAWUD:Sulayman Ibn al-AsIfath Ibn Ishaq Ibn Bashir, Abu
Dawud al-Sijistanl, the Imam, Hafiz and author of the famous
Sunan. He died in the year 275H.

ABU DHARR AL-GHIFARI:Jundub Ibnjunadah Ibn Sakn, he was
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of those who accepted Islam early on but delayed his migration
and hence did not witness Badr.His virtues are many and he died
in the year 32H.

ABU HAMID AL-GHAZALI: Muhammad Ibn Muhammad al-
Ghazall al-TusI, Abu Hamid, he excelled in many sciences and
authored a number of works such as Ihyd Ulum al-Din and Tahafat
al-Falasifah. He was known for his worship and asceticism and
died in the year 505H.

ABU HANIFAH: NumanIbnThabit al-Tamlmlal-Kufl, one of the
great Imams of this nation and the earliest of the Four Imams.
He commenced his studies in philosophy and scholastic theology,
but later abandoned them to study feqh.He died in the year 150H.

ABU HATIM AL-BUSTI: see ibn Hibban.

ABU HURAYRAH: Abdul-Rahman Ibn Sakhr al-Dusi. His name
is greatly differed over. He accepted Islam in the year 7H and
reported the most hadlth from the Prophet (*H). He died in the
year 59H.

ABU JAHL: Amr bin Hashim Ibn al-Mughlrah al-Makhzuml al-
Qurashl, one of the greatest enemies of the Prophet (|jg). He
was killed at Badr in the year 2H.

ABU MUSA AL-ASHARI: Abdullah Ibn Qays Ibn Salim. He had
a beautiful recitation and was one of the scholars amongst the
Companions. He died in the year 42H or 44H.

ABU MUSLIM AL-KHAWLANI: Abdullah Ibn Thawb, the Legal
Jurist, worshipper and ascetic. He was trustworthy and precise.
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He accepted Islam before the death of the Prophet ($jg) but did
not get to see him. He died in the year 62H.

ABU NU(AYM:The great Hafiz and Muhaddith of his age, Ahmad
Ibn ‘Abdullah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ishaq Ibn Musa Ibn Mahran
al-Asbahanl al-Sufis. He died in the year 430H at the age of
ninety-four.

ABU SA(ID AL-KHARRAZ: Ahmad Ibn Tsa, one of the Sufis
Imams. He died in the year 286H.

ABU SULAYMAN AL-DARANI:‘Abdul-Rahman Ibn Ahmad Ibn
‘Atiyyah al-‘Isa ad-Daranl,Abu Sulayman, the famous ascetic. He
died in the year 215H.

ABU (UTHMAN AL-NAYSABURI: Sa‘id Ibn Isma‘11 Ibn Sa(Id al-
Hayrl al-Naysaburl, Abu ‘Uthman, the famous ascetic known for
his excellent manners. It was through him that Sufism spread in
Naysabur. He died in the year 298H.

ABU SA‘ID AL-KHUDRI: Sa‘d Ibn Malik Ibn Sinan Ibn ‘Ubayd
al-Ansarl al-Khazraji. He and his father were both Companions
and he witnessed all the batdes that followed Uhud. He was one
of the scholars amongst the Companions and reported many
ahadith from the Messenger (^). He died in the year 74H.

ABU ‘UBAIDAH IBN AL-JARRAH: (Amir Ibn (Abdullah Ibn al-
Jarrah Ibn Hilal al-Qurashl al-Fahrl, one of the ten promised
Paradise. He accepted Islam early on and witnessed the batde
of Badr and the following batdes. He is the trustworthy one of
this nation and died as a martyr due to a plague in the year 18H
at the age of fifty-eight.
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(ADIIBN HATIM: Ibn Abdullah Ibn Sa(d Ibn al-Hashraj Ibn (Amr
al-Qays al-Ta% Abu Tarlf. He was a Christian who accepted Islam
and witnessed the battles of al-Jamal,, Siffin and an-Nahrawdn with
All. He died in the year 68H.

AL-ALA* IBN AL-KHADRAMI: al-Khazraji. His supplications
would be answered and he died in the year 21H.

AHMAD: Ibn Muhammad Ibn Hanbal Ibn Hilal al-Shaybani, Abu
Abdullah, the Imam of the Sunnah and author of the famous
Musnad. He was known for his knowledge of hadith.fiqh, and his
taqwa and asceticism. He died in the year 241H.

ALI IBN ABITALIB: Ibn Abdul-Muttalib Ibn Hashim al-Qurashl
al-Hashiml, the fourth Rightly Guided Khalifah and one of ten
promised Paradise. He accepted Islam at the age of thirteen and
was famous for his chivalry, bravery and knowledge. He married
Fatimah, the daughter of the Prophet ($H) and was martyred in
the year 40H.

AMR IBN AL-(AS:Ibn W^il al-Qurashi al-Sahml. He accepted Islam
during the year of Hudaybiyyah and was the one who conquered
Egypt. He died in the year 43H.

ANAS IBN MALIK: Ibn al-Nadar Ibn Damdam al-Ansari
al-Khazraji, the servant of the Messenger (^). He witnessed
Badr but was not of age to actually participate. He died in the
year 93H.

AWAIS AL-QARNI: Ibn Amir, the famous ascetic. He lived during
the time of the Prophet (H) but did not get to see him. He was
trustworthy and precise and died in the year 37H.
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AL-AWZAT: Abdul-Rahman Ibn (Amr Ibn Muhammad, Abu
(Amr, one of the great scholars of his time. He was well versed
in hadith^ fiqh and the military expeditions undertaken by the
Prophet (5H). The Muslims have agreed as to his excellence and
being an Imam. His fiqh dominated Spain for a time and he died
in the year 158H.

AL-BARAA IBN MALIK: Ibn al-Nadr al-Ansarl. He witnessed
Uhud and gave the pledge of allegiance under the tree. He was
martyred in the year 20H on the Day of Tustor.

BUKHARI: Muhammad Ibn Isma'll Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Mughlrah,
Abu Abdullah. He was born in the year 194H and became one
of the Imams of hadlth and was nicknamed *The Leader of the
Believers in Hadith.’ He died in the year 256H.

Al-DAHHAK: Ibn Muzahim al-Hilall, Abu al-Qasim al-Khurasanl,
the Imam of tafsir.He was trustworthy and precise and a student
of Sa(Id Ibn Jubayr. He died in the year 105H.

AJL-DARUQUTNI: All Ibn (Umar Ibn Ahmad, the Imam of his
era in hadlth, knowledge of the defects of ahadlth and author
of the famous Sunan. He was well versed in the various recita-
tions of the Qur’an, fiqh, language and poetry. He died in the
year 385H.

DAWUD AL-ZAHIRI: Ibn All Ibn Khalaf al-Asbahanl, Abu
Sulayman, the Imam of the fiihiri School of Thought and one
of the Mujtahids. He died in the year 270H.

FUDAYL IBN AYAD:Ibn Mas(ud al-Tamlml, Abu All, the shaykh
of Mecca and one of the righteous worshippers. He was trustwor-
thy and precise, noble, having warn* and narrated many ahadlth.
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He died in the year 187H.

AL-HAJjAj BIN YUSUF: Ibn Abu (AqIl bin Mas ud al-Thaqafl,
Abu Muhammad, known for his spilling of innocent blood. He
died in the year 95H.

Al-HALLAj: Al-Husayn Ibn Mansur, initially he was a devout wor-
shipper but then he took to the extreme Sufis ways and left the
religion, studying magic and showing people various miraculous
feats. The scholars passed the verdict that his blood was lawful
and so he was killed in the year 309H.

AL-HASAN AL-BASRI:Al-Hasan Ibn Abu al-Hasan al-Ansari. He
was trustworthy and precise, noble and famous. He was a great
scholar and narrated many ahadlth. He died in the year 11OH
close to the age of ninety.

HASSAN IBN THABIT: Hassan Ibn Thabit Ibn al-Mundhir, the
poet of the Prophet (s|g) from the Khazraj tribe of the Ansar,
defended Islam through his poetry. His Diwan (collection of
poems) has been published.

IBN AL-A.RABI:Muhiy al-Dln Muhammad Ibn (AU Ibn Muhammad
Ibn ‘Arab!al-Ta% Abu Bakr, the heretical Sufis. He authored a
number of works containing explicit disbelief and many scholars
actually called him a disbeliever. He died in the year 638H.

IBRAHIM IBN ADHAM: Ibn Mansur al-Tamlml, the famous as-
cetic who was known for his precision in hadlth. He died in the
year 161H.

IBRAHIM AL-TAIMI: Ibn Yazid Ibn Shank, Abu al-A(mash. He
was known for his worship and asceticism. Ahmad said that he
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was truthful (saduq). He died in the year 92H.

IBLIS: see Shaytan.

IBN HIBBAN: Abu Hatim Muhammad ibn Hibban al-Tamiml al-
Busti, the Hafiz, Mujtahid and author of the famous Sahib ibn
Hibban. He died in the year 354H.

IBN AL-JAWZI: 'Abdul-Rahman Ibn (AlI Ibn Muhammad, Abu
al-Faraj al-Qurashl al-Tamiml, the Hafiz and Imam. He was a
prolific writer and authored around three hundred works. He
died in the year 587H.

IBN SINA: Abu 'All al-Husayn Ibn Slna, philosopher and a remark-
able physician. He was severely criticised for a great deal of his
beliefs due to his delving into philosophy. He died in the year
428H.

ISHAQ IBN RAHAWAYAH: al-Hanzall al-Tamiml al-Marwazi, Abu
Ya'qub, the scholar of Khurasan of his time and one of the Mu-
jtahid Imams. He taught Ahmad, Bukhari, Muslim, at-Tirmidhl,
al-Nasa*!and others. He died in the year 238H.

JABIR IBN 'ABDULLAH:Ibn (Amr Ibn Harram al-Ansan al-Sulaml,
he witnessed the second pledge at 'Uqbah while he was still a
child. It is said that he witnessed Badr and Uhud and he reported
many ahadith from the Messenger (H). He died in the year 74H.

AL-JUNAYD: Ibn Muhammad al-Zujjaj, Abu al-Qasim. He was a
Legal Jurist who followed the school of Abu Thawr and was
known for asceticism. He died in the year 297H.

KHALID IBN AL-WALID: Ibn al-Mughlrah al-Makhzuml al-
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QurashI Abu Sulayman. He was a great warrior and military
leader and was given the nickname, ‘'Sword of Allah.9 He died in
the year 21H.

KHIDR: He is the companion of Musa, it is said that he was a
Prophet or a righteous servant—however the majority are of the
opinion that he was a Prophet.This is because the realities behind
his actions can only be known through revelation and because
a person does not learn or follow except one who is above him
and it is not possible that a non-prophet be above a Prophet.
His name and life are greatly differed over and this difference
is detailed by ibn Kathlr. Refer to:‘Tafstr al-Qurtubi9 [11/16] and
‘al-Bidayah wan Nihayah9 [1/355].

KHUBAIB IBN ADI: Ibn Malik Ibn Amir al-AwsI al-Ansarl. He
witnessed Badr and was martyred during the lifetime of the
Prophet (:|g) when he was captured by the polytheists in Makkah.

AL-LAYTH IBN SAT): Ibn Abdur-Rahman al-Fahml, Abu al-
Harith, the Imam of Egypt in hadlth, fiqh and language. He was
trustworthy and precise and narrated many ahad”th. Al-ShafTi
regarded him to be a better jurist than Malik. He died in the year
175H.

MALIK IBN ANAS: Ibn Malik Ibn Abu Amr al-Asbahl. The Imam
of Madlnah in his time, one of the great Imams of Islam and
author of the famous Muwatta. His virtues are many and the
scholar’s praise of him is abundant. He died in the year 179H.

MACRUF AL-KARKHI: Ibn Fairoz, Abu MaTuz, one of the shay-
khs famous for asceticism and one whose supplication would be
answered. He died in the year 200H.
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MU'ADH IBN JABAL: Ibn (Amr Ibn Aws al-Ansar!al-Khazraji,
Abu 'Abdul-Rahman, one of the foremost Companions
known for his knowledge of legal rulings and the Qur’an. He
was present at the pledge of (Uqbah and witnessed Badr and
the following batdes and was martyred due to a plague in the
year 17H or 18H.

MU'AWIYAH: Ibn Abu Sufyan Ibn Sakhr Ibn Harb Ibn Umayyah
Ibn 'Abd Shams al-Qurashl al-AmawI. He accepted Islam in the
year of the Conquest and witnessed Hunain and al-Yamamah. He
was one of the scribes who would write the revelation and died
in the year 60H.

MUSLIM: Ibn al-Hajjaj Ibn Muslim al-Qushayri Abu al-Husayn al-
Naysaburi, the Hafiz and one of the great Imams of this nation.
He is the author of the Sahih which is the most authentic book
of hadith after Bukhari. He died in the year 261H.

MUTARRAF IBN 'ABDULLAH: Ibn al-Shakhayyir, he was born
during the time of the Prophet (|§) and was known for his wor-
ship,asceticism and keen intellect. He was trustworthy and precise
and died in the year 87H.

NU'MAN IBN BASHIR: Ibn Sa'd al-Ansari al-Khazraji Abu
'Abdullah. He was a poet and lecturer and died in the year 65H.

QATADAH: Ibn al-Nu'man Ibn Zayd al-Ansar!al-AwsI, Abu 'Amr,
he witnessed the pledge of (Uqbah, Badr and every other battle
that the Prophet (5|g) fought. He died in the year 23H.

AL-QUSHAYRI: 'Abdul-Karlm Ibn Hawlzin al-Qushayri, a disciple
of Abu 'All al-Daqqaq (d. 405/1014) in Sufism, is famous for his
al-Risalah, which is the most authentic and comprehensive intro-
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duction to Sufis practices, experiences and concepts as developed
by the early Sufis.

SA(ID IBN AL-MUSAYYAB: Ibn Hazn, Abu Muhammad. He
excelled in hadlth and fiqh, and was known for his worship and
asceticism. He was one of the Seven Î egal Jurists' of Madlnah
and Imam Ahmad regarded him to be the most virtuous of the
Successors. He was trustworthy and precise and narrated many
ahadlth. He died in the year 94H.

SA(D IBN ABI WAQQAS: Sa(d Ibn Malik Ibn Ahlb Ibn (Abd
Munaf al-Qurashl al-Zuhrl Abu Ishaq Ibn Abl Waqqas. One of
the ten who were promised Paradise and one whose supplica-
tions were answered. He was the last of the ten to pass away in
the year 55H.

SHADDAD IBN AWS: Ibn Thabit al-Ansari al-Khazrajl,Abu Ya(la.
He was famous for his knowledge and wisdom and died in the
year 58H.

AL-SHAFri: Muhammad Ibn Idrees Ibn al-Abbas Ibn ShafTl
al-Hashiml al-Qurashl, Abu Abdullah, the Mujaddid of his
era and one of the great Imams of this nation. He died in the
year 204H.

SHAYTAN: Also called Iblls. He is a Jinn and the enemy of man-
kind, devoted to leading them astray in any way that he can. The
word Shaytan is derived from the verb shatana which means to
be distant, and indeed Shaytan is distant from all good.

AL-SHA(BI: Amir Ibn Sharahil al-Sha‘bi al-Humayri, Abu Amr, the
Hafiz, Legal Jurist and poet. He died in the year 103H.
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SUFYAN AL-THAWRl: bin Said Ibn Masruq, Abu ‘Abdullah al-
Thawri, one of the great Imams and worshippers of this nation.
He was titled‘The Leader of Believers in Hadith* and was well versed
in tafsir.He was the teacher of Abu Hanifah and Malik amongst
others and died in the year 161H.

TALHAH: Ibn ‘Ubaydullah Ibn ‘Uthman Ibn‘Amr al-Qurashl, Abu
Muhammad, one of the ten promised Paradise. He witnessed
Uhud and the following batdes. He died in the year 36H.

AL-TIRMIDHI: Muhammad Ibn ‘Isa Ibn Sawrah Ibn Musa Ibn al-
Dahhak al-Sulaml al-Tirmidhl, the Imam, Hafiz and the author
of the famous Sunan. He was trustworthy and precise and one
of the students of Bukhari. He died in the year 279H.

‘UMAR IBN AL-KHATTAB: Abu Hafs ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab Ibn
Nufayl al-Qurashl al-‘Adawi, the second Righdy Guided Khalifah
and one of the ten promised Paradise. He accepted Islam five
years before the Hijrah and his acceptance was a great victory
for the Muslims. He witnessed every batde that the Prophet
GUO witnessed. He was martyred in the year 23H.

UMM SULAYM: Her name is differed over, she was the daugh-
ter of Mil‘an al-Ansarl. She was initially married to Malik and
when he died she married Abu Talhah. She used to accompany
the Messenger (^) on his military expeditions. She died in the
year 30H.

URWAH: Ibn al-Zubayr Ibn al-Awam al-Asadl, Abu ‘Abdullah.
He was trustworthy and precise, a LegalJurist, a scholar, and he
narrated many ahadlth. He died in the year 94H.

‘UTHMAN IBN ‘AFFAN: Dhu'l-Nurayn ‘Uthman Ibn ‘Affan Ibn
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AbuVAs Ibn Umayyah al-Qurashl al-Amawi, the third Rightly
Guided Khalifah and one of the ten promised Paradise. He was
known for his generosity and freelygivingin the Way of Allah. He
was married to two daughters of the Prophet (?H), Ruqayyah and
after her death, Umm Kulthum. He was martyred in the year 35H.

AL-ZUBAYR: Ibn al-Awam Ibn Khuwaylid Ibn Asad al-Qurashl
al-Asadl, Abu ‘Abdullah. He migrated to Abysinnia on both
the migrations there and accompanied the Messenger on all his
military expeditions. He was one of the ten promised Paradise
and died in the year 36H.

AL-ZUHRI: Muhammad Ibn Muslim Ibn ‘Ubaydullah al-Qurasahl,
Abu Bakr, one of the Imams of this nation. He was one of the
most knowledgeable people of his time of hadlth and the QuPan.
He was trustworthy and precise and narrated many ahadlth. He
died in the year 124H.
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(ARAFAH: a plain 12 miles south-west of Makkah, a little beyond
Muzdalifa. It is one of the culminating stations of Hqjj.

ARDABIL: A city in north-west Iran.

AL-AHWAZ: A city situated on the outskirts of Iran.

BADR: Situated 90 miles south of Madlnah.

BAGHDAD: Capital of Iraq, situated on the river Tigris.

BATN NAKHLA: A place falling between Makkah and Ta{if.

DOME OF THE ROCK: shrine in Jerusalem. The dome stands
over the rock on the temple Mount. The rock is 18 metres by
14 metres.

HARRAN: An old city within the Arabian Peninsula between Syria
and Iraq.

HIJAZ: the area from the Red Sea coast of Arabia, from south of
Makkah, north beyond Yenbo and inland as far as Madlnah.
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HIRA’: cave at the summit of mount Hira), a few miles from Makkah.

HUDAYBIYYAH: on the road from Jeddah to Makkah, just a few
miles outside the Haram.

MADINAH: Situated in western Saudi Arabia, 330km north of
Makkah.

AL-MARWA: Hill in Makkah, near the Ka(bah and included in one
of the rites of (Umrah and Hajj.

MAKKAH: Situated in Saudi Arabia, 80km from the Red Sea coast
and founded upon the well of Zam’^am.

MOUNTLEBANON:This is a range of mountains stretching from
Hijaz to Syria.The part in Palestine is called Mount al-Haml,

’ the
part in Jordan is called Mount al-Khalil,\ the part in Damascus is
called Mount Sinir and the part in Aleppo and Homs is called
Mount Lebanon. This range also crosses Antakya (southern
Turkey) where it is called Mount Lukam.

MUZDALIFAH: Situated between Mina and Arafah.

SAFA: Hill in Makkah, near the Ka(bah and included in one of the
rites of (Umrah and Hajj. It is 394 metres from al-Marwa.

SUFFAH: An area in the northern part of the Prophet’s Mosque, in
which the poor or homeless Muslims resided.

TATF:City in eastern Saudi Arabia situated on a plateau and slighdy
east of Makkah, famous for its grapes.

UHUD: a volcanic hill on the western outskirts of Madlnah.
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AHLU’L-KALAM: Adherents to speculative theology, people seek-
ing to explain the articles and premises of belief and to give
evidences for them based on philosophy and logic.

ASEPARL A sect founded in the third century of hijri. From their
beliefs is that man is only belief (i.e., actions are not part of imdn)\
that man does not increase or decrease; that tawhid is restricted
to affirming the perfect nature of Allah (i.e, Rububijjyah)’,and that
most of the Attributes of Allah are metaphorical.

BATINIYYAH: A sect of the Shfa, the followers of Ismael ibn
JaTar. They were of the belief that the legal texts were merely
superficial expressions carrying inner meanings that oppose
what is outwardly understood of them, examples lie with their
explanations of Paradise, Hell and the Last Day.

FALASIFA: Those philosophers who promoted the ‘wisdom’ of the
Greeks, the Greek philosophers who did not believe in the Resur-
rection as it is mentioned in the Book and Sunnah, nor did they
affirm the Names and Attributes of Allah. From amongst their
leaders was Aristotle, the student of Plato and from amongst
their latter proponents was al-Farabl and ibn Slna.
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HASHWIYYAH: A term frequently used by the innovators to refer
to Ahlu'l-Sunnah, the Ahl’l-Hadith, those who affirmed the At-
tributes of Allah.The first to use this term was (Amr ibn (Ubayd
al-Mu^azill who said that ‘Abdullah ibn (Umar ibn al-Khattab
( radiyAllahu \anhuma) was a HashwI.

JABARIYYAH: Followers of the school of Jahm ibn Safwan in
his belief that all actions are decreed by Allah and man has no
control over them at all, instead he is forced to do what he does.

JAHMIYYAH: Followers of Jahm ibn Safwan in his denial of the
Names and Attributes of Allah. The student of al-Ja(d ibn
Dirham, both of whom were executed for their apostasy in the
time of the lesser tabiHn. Among their beliefs is that they deny
the Attributes of Allah and declare that the Qur’an is created.

KARRAMIYYAH: Followers of Muhammad ibn Karram (d. 255H),
they divided into many sub-sects and were famous for their liken-
ing of Allah to His creation (tashbih).

KHAWARIJ: Those who rebelled against (AlI (radiyAllahu (anhu) ,
declaring him to be a disbeliever and those who rebel against
and fight the Muslim rulers. They hold that Muslims who have
committed major sins are disbelievers and are doomed to Hell-
Fire forever.

MUATTILAH:Those who fall into tatil\ to deny all or some of the
Attributes of Allah.

MUSHABBIHAH: (or Mujassimah): Those who declare that Allah
is like His creation and that the Attributes of Allah are like the
attributes of the creation. This was first propagated by Maqatil
ibn Sulayman al-Khurasanl, during the era of the tdbi(in.
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MURjrAH:They uphold the belief of Irja (to hold that sins, major
or minor, do not affect iman (faith) and that imdn neither increases
nor decreases). The first to call to this belief was Ghllan ibn Abl
Ghllan, the qadari. He was executed in 105H. They claim that
actions are not part of iman^ that people do not vary in iman, that
imdn does not increase and decrease and that one should declare
himself a Believer without saying ‘If Allah wills.’ The Murji’ah
are divided into three groups, as Shaikh ul-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah
has mentioned: (i) Those who claim that imdn is a condition of
the heart only, (ii) Those who claim that imdn is merely verbal
affirmation (i.e. the Karrdmiyyah). (iii) Those who claim that imdn
is only affirmation with the heart and tongue, but that action is
necessary in addition to it.

MUTAKALLIMUN: Speculative Theologians, adherents to kalam.

MLTTAZILAH: Followers of Wasil ibn <Ata> al-Ghazzal who aban-
doned the circles of Hasan al-Basrl. They negated the Attributes
of Allah for fear of likening Him to His creation, yet affirmed
His Names. From amongst their beliefs was that a person who
committed a major sin was neither a believer nor a disbeliever,
rather of a station between the two stations, but he would be
consigned to Hellfire forever. They were from the rank and file
of the Mutakallimun and gave precedence to their intellects over
the divine texts.

NASIBI: One who has hatred towards All (radijAllahu (anhu) and
the family of the Prophet (J|g).

QADARIYYAH: Those who held the belief that man has complete
free will in all that he does and that Allah has no control over him.

QARAMITA: A sect holding the same belief as the Batiniyyah and
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followers of Maymun ibn Daysan.

RAFIDIS: Also well-known as the Shfah, who call themselves the
IthnaAshdriyyah (The Twelvers) of JaTarls.This sect was founded
by ‘Abdullah ibn Saba’, a Jew, who appeared in the time of the
Khilafahof ‘Uthman. He claimed love for ‘All and Ahlul-Bayt (the
family of the Prophet (s|g)). They curse the Companions declare
them disbelievers, in particular Abu Bakr, ‘Umar and ‘Uthman
and the wives of the Prophet (2|g). They also believe the Qur’an
to be incomplete.

SUFLAn adherent of Sufism, a mystical interpretation of Islam that
stresses the primary importance of rememberance of Allah as
well as the necessity of submitting one’s will to a spiritual guide
in order to progress spiritually Latter-day Sufidoctrines such as
wahdat al-wujud (the unity of being) and hulul (incarnation) owe
more to Buddhism and Hinduism than they do to Islam.
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Ala: apparatus.
Arif.The one possessing knowledge. Sufi: the one who knows Allah

and the true realities.
Ashura: 10th Muharram, the 1st month of the Islamic calender.
Ayah: pi. ayat. Sign, miracle, example, lesson, verse.
Ahd: pi. (ebad. slave, servant, worshipper.
Al-Abdal: sing: badal. Sufi: the Substitutes.
Abrar. righteous.
Adhan: fiqh: the call to prayer.
Awliya\ plural of wall; friend, ally, loyal companion. From the word

wilayah meaning loyalty and closeness, the opposite of enmity.
Bar^akh: barrier, obstruction, an isthmus, fiqh: a barrier placed be-

tween a person who has deceased and this worldly life.
Baydn: Speech, clarification, discourse. It is of two types: the first

whereby the intended meaning is expressed clearly, whatever
language it may be in, this category is not regarded as magic; the
second whereby the intended meaning is expressed in eloquent,
cleverly doctored phrases based upon specific rules such that one
listening takes pleasure in hearing the words and they affect his
very heart. This category is what has been likened to magic as it
captivates and beguiles the heart and overcomes the soul to the
point that the face of reality could be transformed to illusion and
the one captivated perceive only that which the speaker wants
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him to perceive. This category can be used in a commendable
fashion and in a blameworthy fashion. As for the commendable
form, it is to direct the person towards the truth and use these
methods to aid the truth. As for the blameworthy form, it is to
direct the person towards falsehood or envelop him in confusion
such that the truth is seen as falsehood and falsehood as truth.
This is completely blameworthy and has been likened to that
which is completely blameworthy—magic

Bid*ah\ innovation, fiqh\ that which is newly introduced into the re-
ligion of Allah.

Da*if.weak. A hadlth that has failed to meet the criteria of authenticity.
Dim religion, way of life.
Dhawq\ taste, Sufis', direct experience of the truth.
Dhikr. remembrance, fiqb. making mention of Allah.
Du*a: supplication, invocation, it is an action of worship that may

only be directed to Allah. It is of two types, supplication through
worship {dua <ihddah) and supplication of request {dua mas'alab).
The first type of dua can be understood when one understands
that every act of worship is done with the unstated plea that
Allah accept that action of worship and the desire to draw closer
to him; and hence attain His pleasure. Hence every action of
worship is a type of request to Allah. The second type of du*a
is whereby one explicitly asks his Lord of something such as
£0 Allah! Grant me good in this world and the Hereafter.’ The
second type includes the first type and the first type necessitates
the second type.

Fana\ oblivion, absorption, extinction. Sufi', to die before dying,
annihilation in Allah, death of the ego, to die in this world and
subsist (baqd ) in Allah.

Faqih: fii. fuqahd*.fiqb: an expert in Islamic law, a Legal Jurist.
Faqir. poor, needy person. Sufis', initiate in a Sufi order, the graduate

from such an order is called a Sufi.
Faqr. poverty, need.
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Fard: see wajib.
Fasad: corruption, decay, and invalidity.
Fatwa: fiqh: legal ruling.
Fiqh: understanding and comprehension, fiqh: of the rulings and

legislation of Islam.
Fisq: pi.fusuq. Immorality, transgression, wickedness.
Fitnah: pl. fitan. Trial, tribulation, civil strife.
Ghayb: the Unseen, those matters beyond our senses.
Ghubta: envy, referring to the permissible form of envy where the

envier wishes to have the same blessings as the envied but without
desiring to see them removed from the envied. This is opposed
to hasady the blameworthy form of envy where the envier wishes
to see the blessings removed from the envied.

Hafifg pi. hujfd%. Hadlth Master, commonly referred to one who has
memorised at least 100 000 ahadith.

Hal: pi. ahival,
’ state or condition. Sufi: spiritual state, a spiritual realisa-

tion that is fleeting or temporary.
Hadlth: pi. ahadith, a text attributed to the Prophet ($U) describing

his actions, words, descriptions and tacit approvals. It consists
of two portions, the body of the text (matri) and the isnad. Rarely
the term is also used to refer to a text attributed to a Companion
or a TabiT

Hajj: fiqh: pilgrimage, one of the pillars of Islam.
Halal: released. fiqh: permissible.
Hanif. pi. Hunafa\ Upright and Devout. One who leaves the false

religions and beliefs for the truth and does not swerve from it.
His outward rectitude reflects what is inside him.

Haqiqah: truth, reality, state of things as they are. sufee: a route to
Allah, for his elite that is beyond the Shari'ah.

Hardm: forbidden, sacred, restricted, fiqh: unlawful, that which the
legally responsible person is rewarded for leaving and sinful for
doing.

Hasad: see Ghubta.
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Hasan: good, fair. A hadlth whose isnad is continuously linked of
just, morally upright narrators but whose precision (dabi) falls
short of the requirements of the sahlh hadlth; containing no
irregularity (shadh) and no hidden defect ('illah). A hadlth can be
hasan in and of itself, or contain a defect but still be ruled to be
so due to supporting evidences.

Hawa\ base desires.
Haivd: the Fount.
Haya*: modesty, derived from the word hayat, or life because it is

through modesty that the heart is granted life and it is through
the absence of modesty that it dies. It is a state that arises through
the servant being aware that Allah is watching him, having love,
fear and awe of Him and thinking little of himself. Al-Junayd
said,‘al-Haya is to recognise the bounties of Allah and then to
recognise ones own shortcomings.Through this a state is engen-
dered which is termed al-Haya\ the reality of which is that it is a
mannerism that prevents one from committing vile actions and
from being lax in fulfilling the rights of Allah.’

Hudud: limits, boundaries, fiqk limits ordained by Allah, prescribed
punishments.

Huluk settling, descent, phik settling of a superior faculty upon a
support, incarnation.

Ijtihad'. striving and exerting, fiqk striving to attain the Islamic ruling
on an issue, after certain preconditions have been met by the
person.

Ilhad deviation, atheism.
Ihsan: beneficence, excellence. To worship Allah as if one is seeing

Him, and knowing that even though one sees Him not, He sees
the servant.

Ikhlas: sincerity, to strip oneself of worshiping any besides Allah
such that everything one does is performed only to draw closer
to Him and for His pleasure. It is to purify ones actions from any
but the Creator having a share in them, from any defect or self-
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desire. The one who has true ikhlas (mukhlis) will be free of riya .
Imam: model, exemplar.^/?: religious leader, one who leads the con-

gregational prayer or leads a community.
Imam The firm belief, complete acknowledgement and acceptance

of all that Allah and His Messenger have commanded to have
faith in, submitting to it both inwardly and outwardly. It is the
acceptance and belief of the heart that includes the actions of
the heart and body, therefore it encompasses the establishment
of the whole religion. This is why the Imams and Salaf used
to say, ‘Faith is the statement of the heart and tongue, action
of the heart, tongue and limbs.’ Hence it comprises statement,
action and belief, it increases through obedience and decreases
through disobedience. It includes the beliefs of faith, its morals
and manners and the actions demanded by it.

(Ifan: Sufi: esoteric knowledge.
(Ishk: passionate love.
Isnad: chain of narration.
Ittihad.phil\ unification.
Jahilijyak. Pre-Islamic Ignorance. Technically this refers to the con-

dition of a people before the guidance of Allah reaches them,
or the state of a people that prevents them from accepting the
guidance of Allah.

Janabah: fiqh: state of major impurity.
Janabah: fiqk funeral prayer, funeral procession.
Jihad, striving in the Way of Allah to make His Word supreme.
Jinrn. another creation besides mankind who are invisible to us. They

are also subject to the laws of Islam and will be judged in the
Hereafter according to how they lived in this life.

Kafir, a rejecter of faith, disbeliever.
Kalam\ speech, discourse.^//: dialectics, scholastic theology.
Karamak. pi. karamat. Miracles performed by those not Prophets.
Khalifah: pi. khulafa\ Successor, representative.^^: of the Prophet

GH), head of the Islamic state. Also called Amir al-Mu*minin or
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Leader of the Believers.
Khawf. fear.
Khutbah: sermon, lecture. Friday sermon.
Kufr:denial, rejection, hiding, technically referring to disbelief. It can

be major (removing a person from the fold of Islam) or minor
(not removing a person from the fold of Islam).

Makruh: fiqh\ disliked, reprehensible, that which the legally respon-
sible person is rewarded for leaving but not punished for doing.

Maqdmat sing: maqam, station. sufi: spiritual stations, a permanent
spiritual realisation.

Marifah:gnosis. Knowledge that is acted upon by the one who knows,
the Gnostic of Allah is one who has knowledge of Allah, the
path that leads to Allah and the pitfalls of that path. He is one
who knows Allah, His Names, Attributes and Actions and then
displays sidq and ikhlas towards Allah in all things. He works to-
wards removing all despicable morals and mannerisms and has
sabr in all of this.

Matruk: abandoned. This refers to a narrator of a hadlth who is
abandoned due to being accused of lying.

Mawdu : fabricated hadlth. That hadlth which is a lie against the
Prophet (H).

Muhajir.pi. Muhajirun.One who perform hijrah.fiqh: the Companions
who migrated from Makkah to Madlnah.

Muhaddith: pi. muhaddithun.Scholar of Hadlth.
Mujtahid: one who performs ijtihad.fiqh: that level of scholar who can

deduce independent verdicts directly from the primary Islamic
sources.

Mukashafah: sufi: unveiling of hidden realities—the sufi attaining
knowledge through extraordinary means.

Mushahadah: sufi: vision of hidden realities—the sufiseeing things via
extraordinary means.

Muraqabah: self-inspection. The servant having the sure knowledge
that Allah sees him in all circumstances and knows all that he is
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doing, as such the he does his utmost not to fall into the prohib-
ited matters and to correct his own failings.

Munafiq: hypocrite, fiqh: one who outwardly displays Islam but in-
wardly conceals disbelief. This is the worst type of hypocrisy
and its possessor is the worst type of disbeliever, there are other
lesser types.

Murid: one who wants, desires, aims for something. /#/?: a devotee
to a sufi shaykh.

Mursal: a hadlth whose isnad has the name of the Companion miss-
ing, i.e. a Successor reports directly from the Prophet ($$).In the
eyes of the majority of scholars such a hadlth is a sub-category
of the^/jfhadlth.

Mutashabih: unclear and ambiguous, fiqh: an ayah of the Qur’an that
is not clear and conclusive in meaning from the wording of the
text itself.

Qada: see qadar.
Qadar. Allah’s decree of all matters in accordance with His prior

knowledge and as dictated by His wisdom.
Qjblah: fiqh: direction to which the Muslims pray, towards the ka(bah.
Qurian:The actual Word of Allah revealed to the Prophet (|S) in the

Arabic language through the medium of the Angel Gabriel and
the greatest miracle bestowed him. It consists of 114 chapters
commencing with al-Fatihah and ending with an-Nas.

Al-Qutb: sufi: the Axis, the greatest of the Awliya .
Raghabah: fervent desire.
Rahbah: dread.
Raja\ reverential hope.
Ramadan: ninth month of the Islamic calendar.
Rida: contentment and pleasure.
Rijashowing off, ostentation, an example of which lies in person

beautifying actions of worship because he knows people are
watching.

Ruqya: recitation used to cure an illness or disease. It can only be done
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in the Arabic tongue, in words whose meaning is understood,
using verses of the Qur’an or supplications of the Prophet
combined with the belief that it is only Allah who in reality gives
the cure.

Sabr. patience, steadfastness.
Sahib: healthy, sound, authentic, correct. A hadlth that has met the

criteria of authenticity and can be used as a legal proof.
Saldh: fiqh: the second pillar of Islam, the prayer.
Salaf. predecessors, commonly employed to refer to the first three

generations of Muslims.
Sawm: fiqh: fasting, one of the pillars of Islam.
Sidq: truthfulness, the conformity of the inner to the outer such that

the deeds and statements of the person do not belie his beliefs
and vice-versa. Sidqis the foundation of faith and results in peace
of mind, lying is the foundation of hypocrisy and results in doubt
and suspicion, and this is why the two can never co-exist without
being at odds with each other. al-Junayd was asked as to whether
sidq and ikhlas were the same or different and he replied, ‘They
are different, sidq is the root and ikhlas is the branch. Sidq is the
foundation of everything and ikhlas only comes into play once
one commences an action. Actions are only acceptable when
they combine both.’ The one who has true sidq will be free of
self-conceit.

Shaghafiah: crazed passion.
Shahadah: testification, witness. The declaration that none has the

right to be worshipped save Allah and that Muhammad (sjjg) is
the Messenger of Allah.

Shahwa: carnal lusts.
Shan ah: divine Islamic law as ordained by Allah.
Sharik: partner, associate.
Shaykh: old man. fiqh: learned person, scholar, sufii: a guide along the

spiritual path.
Shaytan: Satan, Iblls, a devil.
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Shirk: association, technically referring to directing a right that is due
to Allah Alone to another object of creation, either completely
or partially. It can be major (removing a person from the fold of
Islam) or minor (not removing a person from the fold of Islam).

Sunan: a compilation of ahadith.
Sunnah:way, path.The actions, words, descriptions, commands, pro-

hibitions and tacit approvals of the Prophet (s|g).
Surah, chapter of the Qur’an.
Tab?tin.: The generation following that of the Companions.
TaP Tabi'un: The generation following that of the Tabi'un.
Tdghtit all that is falsely worshipped besides Allah.
Tafsir.elucidation, clarification, explanation.^^: of the Qur’an..
Taqwa: the basic meaning of which is setting a barrier between two

things. This is why it is said that one ittaqa with his shield, i.e. he
set it as a barrier between him and the one who wished him evil.
Therefore it is as if the one who has taqwa (muttaqi) has used his
following the commands of Allah and avoiding His prohibitions
as a barrier between himself and the Punishment. Hence he has
preserved and fortified himself against the punishment of Allah
through his obeying Him.

Tariqah: path, stifi: spiritual path.
Tawafi circumambulation of the Ka(bah
Tawakkuk trust and absolute reliance.
Tawhid: unification, monotheism, the belief in the absolute Oneness

of Allah. It is to believe that Allah Alone is the creator, nourisher,
and sustainer of the worlds; it is to believe that Allah Alone de-
serves to be worshipped; and it is to believe that He has unique
and perfect Names and Attributes that far transcend anything
that one can imagine.

Ummah nation, the Muslim nation.
(Urf. fiqh Customary Usage.
Wajih. fiqh obligatory, that which a legally responsible person is

rewarded for doing and sinful for leaving. In the eyes of the
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majority rvajib has the same meaning as fard.
Wahdatu-l-Wujud: The unity of existence, the heretical belief that

Allah is everywhere and everything.
Wajd: strong emotion, technically referring to spiritual ecstasy. The

heart experiencing sudden surges of intense love, desire, awe
and glorification of Allah.

Wara: pious caution, scrupulousness. A mannerism through which
the heart is purified of all that would sully it and has been ex-
cellently summarised in the saying of the Prophet (?H), “From
the excellence of ones Islam is his leaving that which does not
concern him.” It is to leave all that causes one doubt, all that
does not concern him, to continuously bring oneself to account
and to devote oneself to Allah. Some of the Salaf said, 'None
attains the reality of taqwd until he leaves that which is harmless
for fear of falling into that which is harmful.’

Walij. pi. Awlija\ Friends, Allies, Saints—those who have faith and
taqwa.

Wudu\ fiqh: ritual ablution.
Yaqin: certainty. It is to faith (Iman) what the soul is to the body, it is

the soul to the actions of the heart which in turn formulate the
souls to the actions of the limbs and through it one attains the
rank of Siddlq. From yaqin does tawakkul (absolute reliance in
Allah) sprout and through.yaqin is all doubt, suspicion and worry
dispelled and the heart filled with love, hope and fear of Allah.
Yaqin is of three levels, that which arises from knowledge ( <ilm
al-yaqin), seeing (Jain al-yaqin) and actual experience (Jpaqq alyaqin).

Zakah: fiqh: one of the pillars of Islam, an obligatory tax levied on a
Muslim wealth subject to certain criteria.

Zuhd. asceticism.
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